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Introduction

T

he term “Learning mobility in the field of youth” refers to the mobility of young
people across countries, inside and outside Europe, and in formal and nonformal learning settings. Learning mobility takes place within a framework of
exchange programmes with the aim of promoting and developing personal and
professional competences, communication, interpersonal and intercultural skills,
and active citizenship, among others. The competences developed by young people
taking part in mobility experiences contribute also to the recognition of youth work
and non-formal learning, and to the increase of employment opportunities.
Learning mobility in the youth field – defined as stays abroad undertaken for a
period of time and with a clear educational purpose – has been at the core and an
integral feature of European youth policies and practices for a very long time. It is
an extremely multifaceted phenomenon which covers many forms of activities and
involves many types of actors and stakeholders. In the youth field we are generally
speaking of non-formal learning, that is planned and organised learning taking place
outside of formal education systems and curricula, but the boundaries of learning
mobility are fluid, and activities may include such diverse activities as, for example:
►► short-term encounters between youth groups;
►► long-term school-stays in upper secondary general education;
►► international meetings of young people or youth leaders;
►► study sessions, training courses and training of trainers;
►► European Solidarity Corps and other types of national and international
mobility of volunteers;
►► mobility of youth workers;
►► so-called “work camps” (multilateral encounters around a common project);
►► placements in enterprises.
Learning mobility across Europe has been promoted by civil society organisations
and political institutions since the end of the Second World War as a means to foster
intercultural dialogue and peace. In particular, mobility of young people consisted
in international work camps, voluntary activities, schools and university exchanges
and mobility of young workers. In the last 40 years the Council of Europe and the
European Union have contributed to the development of these cross-border mobility
experiences, both supporting the organisations already promoting them, and providing policies and programmes for increasing outreach and quality of youth mobility.
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Learning mobility in the field of youth is not dealt with in a full-scale formal convention at European level. So far the intergovernmental co-operation of the Council of
Europe and the legislation of the European Union in the field of youth policy have
focused on introducing instruments which promote it in a practical sense, such as
funding programmes, and enhancing co-operation among member states on the topic.
In particular, the Council of Europe has been focusing on the promotion of mobility
for intercultural learning and integration in the wider Europe, and in this way has
played an important role in recognising young people’s aspirations in Central, SouthEast and Eastern Europe and fostered East–West youth mobility, with new member
states from these geographical areas joining in the 1990s and 2000s.
By the end of the 1980s, the EU had established mobility programmes which address
the specific aim of fostering European citizenship and the employability of young
people, and member states have adopted several Council recommendations and
conclusions to guide the developments of national and European policies in this
respect.
Furthermore, learning mobility in the youth field is one of the themes on which the
two institutions based the partnership between the European Commission and the
Council of Europe in the field of youth when this was established in 1998.
The phenomenon of learning mobility in the youth field has not been systematically measured and studied because of its high level of fragmentation. Given the
considerable funds and significant political commitments made to promote youth
mobility, the EU and the Council of Europe have also encouraged research and the
setting of benchmarks in the field.
Important steps in this direction were made in 2011, when the two institutions,
with the support of Erasmus+ national agencies and youth organisations, created
the European Platform on Learning Mobility in the youth field (EPLM), managed by
the partnership between the European Commission and the Council of Europe in
the field of youth (EU-Council of Europe youth partnership). This has been the first
initiative to gather all stakeholders concerned, namely practitioners, researchers,
policy makers and young people, to foster dialogue, innovation and evidence-based
policy in the sector.
Since then, several efforts have been made in the field of research on learning
mobility in the youth field. The Council conclusions on a benchmark for learning
mobility issued in 2011 included the proposal of establishing an indicator on youth
mobility in general: therefore, indicators were developed and have been included
in the statistical part of the EU Youth Report and in the Eurobarometer. Moreover,
there has been a first attempt to map the non-EU-funded mobility programmes
(June 2012), and the EU-Council of Europe youth partnership has published several
studies – Learning mobility and non-formal learning in European contexts and Learning
mobility, social inclusion and non-formal education, a dedicated edition of the Coyote
magazine, and this Handbook on Quality in Learning Mobility in the Youth Field with
accompanying principles and indicators.
Finally, the RAY network – Research-based analysis of Youth in Action – an initiative of
several Erasmus+ national agencies, provides data related to the EU youth mobility
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programmes and its impact, and the website of the Education, Audiovisual and Culture
Executive Agency (EACEA) National Policy Platforms now offers the Youth Wiki which
includes an overview of youth mobility policies in the EU countries.
In recent times, learning mobility has received growing recognition as a valuable
educational tool. More and more young people and other actors are getting involved
while more and more funds are being made available for learning mobility projects.
While this is a very positive fact, and comes as a recognition of the value of learning
mobility for young people in the youth field and in non-formal learning contexts, it
inevitably brings the issue of quality to the fore, since how can we ensure that this
investment we are making in learning mobility – in terms of time, efforts and money
– actually brings about the results that we are aiming for? By trying to answer this
crucial question, through this comprehensive set of tools, our ambition is to ensure
that quantity of learning mobility activities in the youth field does not come at the
detriment of their quality.
Such reflections are particularly, though not exclusively, poignant in connection
to activities aiming at inclusion in learning mobility activities of those with fewer
opportunities, those marginalised or from minority groups. For these participants,
more and better organised resources must be allocated and even more attention
paid to achieving a successful and satisfactory experience.
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Institutional context
Council of Europe
The Council of Europe was the first international governmental organisation to address
learning mobility in the youth field at the European level in 1956 and youth mobility was included among its major themes when the youth sector started operating.
The first initiatives in this field have been the European agreement on young people
travelling with collective passports (1961) and the European agreement on “au pair”
placements (1969). In 1972, the European Youth Foundation (EYF) was established to
provide financial support for European youth activities which serve the promotion
of peace, understanding and co-operation among young people in Europe.
From the mid-1980s youth mobility became a permanent item on the ministerial
conferences and a number of texts covering specific aspects of mobility, such as
the mobility of youth workers and local policies to promote mobility were adopted.
In particular, in the 1990s the Council of Europe made important steps towards
the promotion of youth mobility: Resolution of the Committee of Ministers 91(20)
instituting a Partial Agreement on the Youth Card for the purpose of promoting
and facilitating youth mobility in Europe, Recommendation No. R (95) 18 of the
Committee of Ministers to members states on Youth Mobility and Recommendation
No. R (94) 4 of the Committee of Ministers to members states on the promotion of a
voluntary service. Several other texts related to the topic of “youth exchanges” have
been adopted by the Committee of Ministers and the Parliamentary Assembly from
the 1950s to the 1990s.
Since the late 1990s, the role of the Council of Europe has been one of continuing
to support member states in youth policy development related to this topic, and
support quality international youth work, notably through the European Youth
Foundation. More recently, youth mobility has been encouraged in the framework of the European Convention on the Promotion of a Transnational Long-Term
Voluntary Service for Young People (2000), and Recommendation Rec(2004)13 of
the Committee of Ministers to member states on the participation of young people
in local and regional life where an entire article is dedicated to the role of local and
regional authorities in the policy for mobility and exchanges; and in the future of
the Council of Europe youth policy: Resolution CM/Res(2008)23 on the youth policy
of the Council of Europe, also known as AGENDA 2020 (2008).
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Following the economic crisis of 2008, the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly
issued two documents inviting members states to remove obstacles to mobility as
an answer to the crisis and youth unemployment: Resolution 1828 (2011) “Reversing
the sharp decline in youth employment” and the report “The young generation
sacrificed: social, economic and political implications of the financial crisis” (2012).
More recently, in 2017, the Council of Europe adopted two documents which have
an influence in the field of learning mobility, namely the Competence Framework
for Democratic Culture (CDC), and the Recommendation CM/Rec(2017)4 on youth
work. The CDC provides a clear indication to formal education systems on how to
develop competences that are the key objective of learning mobility programmes,
and therefore can be seen as a useful resource for improving the quality of youth
mobility. The recommendation on youth work aims at providing a standard on how
to strengthen the youth work sector, where youth mobility programmes are rooted.
Finally, in 2017 the European Steering Committee for Youth (CDEJ) has adopted its
self-assessment tool on youth policy, where youth mobility is one of the six major
areas of youth policy.

European Union
At the end of the 1980s, the European Union started promoting youth exchanges
through specific funding programmes such as “Erasmus” (1987) and “Youth for Europe”
(1988) and the implementation of these mobility programmes represents the first
initiative of the European Union in the youth sector. The Treaty on the European Union
signed in Maastricht in 1992 recognised this development in Article 149, section 2,
which states that the Community action should also be aimed at “encouraging the
development of youth exchanges and of exchanges of socio-educational instructors”.
Youth mobility became the key feature of the EU youth policy, and related funding
programmes were developed further: in particular a great achievement was the
launching of the European Voluntary Service programme in 1996.
Following the creation of mobility programmes and the inclusion of youth mobility
in the EU treaties, policy documents were issued, such as the resolution concerning
an action plan for mobility (2000/C 371/03) and the recommendation for students,
persons undergoing training, young volunteers, teachers and trainers (2001/613/EC)
whose principles were then included in the White Paper “A new impetus for European
youth” (2001). In the White Paper youth mobility emerges as a transversal policy and
specific attention is given to the recognition of competences gained through mobility experiences. The White Paper was followed by the first Framework for European
co-operation in the youth field in 2002 which was then updated in 2005 to take into
account the European Youth Pact where “Education, training and mobility” figures
as one of its three strands.
In the same period, the Lisbon strategy was lunched, setting ambitious objectives for
education and training in the EU by 2010 and promoting Europe as a world centre
of excellence for studies.
Further new initiatives were then undertaken: the creation of a tool for recognition
of competences developed through youth mobility projects, namely the Youthpass,
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the European Quality Charter for Mobility (2006), the Council recommendation on
the mobility of young volunteers across the European Union (November 2008), the
Conclusions of the Council on youth mobility (December 2008) and the Green Paper
“Promoting the learning mobility of young people” (July 2009).
More recently, a number of milestones were reached:
►► The Council of the EU reached a partial general approach (the Council’s position)
on a proposal for a Regulation on the European Solidarity Corps 2021-2027;
►► The Council also adopted a resolution on the new EU Youth Strategy 2019-2027.
The strategy is expected to develop its cross-sectoral approach by addressing
the needs of young people in other EU policy areas; the Strategy includes the
11 Youth Goals, results of the 6th cycle of the Structured Dialogue between
the EU and young people;
►► Ministers adopted Conclusions on the role of youth work in the context of
migration and refugee matters. Based on evidence from the EU Youth Report
2015 and taking into account political developments, national governments
will work, together with the European Commission, on prioritising the integration of young people with a migrant background, including newly arrived
migrants and refugees;
►► On 30 May, the Commission adopted its proposal for the next Erasmus programme, with a doubling of the budget to €30 billion for the period 2021-2027;
►► Finally, a recent initiative by the European Commission which aims at expanding
access to mobility is DiscoverEU, providing 15 000 Interrail tickets to young
people turning 18 years old.
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Quality in mobility

E

ven though success rates of mobility programmes are often provided in terms
of numbers of participants involved, it is clear that this approach is meaningless in a quality perspective. The fact that 100, 1 000 or even 10 000 young
people went abroad is in itself of little importance; what is important is the nature
and extent of what they brought home with them in terms of knowledge, skills,
values and attitudes, and how these acquisitions contribute to the development
of communities, societies and individuals. This is the learning potential of mobility.
From evaluations and evaluative research carried out we know that good quality
learning mobility can indeed bring about quality outcomes. What they also tell us,
however, is that outcomes do not come about by themselves merely as a consequence of being abroad, and specific types of mobility are conducive to specific
kinds of learning results.
This makes quality in mobility a tricky concept to work with, for it will have many
permutations according to the specific aims of the activity, the type of activity in question, the intended target group, and the specific and general context. Most attempts
at defining the concept of quality in learning mobility have either become so tied
to one particular type of learning mobility that they are difficult to apply to other
contexts, or so broad that they are only of very limited practical use, especially for
practitioners who approach the field for the first time. An equally serious challenge
is that research on learning mobility in the youth field is still patchy and compartmentalised, which means that efforts often have been based on “examples of good
practice” rather than knowledge extracted from valid research. Their value in other
contexts than the one in which they were originally harvested may be questionable.
Ideally, therefore, any attempt to work on quality in youth mobility should involve
actors and stakeholders – young people, practitioners, researchers and policy makers
– from a very broad field of activities and contexts, and base itself on valid knowledge
obtained by pooling and comparing both practical experience and research from
all over Europe. This is just what we did while preparing this comprehensive set of
tools, over a period of almost four years.
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The Quality Framework
for Learning Mobility
in the Field of Youth

I

n 2015, the team of the EU-Council of Europe youth partnership launched the
work on developing a Quality Framework for Learning Mobility in the Field of
Youth within the context of the EPLM, which the EU-Council of Europe has coordinated since 2014. The aim of this endeavour was to reach a clear and shared
understanding of what this elusive concept of “quality in mobility” actually is and
to develop concrete guidelines and definitions that can help practitioners across
Europe to achieve even higher quality in the projects they are undertaking.
The work was carried out in three phases, each of which ended with a concrete
deliverable:
A set of 22 quality principles for mobility, which constitutes a tool for reflection to frame the overall discussion of quality in mobility;
A set of detailed 119 quality indicators that function as a targeted checklist for
practitioners to ensure that learning outcomes of the project, as well as issues
linked to inclusion, health and safety for participants, their active participation
in the process, etc. are safeguarded;
A quality handbook that underpins the principles and the indicators with
more extensive explanations and references to relevant resources that provide
further information, relevant tools, or examples of implementation in practice.
Working groups consisting of researchers and experts were set up to elaborate draft
versions of the deliverables of this undertaking, then open for comments among
the public through an online consultation, and their outputs were subsequently
validated by the Steering Group of the EPLM and at European expert seminars.
Needless to say, this process – like all previous attempts at coming to terms with
this issue across geographical, sectoral and organisational boundaries – resulted in
protracted discussions and argumentation, but it was being driven by a clear sense
of purpose and strict deadlines, which meant that at the end of the stipulated time
frame (April 2019), the Quality Framework could be presented at the bi-annual
conference of the EPLM.
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The ambition behind the Quality Framework was never one of delivering, once and
for all, the ultimate guide for use in a field that is constantly expanding and evolving. Rather, it was one of drawing “a line in the sand” that encapsulates the current
knowledge base and making it available to practitioners across Europe so that they
are able to exploit this in their activities, rather than wasting precious energy on
reinventing the wheel. As such, it can always at some later stage be taken up again
and possibly revised according to new insights gained.
Furthermore, a quality mobility app, called “Q! App” was developed in the framework
of the EPLM in line with the Principles for Quality in Learning Mobility. Unlike this
handbook, the app follows a project-cycle approach, and is therefore very complementary to this handbook. We encourage all users to utilise the app in addition and
in connection to this handbook. More information on the app is available at: www.
qualitymobility.app/.
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The 22 principles

H

ere are 22 principles that help you deliver high quality mobility projects. It all
starts from here!

They are written for “project organisers” with a focus on non-formal education
activities. Project organisers can be many different people in a variety of roles and
positions. They can be youth workers, people who implement the practicalities of
a project, staff (voluntary or paid) of organisations, group facilitators, etc. Young
people can also be project organisers, if they have a specific role in the planning and
implementation of the mobility project. When we write “actor”, we are referring to
anyone involved in the mobility project (project organiser, logistic support, young
person, etc.).
These quality principles were developed in the youth field and focus on projects for
and with young people, and for the youth workers who work with them. But they
can also be used in related fields (for example, cross-sectoral educational projects)
and other sectors with some adaptation. These principles are also relevant for all
networks and programmes that deliver transnational mobility for the benefit and
learning of young people.
We took into account a wide variety of international youth mobility projects, ranging
from youth exchanges, to volunteering, school exchanges, youth worker mobility,
vocational apprenticeships, etc. Because of this broad scope, some principles will be
more relevant in some contexts, and less relevant in others. You will have to think
it through and see how the principles relate to your own international mobility
project. The order of the principles will fit certain project types better than others.
The principles are a practical hands-on guideline, a tool for reflection, and definitely
not a set of binding rules that you must stick to. It is not a legal document. It is a
set of ideal principles to support the best possible quality in transnational learning
mobility. You will need to take into account all your conditions, resources, etc. and
adapt the principles accordingly.
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We all know that the actual mobility activity (the international bit) is only one part
of the whole project. The months and months of preparation, support and follow-up
are equally important as the international part. However, this Quality Framework
focuses specifically on the international dimension of the project.
A mobility project is a learning experience for the participants. The focus is on the
learners, and their individual (and group) learning curves. But these principles also
aim to support learning for the project organisers. We hope that it makes you aware
of your progress, of your own strengths and weaknesses, and that these principles
encourage (self-)reflection for the areas needed to make your projects (even) better.
There are many resources, frameworks, quality-standard documents available in print
and e-copy that support the use of these principles. They will be available, if they are
not already while you are reading this, on the web page of the EPLM.
These principles come with indicators and a handbook on quality in learning mobility: the three tools together (principles, indicators, handbook) help you organise
quality learning mobility projects.
Many experts and experienced practitioners contributed to these principles. We
have tried to include as many points as we can, so that you, as project organisers
from all over Europe, can benefit from their expertise. There may be areas you do
not agree with, or approaches that you do not value as much, but we hope this
Quality Framework will stimulate critical reflection by everyone who has experience
in transnational mobility projects in the youth field.
We are therefore very glad to present to you these 22 Principles for Quality in
Learning Mobility:
1.
The project has clear learning objectives and these are known to all actors
including participants.
The intended learning has been identified and broken down into concrete objectives. These objectives are negotiated and developed together with participants
and all other actors in the hosting and sending environments, based on their needs.
The objectives are clearly communicated in a youth-friendly way to all actors well
in advance.
2.

The mobility project fits to the needs of the organisations.

The project is compatible with the objectives of all the partners’ organisations.
Different stakeholders of the organisations, including management and staff, support
the mobility project. It is an opportunity for professional and strategic development
and provides added value for the organisations.
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3.
The type of learning mobility is adapted to the profile of the participants and
the learning objectives.
Organisers choose from the variety of mobility opportunities according to the profile and the needs of the target group. They make this choice on the basis of their
available resources. The chosen type of learning mobility helps the participants to
reach the learning objectives. The organisations manage participants’ expectations.
4.
The organisers formulate indicators for assessing outcomes collaboratively
with participants.
Before the activity, the organisers and participants define together how they will
assess whether the project is successful. Monitoring the success indicators from the
beginning leads to current and future project improvements.
5.
Information about the project and conditions for involvement are clear before
participants decide to participate.
The organisers inform candidates and participants well in advance about the project. Information is communicated through channels appropriate to the nature and
needs of the specific target groups. As demands on participants are clear, they can
make an informed choice. Participation is voluntary.
6.

If there is selection, the criteria and procedures are transparent.

The selection procedures are adapted to the type of mobility. The selection criteria
are precise and clear to all involved in the selection, including those applying. The
criteria are used objectively to select the most suitable participants for the project.
Unsuccessful applicants receive clear feedback on why they were not selected.
7.

The organisers collect the needs of participants to create an inclusive environment.

Participants have an opportunity to express their needs. The organisers take these
into account to secure suitable conditions and appropriate environments for all
participants. The relevant actors know in advance how to adapt arrangements
accordingly. This is especially important to enable all young people to fully participate regardless of their additional needs.
8.
The organisers make sure that the resources are adequate to reach the objectives and cater for the needs of participants.
There is a realistic match between the human, physical and financial resources, the
time frame available, the activities, the needs of participants and the objectives.
The organisers manage these resources responsibly. Organisers must be properly
prepared and trained.
9.

The learning environment helps to achieve the learning objectives.

The different learning environments are chosen and tailored so that the participants
are able to acquire the competences set in the learning objectives of the mobility
project.
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10. The programme is prepared well in advance together with all actors.
The programme of the activity fits with what the hosting environment can offer. All
actors share expectations and agree well in advance how they will implement the
project. Roles and responsibilities are clear.
11. Participants interact with the diverse cultures involved in the project, and in
the hosting environments.
The programme gives enough opportunity for authentic encounters with the cultures involved in the project and of the host communities. The project stimulates the
intercultural learning process and allows participants to challenge stereotypes and
prejudices. The duration and intensity of interaction is adapted to the target group.
12. Actors in the project co-operate in a positive partnership.
Both the sending and the hosting partners are committed to a collaborative approach
to ensure participants’ learning. They communicate transparently, share responsibilities, agree on a process on how to change things. They are willing to compromise
in the interests of the participants.
13. The organisers arrange practicalities well in advance and inform participants
about them in a timely manner.
The organisers take care of practicalities, such as travel, accommodation, social security and insurance, and inform participants well before departure. The practicalities
cater for additional needs of the participants involved.
14. Participants receive adequate preparation.
Before departure, the organisers prepare participants appropriately. The staff involved
in the project also go through a preparation process.
15. The methodology and methods used are appropriate for the participants to
reach the learning objectives.
The activities for participants are tailored to their capacities and skills. The organisers put in place a process for participants to share feedback. The organisers review
the learning objectives and methods and adapt them to the changing needs of
participants and to any changes in the circumstances.
16. The organisers ensure adequate support during the project.
The organisers provide adequate guidance throughout the learning process and
qualified support to defuse problems. Participants are aware of these available support structures and how to access them. The support participants receive enables
them to learn from the difficult situations encountered.
17.

Organisers provide space and support for structured reflection on the experience.

This reflection is structured both individually and collectively, and takes place before,
during and after the activity. Recognition tools and processes can be used to support the reflection. Organisers help participants put experiences and interpretations
into perspective. This enables participants to form and challenge their own views in
order to develop critical thinking.
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18. The learning outcomes are evaluated at project and individual level, and in a
short-term and long-term perspective.
Learning outcomes are evaluated both for the project as a whole and for individual
participants. Such evaluation compares the participant’s starting point and the
impact of the project on the individual. The evaluation also encompasses a longerterm perspective.
19. The evaluation also includes non-intended outcomes.
In the evaluation, organisers cover both explicit objectives and other outcomes,
positive or negative, that resulted from the project.
20. Organisers support participants to document their achievements and help
those to be recognised.
Participants receive proof of participation. The organisers assist participants to document the learning outcomes and achievements from the project. In the early stages
of the project, the organisers together with the participants decide how they want
to do this. Organisers help participants to gain recognition of their achievements.
21. Organisers guide participants to capitalise on the outcomes of the experience.
This is done at various phases. In the preparation phase organisers help manage
participants’ expectations towards the project. During the implementation phase,
participants are stimulated to connect the experience to their own reality. After the
activity, organisers support participants to transfer their learning to other contexts
and exploit the outcomes in their personal and professional future development.
22. Organisers capitalise on the outcomes of the project for it to have a wider
impact.
Organisers plan ahead on how to optimise the impact of the project. During the
implementation, organisers and participants take measures to increase the visibility
of the project. Organisers and participants consciously capture the results that can
be exploited. Good practice is documented and shared. The organisers reflect on
how the mobility project fits the wider strategic development of the organisation.
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The 119 indicators

W

hile the 22 Principles for Quality in Learning Mobility indicate in a short and
concise way the main areas for developing a quality project, a number of
further indications can be provided to reach this goal. These indications can
be found below, presented in an organic way in the form of a set of 119 indicators,
divided by dimensions and sections. These indicators were elaborated by experts
and practitioners on the basis of online consultations and personal experience.
Once more, any organiser of a mobility project could read and use these indicators for
inspiration for their work towards a quality project. We encourage considering this set as
a checklist for personal use.
Table 1 – Overview of dimensions, sections and indicators
Dimensions

Sections

Indicators

Rationale

Aims

1. Are the general aims of the activity rooted in a needs analysis among target group, community and stakeholders?
2. Are the general aims of the activity specified through
concrete objectives?
3. Have you discussed the aims and objectives of the activity
with all actors and stakeholders in advance?
4. Have you ensured that the objectives of the activity are
understood in the same way by all relevant actors involved
in the activity?
5. Are the objectives of the activity designed in a way that
makes them measurable so that you can assess outcomes
afterwards?
6. Do young people take part in the process of defining
objectives?
7. Is the position of young people in the process of decision
making clear?
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Rationale

Methods

8. Are the methods tailored to enable the activity to reach
its objectives in the most efficient and timely manner?
9. Are the methods tailored in accordance with the needs,
capacities and skills of the participants?
10. Are there feedback mechanisms during the stay that
enable team members and participants to adjust methods and aspects of these when needed?
11. Are all team members (co-ordinators, trainers, facilitators) familiar with the methods used, or is preparatory
training required?
12. Do methods require preparatory activities for participants aimed at the development of knowledge, skills
and competences necessary in order to benefit from
participation?
13. Do methods enable young people to develop their
problem-solving skills?
14. Do methods involve exposure to – and familiarisation
with – people from different backgrounds?

Target groups

15. Is there a clearly defined target group for the activity?
16. Are the aims, objectives and methods designed in accordance with the profile of the target group?
17. Are the communication channels used in connection
with the activity of a nature that will reach all those in
the target group?
18. Do any of the participants have special needs (e.g. in
relation to nutrition, physical mobility)?

Organisation Hosting
organisation

19. Does the hosting organisation have the proven capacity to deal with all aspects of the activity for which they
are in charge?
20. Has the hosting organisation been involved in a dialogue
about the planning and design of the activity?
21. Has the hosting organisation received full information
about the exact scope and nature of the activity before
consenting to host the participants?
22. Has the nature and requirements of the target group been
clearly communicated to the hosting organisation, in
particular with regard to participants with special needs?

Time frame

23. Is the duration of the activity sufficient for the participants
to reach the stipulated learning objectives?
24. Is the duration of the activity realistic in relation to what
participants can handle in terms of absence from home?
25. Is there sufficient time available for pre-departure preparation of participants and involved team members?
26. Is there sufficient time for discussing with participants
and involved team members after homecoming about
the activity?
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Organisation Programme

27. Has a detailed programme for the activity been
developed?
28. Has the programme been developed in a dialogue with
the hosting organisation and participants?
29. Are the programme activities conducive to reaching the
stipulated objectives?
30. Does the programme allow for maximum interaction
with the hosting environment?
31. Is there an adequate balance between programme
activities and free time for the participants?

Responsibilities

32. Are responsibilities for all aspects of the programme
clearly allocated to named persons?
33. Are these names and responsibilities clearly communicated to all involved, including participants?
34. Do the responsible persons have the necessary capacity
(knowledge, authority, availability, means) to deal with
issues occurring within their sphere of responsibility?

Risk and conflict 35. Have you analysed beforehand the types of problems
management
and conflicts that may possibly occur?
36. Have you developed adequate procedures for dealing
with various types of conflicts and other problems,
including who to address?
37. Are participants prepared so that they can act appropriately in the event of problems?
38. Do your financial resources allow you to deal with unforeseen costs?
Evaluation

39. Have you developed a detailed plan for evaluating the
activity and the learning experience of the participants,
so that it can tell you whether you have reached your
objectives?
40. Does the evaluation consider not only learning outcomes
of participants, but also things like the project’s impact
on hosting and sending communities and on your own
organisation?
41. Does your evaluation plan also include the possibility
for identifying non-intended outcomes?
42. Has the evaluation plan been agreed by all parties?
43. Have you agreed on who does the evaluation?
44. Have you identified what kind of information you need
to collect for the evaluation?
45. Have you established when – and by what means – this
information is to be collected?
46. Have you identified platforms where your evaluation
results can be shared with others?
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Formal
framework

Agreements

47. Do you have a clear, written agreement with your main
partner(s), setting out timetable, deliverables, workload,
financial arrangements and responsibilities?
48. Do you have clear, written agreements with all other
actors involved (e.g. providers of funding, subcontractors, host families, accommodation providers, placement
enterprises)?
49. Do you have clear, written agreements with all participants concerning rights and responsibilities, rules
of conduct, possible contributions, etc.?
50. Do all minors participating in the project have signed
permissions from their parents/guardians to participate
in the activity?

Insurance

51. Is additional health insurance needed beyond what is
conferred by national schemes (e.g. for repatriation)?
52. Are all participants and team members adequately covered by insurance for accidents and liability, both when
involved in project activities and in their spare time?
53. Are details about the insurance – coverage and claims
procedures, etc. – known to relevant team members, so
that they can take appropriate action if needed?
54. Are all participants and team members adequately
covered in terms of health insurance?

Visa

55. Do any participants require a visa to enter the host
country?
56. Is it clear to all who does what – and when – in relation
to obtaining visas?
57. Is it clear who covers the costs for obtaining visas?

Resources

Financing

58. Have you elaborated a detailed and comprehensive
budget for the activity?
59. Is the funding available adequate in the light of the objectives of the activity and the nature of the target group?
60. Do you have signed agreements with the providers of
funding?
61. Do you have signed agreements or memoranda of
understanding with partners, teams, hosting organisation clearly stating financial details and a timeline of the
financing and reimbursement process?
62. Is it clear to participants before departure what financial
contributions they need to make (if any)?
63. Are participants required to demonstrate their commitment (e.g. investment in terms of time, money, efforts)
prior to departure?
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Resources

Logistical
requirements

64. Is adequate physical space available for the whole duration of the activity – not just during the stay abroad, but
also before (preparation) and after (debriefing)?
65. Is the space adequate to the needs of the project regarding size, natural light, equipment and heating/cooling
system?
66. Is the physical space and the overall environment suitable for achieving the learning objectives?
67. Does the space and environment allow participants to
carry out functions related to the activity without any
obstacles?
68. Is the work space physically accessible to everyone?
69. Has a list of equipment and materials necessary for
the implementation of the activity been drawn up
beforehand?
70. Is all the equipment necessary for the activity available
at the appropriate moments?
71. Is adequate accommodation made available to participants in line with needs and objectives?
72. Are the accommodation and working venue within an
appropriate distance of each other?
73. Are adequate means of transportation available when
and where needed?

Team

74. Is the team selected on the basis of a clear perception of
the competences and experience necessary to achieve
the objectives?
75. Does the team have the knowledge, skills and competences needed to achieve the outcomes of the activity,
or is additional training required?
76. Is there a clear division of workload and responsibilities
within the team?
77. Is everybody in the team aware of other team members’
competences, experience and preferred working styles?
78. Is it possible for team members to meet before the activity
starts to get to know each other and to prepare details?
79. Does the team have knowledge of, and experience with,
participative methodologies?
80. Are team members aware of the need to minimise the
impact of the activities on the environment, and familiar
with methods of ensuring this?
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Participants

Dissemination
of information

81. Is information about the activity – including conditions
for participation – disseminated to the target group in
due time and through adequate channels?
82. Is there enough time to promote the activity to all potential participants and motivate them for participation?
83. Is the terminology used appropriate to the target groups?
84. Has the process of advertising the call been monitored
with a plan for changing strategy if needed?

Selection

85. Is the selection process open and fair?
86. Are selection criteria clear and transparent, and set in
accordance with the objectives of the activity and the
profile of participants?
87. Do the selection criteria reflect the full diversity of the
target group?
88. Is the selection done by more than one person?
89. Are the selection criteria formulated in a way that they
are inclusive and reflect the diversity of the target group?
90. Is the selection process carried out in time for the selected
participants to take part in preparation activities?
91.Are unsuccessful candidates informed about the reasons
for rejection?

Preparation

92. Are participants fully aware of the objectives and methods of the activity?
93. Is practical information about the activity (programme,
logistical details) communicated in due time to
participants?
94. Are participants aware of their responsibilities and
obligations?
95. Are the participants trained in problem-solving and
conflict management?
96. Are the expectations of the participants in alignment with
the aims and means of the project as well as conditions
in the hosting environment?
97. Have participants been informed in due time about any
preparatory work they need to do?
98. Have participants received adequate linguistic and
cultural preparation to facilitate their interaction with
the hosting environment?
99. Have participants been adequately prepared on how to
deal with psychological issues such as homesickness?
100. Are participants instructed on how to minimise the
impact of the activity on the environment?
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Participants

Accompaniment 101.Is adequate support (monitoring/mentoring) available
and support
in the hosting environment?
102. Are the particular requirements of young people with
special needs (e.g. young parents, persons with disabilities) also supported during the activity, and are
possible extra costs for this covered in the budget?
103. Are minors accompanied by an adult or under adult
supervision during the activity?
104. Are language support and translation services available
if and where required?
The learning
process

105. Is there a clear understanding of desired learning processes among both participants and team members?
106. Do participants have the time to reflect on their learning
process before, during and after the activity?
107. Is there a plan for how and where this reflection process
will take place?
108. Are adequate facilities (e.g. rooms for individual or
group sessions) available for this reflection process?
109. Is this reflection process facilitated and supported by
the team before, during and after the activity?

Debriefing

110. Is there a dissemination plan of the results and good
practices?
111. Is a structured debriefing process conducted after
the activity?
112. Do participants have a chance to meet after the activity
and share their experiences and reflections?
113. Are participants encouraged to think about and
understand what has changed as a result of their
participation?
114. Is the debriefing process supported by the team, considering the needs of individual participants?

Outcomes

115. Are individual participants’ learning outcomes identified and assessed?
116. Are participants receiving a certificate which documents
their learning path and competence development?
117. Is guidance available to help participants capitalise on
their learning outcomes in their further career trajectory or civic life?
118. Are outcomes of the activity going to be used for development of both sending and hosting organisations?
119. Are outcomes going to be used for further improvements in both sending and hosting communities?
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The handbook

T

he handbook is, in a sense, the crowning achievement of all the work being
put into developing the Quality Framework, and it incorporates the outcomes
of both the quality principles and the quality indicators. Concretely, it takes up
the 119 indicators and provides more in-depth definitions, descriptions and explanations for each of these, so that practitioners who are using the list of indicators as a
checklist in their project can draw on more extensive information regarding these.
With approximately one page of text on each indicator, it is not really intended for
reading in one stretch – the intention is that it is used, in connection with the quality
principles and the indicators, as some sort of “telephone directory” where it is possible to look up and get more extensive information on individual indicators – what
has also been called a “cherry-picking approach”.
Here are some further issues to be kept in mind when reading the handbook:
►► Intended users of the handbook represent a very large spectrum of practitioners,
researchers and policy makers, some of whom have a deep and detailed insight
into learning mobility, while others will be hearing about it for the first time.
►► Learning mobility projects come in many varieties, distinguished by, for example,
nature of learning objectives, duration, types of target group, choice of methods, mode of organisation and so on. All of these factors may influence how
individual indicators are implemented, but it is not possible to make allowance
for this diversity in the short descriptions here. Readers are therefore asked to
make the necessary adaptation to a concrete project themselves.
►► The handbook is a tool for “quality assurance” and not “project management”.
The main aim is to define and describe in detail the meaning of the concept
of quality in learning mobility and to function as a guideline and a reference
tool in situations where quality is discussed.
►► Quality assurance is something that should be done in the planning phase
of a project, and the sequence of indicators thus does not follow the logic
of project management (“before, during and after”), as this would indicate
that you can distribute your efforts along a timeline. Rather, it follows a thematic structure with overarching dimensions of quality assurance (“rationale,
organisation, formal framework, resources, participants”) of which each are
subdivided into a number of sections.
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►► Since the indicators represent abstractions of what should be a coherent whole,

there will inevitably be overlaps between individual sections and indicators.
The ambition, however, has been for each indicator to contain a separate
message, so that if an issue contains several messages, these have – for the
sake of clarity – been spread over several indicators, even though they may
be very close to each other.
►► Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it must be kept in mind when using
both the indicators and their explanations in the handbook that they – in
many cases – represent simplifications of very complex issues that may present themselves in different forms according to the contexts in which they
appear. It should therefore be regarded as a point of departure for reflection
rather than a text which contains all the answers. It asks a question: “Have
you thought of this?”, rather than issuing the prescriptive “Do things this way”.

How to use the handbook
The structure of the handbook follows that of the list of indicators, which is given
above. This list has been divided into dimensions and sections that reflect specific
aspects of learning mobility activities, and individual indicators have been numbered
so that they can be easily identified in a numeric sequence. This means that you do
not have to read the entire handbook if you have a specific issue concerning quality in learning mobility that you require an input on. You can skim through the five
dimensions and their subdivisions in sections:
►► Rationale: Aims, Methods, Target groups
►► Organisation: Hosting organisation, Time frame, Programme, Responsibilities,
Risk and conflict management, Evaluation
►► Formal framework: Agreements, Insurance, Visa
►► Resources: Financing, Logistical requirements, Team
►► Participants: Dissemination of information, Selection, Preparation,
Accompaniment and support, The learning process, Debriefing, Outcomes
You can choose what you are interested in and locate the indicator that reflects your
query and read just that – much like a telephone directory.
For many – but not all – indicators, references to one or more “resources” (publications, websites, examples of good practice, etc.) have been added, where further
information or examples of implementation can be found.
We hope you will find this handbook useful.
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DIMENSION – RATIONALE
Section: aims
Section: methods
Section: target group
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Dimension – Rationale

W

hy do you want to carry out a learning mobility project? What methods
are you going to use to ensure that you reach your objectives? What is the
profile of the participants you would like to involve?

Section: aims
“Learning mobility” is a common denominator for activities that involve stays abroad
as an educational tool; namely activities that are used so that participants can reach
certain aims which are expressed in terms of learning. In the handbook these aims
are referred to as learning objectives. Learning objectives are not the same for every
project but may be very different according to the needs of the target group and
the methods chosen. Often, projects operate not only with one kind of learning
objectives but with bundles of objectives. Typically, learning objectives are described
under the following groups:
►► intercultural competence (enabling participants to interact constructively with
people with other languages, values and cultural frameworks);
►► personal development (strengthening competences like self-reliance, problemsolving, adaptability, flexibility, etc.);
►► societal development (active citizenship, European values, community impact,
etc.);
►► vocational skills (obtaining knowledge and skills that can be used in a specific
work context).
Under each of these groups you may identify dozens or more underlying, separate
objectives. This handbook does not target any particular objectives but is concerned
with general indicators that can be used in connection with all types of learning
objectives.
There are seven indicators for this section.
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Indicator 1
Are the general aims of the activity rooted in a needs analysis among target group,
community and stakeholders?
Many learning mobility projects are initiated by one or more individuals, who
have hit on a great idea for a project and/or have come across a source of funding.
Individual initiative and enthusiasm are important drivers of learning mobility, but
there is always a risk that tunnel vision sets in, and a lot of effort is spent on pursuing
an idea that may not necessarily reflect the real wishes and needs of those who are
directly concerned – participants, other actors and stakeholders.
At an early stage in the planning phase, it is therefore a very good idea to sound
the depths of the project environment – notably the target group (young people),
but also other actors and stakeholders more indirectly involved (for example, parents, local authorities) – in order to find out whether it does indeed respond to real
requirements. In other words, you should carry out a needs analysis.
A needs analysis is a way of finding out whether an intended activity is really worth
carrying out and whether it has the support of those concerned about it. It basically
serves to clarify issues like the following:
►► Do the knowledge, skills and competences that participants can acquire in
the project respond to a real need?
►► What benefits does the project bring to the community (sending and hosting)?
►► Who else may profit from the project, and in what way?
►► Are there other – better and/or cheaper – ways of achieving the same results?
Even though the term may have a somewhat scientific ring to it, a needs analysis
is primarily about involving actors and stakeholders in a consultation exercise very
early on, and it can be carried out in many ways according to the context. In its most
direct form it may consist of meetings, where the idea is presented and aims and
means discussed. Depending on the nature and size of your undertaking, these may
be supplemented with – or replaced by – other methods: questionnaires, interviews,
focus group discussions, surveys, etc.
A needs analysis is not necessarily a complicated thing to do, and you can easily
find electronic tools on the internet that are available free of charge, and which
can help you carry out, for example, surveys and analyses. You may also find lots
of information on various methods that may be used for needs analyses, but there
is not one prescribed way of doing these, and you will have to adapt them to your
specific situation. Before you start, however, check whether something similar has
already been carried out, so that you are not doing double work.
The following two resources are general guidelines for conducting needs analyses.
They both refer to larger contexts, but they contain much information and inspiration
that may be useful also for needs analyses carried out in smaller projects.
How to do a need analysis: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/archive/archive-nas/
needsanalysishowto/
Training needs analysis and training strategies: https://rm.coe.int/1680746e54
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Indicator 2
Are the general aims of the project specified through concrete objectives?
Aims and objectives – also known as rationale and learning outcomes – lie at the heart
of the quality discussion. “Aims” reflect the overall strategic goals of your projects,
whereas “objectives” reflect the steps you need to take to achieve these (tactical level).
Schemes and programmes promoting learning mobility often explain their aims in
broad, overall concepts and terms like “intercultural understanding”, “employability”,
“active citizenship”, “personal development”, etc. Even though we may have a good
idea of the meaning of these, they are too vague to provide us with more than a
general sense of direction. To give meaning in the context of a specific project, they
therefore need to be translated into concrete objectives that mirror the context of
this. In other words, they need to be made operational.
Let’s take a concept like “intercultural understanding”. It is often explained in terms
like “the ability to interact constructively with people from another cultural background”, but how are participants going to achieve this competence during a mobility project? To come to grips with this, we need to translate the broad, general aim
into smaller, more concrete units – objectives – that can bring about the type of
learning that we want, and on the basis of which we can construct a more detailed
roadmap for the experience.
As an example, we can use the case of a learning mobility project that has as its
general aim: to develop the intercultural understanding of the participants. They
will do this by organising a bilateral three-week work camp abroad, and for this
learning process they have formulated the following set of concrete objectives that
all participants must achieve:
►► Participate

in a short induction course on language and culture of the host
country as part of the preparation process;

►► Participate in a workshop on intercultural learning;
►► Learn basic methods of conflict management as part of the preparation process;
►► Stay with a host family for the duration of the period abroad;
►► Plan and execute a concrete activity with a peer group from the host country

during the time abroad;
►► Participate in two excursions during the stay that illustrate aspects of the his-

tory and culture of the host country;
►► Participate in a one-day debriefing session after homecoming.

There is no single, one-size-fits-all solution to the question about the operationalisation
of general aims into concrete objectives. Other projects with the same general aim
as the example above may formulate different objectives, extending or shortening
the list, depending on their context. Therefore, you always need to formulate your
own aims and objectives – only very rarely will you find other projects where you
can simply “copy and paste”. The links below lead you to some resources that can
help you in this process:
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Manual LOOP – Learning Outcomes for YFU Orientation Programs: http://bit.
ly/2T4ma8F
T-Kit 3: Project management: http://bit.ly/T-Kit3-PM (see p. 53)

Indicator 3
Have you discussed the aims and objectives of the activity with all actors and stakeholders in advance?
You have “translated” your general aims into concrete objectives. As part of your
quality-assurance procedure, you should now double-check with actors and stakeholders, as general statements of intent may look quite different once they have
been operationalised into concrete objectives. Having everyone on board with the
aims and objectives means that all those involved are moving in the same direction,
which significantly increases the likelihood of a good quality project. Also, it means
that they take ownership of the project, which may mean that its impact is amplified
(see for example Indicator 119).
You may already have discussed aims as a part of your needs analysis, where you
will have been in contact with at least a representative selection of actors and
stakeholders. They may – or may not – also have been involved in the process of
formulating concrete objectives. If not, you need to go back to them and ensure
that these meet with their approval, in particular if they play an active role in the
implementation of the project.
At this stage, you should also consider actors and stakeholders of the other context
– namely that of the organisation or community abroad, with which you are partnering in your project. You have already been in contact and discussed your idea(s)
with them before, when you were planning the project and searching for partners,
and you may indeed already have carried out other projects together in the past.
But it is still imperative to check (once again) whether you and they are in alignment
concerning the project, now that it has become a lot clearer what it is that you wish
to achieve, and how they can contribute to this.
Inclusion A to Z: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/inclusionpublications/
inclusionatoz/

Indicator 4
Have you ensured that the objectives of the activity are understood in the same way
by all relevant actors and stakeholders involved in the activity?
This is not really a separate step, but merely a reminder for when you are discussing
your aims and objectives with actors and stakeholders at home and abroad (Indicator
3) – but it is nevertheless important enough to deserve a specific indicator. Do bear
in mind that words and concepts may be understood differently by different people,
especially when they are expressed in a language that is not their own.
Ideally, you will already have discussed and agreed on objectives with your main
partners, but in most cases you as a project organiser will be responsible for writing
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these up and ensuring that they are brought to the attention of everyone involved.
However, circulating a list of objectives with the injunction to speak up if there is
something that they do not understand is in itself no guarantee against misunderstandings. Often, we interpret things from our own perspective and get something
very different out of it than what was intended by the sender – we think we understand, but in reality we miss the point.
When, for example, we describe target groups, we often talk about “disadvantaged
young people” or “young people with fewer opportunities” without really taking
into account that there is no absolute definition for these concepts, and that their
meaning is always contextualised. Even otherwise well-functioning, competent
young people may be disadvantaged in specific contexts – they may for instance be
temporarily unemployed, but still possess a qualification, speak several languages,
and be physically and mentally in good health. In other contexts, however, “disadvantaged” (or “fewer opportunities”) can mean that participants are physically or
mentally challenged, possess no qualifications, and have few communicative and
social skills. The correct understanding of the term in the context of a specific project
may be absolutely crucial for a successful outcome.
Again, the ways of ensuring that such misunderstandings do not occur need not
necessarily be very costly and time-consuming. Written material, followed up by a
Skype conversation, may often be enough to clear up potential misunderstandings.
The important thing is that you are aware that this may be a challenge, and you take
the necessary precautions.
Cherry on the cake: https://www.salto-youth.net/downloads/4-17-3198/Cherry%20
on%20the%20cake%20%20publication.pdf

Indicator 5
Are the objectives of the activity designed in a way that makes them measurable so
that you can assess outcomes afterwards?
As organiser of a learning mobility project, you are naturally interested in knowing
whether or not participants have reached the learning objectives. So are external
funding providers, and grant money therefore usually comes with a requirement that
an evaluation be carried out in connection with the activity. But how do we actually
measure success in this respect? The very fact that a group of young people have
travelled abroad, spent some time there, and returned safely home, cannot in itself
be a criterion for success. Neither can the fact that participants declare themselves
happy and content with their experience abroad. “Having a good time” is not necessarily the same as learning.
There are many different types of learning objectives that can be acquired during
a stay abroad, and for some of these it is comparatively easy to assess afterwards –
for example through tests or observations – the extent to which participants have
actually done so. Foreign language proficiency, to use this as an example, can thus
be tested both before and after the stay, and progress is easily measured. For other
types of learning outcomes, however, it is more difficult. “Intercultural competence”,
for instance, is often given as a learning objective in youth mobility projects, but
what exactly does this mean, and how do you assess whether it has been achieved
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or not? In the same elusive category we can place many of the learning objectives
that appear under the heading “personal development” or “life skills” – self-reliance,
problem-solving, conflict management, flexibility, etc.
For these types of learning outcomes, it is often the case that we do not really have
any methods to measure them directly, at least not methods that at the same time
are easy to use and cost-friendly. In most cases, you must therefore resort to methods that do this indirectly – that is by developing indicators that are for one thing
observable and measurable, and at the same time valid (that they actually relate to
the outcome) and reliable (that they give an adequate picture of it). This may sound
very scientific, but it is in most cases a matter of using your common sense. We know,
for instance, that the acquisition of intercultural competence depends on the degree
and intensity of the contact with young people from the host country and, in general,
with young people of different backgrounds, origins, values and world views. If you
record the extent to which this has happened in your project by developing one or
more indicators for this, you may not be able to conclusively prove the result, but
you will know something about the extent to which conditions that are necessary
for the learning process have been in place.
It is extremely important that you have defined these indicators already before the
activity takes place. For one thing, you may need to gather data before departure,
so that you can make a comparison with the situation afterwards. But it is also often
the case that the information you need must be collected during the stay, and that
it is very difficult or even impossible to try to do so after participants have returned.
Effects of mobility and how to measure them. Article in the Coyote Magazine no. 24,
May 2016: http://bit.ly/2VviqtP
Evaluation of international youth exchange programmes. IJAB 2013:
https://www.ijab.de/aktuell/international/englisch-english/
Impact and evaluation: www.erasmusplus.org.uk/impact-and-evaluation

Indicator 6
Do young people take part in the process of defining objectives?
“Nothing about them without them” is an oft-repeated adage in youth work: You
should try to involve the target group as much as possible in all the processes before,
during and after an activity; both to ensure that their voice is heard and to allow
them to develop a sense of responsibility vis-à-vis the project. In some projects,
the initiative has come directly from young people themselves, and it is based on
a clear perception of why they are doing it and what they want to achieve. In other
cases, however, the initiative comes from elsewhere – from youth workers, from the
community – and here it is necessary to make efforts to ensure that the participants
actually buy into, and take ownership of, the rationale of the project.
There are two good reasons why involving young people in the process of defining
learning objectives contributes to the quality of a mobility project. First of all, your
diagnosis of learning needs may be grounded in very thorough analyses of their
situation, but at the end of the day they are the ones that it is all about, and they may
have different ideas of what they need and what is realistic to achieve. Involving them
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at the very beginning in discussions about aims and rationale may both enlarge the
scope of the project and increase the possibilities of a successful outcome.
Secondly, many learning objectives depend for their success on specific behavioural
patterns of young people during the stay. For instance, we know from research that
it is a requirement for acquiring intercultural competence that participants have real
interaction with their counterparts in the hosting environment. It is not going to happen if they just hang around with other members of their group (in group exchanges)
or are in constant contact with their friends and family at home via social media to
the extent that they are unable to develop relationships with people around them.
A successful learning process therefore requires them to be open and outgoing, and
this is so much more likely to happen if they see the reason for this – that is they have
taken ownership of this particular learning objective. Defining learning objectives
together with young people thus becomes a crucial part of the preparation phase.
European Charter on the Participation of Young People in Local and Regional Life: https://
rm.coe.int/168071b4d6

Indicator 7
Is the position of young people in the process of decision making clear?
Actual levels of influence of young people on an activity and its implementation may
differ widely according to context. Some projects are conceived and largely run by
young people themselves; in others, it is part of the learning objectives that their
decision-making skills and their ability to participate in open, democratic processes
are developed through participation, and here the level of influence is equally high.
On the other hand, we find projects involving very fragile target groups, where too
much responsibility risks turning into a stress-factor, and where organisers consequently are in charge of most decision making for all important aspects. Also, we
have projects which come as a “package” (for example, the activities organised by
many exchange organisations), where the overall framework is already in place, and
where possibilities for influencing these – other than by saying “yes” or “no” to the
offer or choosing between a predefined range of possibilities – are limited.
In a quality context, it is thus impossible to give any hard-and-fast rules about young
people’s levels of influence in learning mobility projects, as this is very contextdependent. Quality generally improves, however, when participants are taking
ownership of the project and its objectives. Being part of the decision-making process is a very effective way of ensuring that – but not necessarily the only one. You
must, however, as an organiser be very clear about what role young people play from
early on and make sure that this is properly understood. When you involve them – is
it as a consultation (where you ask them about their opinion, but retain the final
decision-making powers) or are you prepared to let them participate in the actual
decision making? And what are the aspects which they can influence, and what is
given from the beginning?
As an organiser, you need to reflect on this before you start developing the project,
as it will cause counterproductive frustration among participants if they believe that
they have a say concerning factors and afterwards find out that this is not the case.
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Examples of how to involve young people in all phases of a youth mobility project:
http://bit.ly/2TgqUHG

Section: methods
There is a very close connection between the aims (or learning objectives) of your
project, and the methods you choose. It is not a case of one-size-fits-all – particular
methods are more suited for achieving particular outcomes than others, and you
must reflect carefully on what methods you choose on the basis of your learning
objectives and your target group. Methods may differ according to a number of
factors, which, for example, include:
►► Duration: how long is the stay going to last?
►► Mode of sending: are participants going out individually or in a group?
►► Accommodation: home-stay with a family or a youth hostel?
►► Mode of activity: work camp, placements, school-stay, project-based, etc.?
►► Degree of immersion: how close are they to peer groups abroad?
►► Accompaniment: are participants accompanied by a teacher or youth worker

or sent out on their own?
The choice of preparation and debriefing activities is also a methodological question
that is chosen on the basis of the nature of the learning objectives and the profile
of the target group.
There are seven indicators for this section.

Indicator 8
Are the methods tailored to enable the activity to reach its objectives in the most
efficient and timely manner?
Learning in a mobility project does not necessarily come all by itself – it must be
facilitated. Before you implement your project, you must decide about which methods you will employ to help you develop learning processes and organise learning
spaces and situations.
A “method” is a pedagogical tool you use to enable you to reach your learning
objectives, and they come in many different forms. Probably you have heard about
simulation games, role-play, brainstorming, ice-breakers, open space, buzz groups,
excursions, workshops, self-reflection, video-forum, theatre games, etc. All of these
are examples of non-formal education methods which you can use in the various
phases of your project – before, during and after.
During the lifetime of a project, you are likely to use more than one method, as methods that are helpful in the preparation phase may not be productive, for example, in
stimulating the reflection processes of participants in the debriefing phase. Methods
may be simple instruments – like, for example, organising an excursion in order to
enable participants to see and experience a site or a phenomenon – but they can
also be sophisticated and complex and require specific expertise and supporting
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material to use. You may invent your own methods and develop your own material
for implementing these, but it is always a good idea to look around and see what
others in a similar project context have done, as you may find valuable inspiration
and useful material here.
Below you can find examples of “toolboxes” which contain literally thousands of
different methods or resources to choose from. It can be bewildering with such a
variety, but all the toolboxes mentioned below contain navigation features that
help you search for the tools that may apply in your specific context. You should not
use these uncritically, however, as many of these are developed in specific contexts
or require specific expertise to implement. Any methods you choose must relate
to the objectives and to the values of your project, and they need to be selected
and adapted according to the different situations or phases in which they are used,
the characteristics of your target group, your available time and resources, and the
experience of your team.
Remember that if you develop your own methods and/or supporting material and
you find that it works, it may also be useful to others who are doing something similar
to what you have done. Some of the “toolboxes” below offer you the opportunity to
submit and share methods and material.
Toolbox for training and youth work: www.salto-youth.net/tools/toolbox/ and http://
educationaltoolsportal.eu/
Handling complexity in a learning group. See for example: http://rhizome.coop/
resources/
Examples of activities for group activities, games, exercises and initiatives: www.seedsforchange.org.uk/resources and www.trainingforchange.org

Indicator 9
Are the methods tailored in accordance with the needs, capacities and skills of the
participants?
Not everybody learns in the same way, and each target group or individual has
different ways of tackling learning. These are called learning styles, and any pedagogical methods you use should be chosen in accordance with the learning style(s)
that work for the people concerned. Note that learning styles are preferences and
are not mutually exclusive. A person or a group may learn using different styles, but
they usually have one or two ways of learning that suit them best.
There are different models of understanding learning styles and the learning process,
and they have slightly different perspectives, foci and vocabulary. They may, however,
all be helpful as long as you treat them as tools for reflection to guide your selection
of methods. We have included two approaches here, just as examples:
The VARK model helps us to distinguish between learners and learning styles as
primarily Visual, Auditory, Read/write, and Kinaesthetic. Each of these requires different methods:
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►► Visual

learning: provide pictures, cartoons, use maps, show a film or video,
write or draw on flip chart, use graphic organisers to access new information,
demonstrate a task they can see, etc.
►► Auditory learning: promote listening and speaking, group discussions and
talks, lectures, use music, poetry, read information aloud, use mnemonic
devices, silence, etc.
►► Read/write learning: use text-based methods – reading and writing in all its
forms; for example manuals, reports, essays and assignments.
►► Kinaesthetic learning: use movement in the activities, active games, role-play,
change seats, use the tactile sense, the hands for doing things, use emotional
connections, exercises with adventure, smell, taste, etc.
The Kolb model provides a theory that helps you to understand how people perceive
and process information and experiences. It identifies four different learning styles:
►► Accommodator (pragmatic): learners are motivated by the question “What if?”
Use methods combining doing and feeling: active experimentation, involve
them in challenging and hands-on experiences, do field work, etc.
►► Assimilator (theoretic): learners are motivated by the question “What?” Use
methods combining watching and thinking, focus on ideas and abstract
conceptualisation, explore analytic models, logical games, etc.
►► Converger (active): learners are motivated by the question “How?” Use methods
combining doing and thinking: solve problems and make decisions, create
new ideas for questions or problems, simulations, etc.
►► Diverger (reflective): learners are motivated by the question “Why?” Use methods
combining watching and feeling: brainstorming, audiovisual presentations
followed by demonstrations, explore a subject in a lab, a lecture method
focusing on strengths and weaknesses, hands-on experiences, collecting data
and creation of conclusions, etc.
Finally, whichever approach you choose, it might be helpful to reflect on your own
preferred style(s) of learning, since they are very likely to influence your choice of
methods. Being aware of that and making a conscious effort to select methods that
would work for other learning preferences as well is an important way of ensuring
favourable learning conditions for different young people.
The VARK Questionnaire “How Do I Learn Best?”: http://vark-learn.com/
the-vark-questionnaire/?p=questionnaire
Kolb learning styles video: http://bit.ly/2tISOO6

Indicator 10
Are there feedback mechanisms during the stay that enable team members and
participants to adjust methods and aspects of these when needed?
A wise man once said: “We do not learn from experience, we learn from reflecting
on experience.” This reflection on experience also concerns learning processes and
methods, and it is important not just to do this after the project is over, but also during
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the lifetime of the project when you still have the possibility of changing things and
replacing methods that are not producing results of the expected quality. As part
of your project set-up you therefore need to establish feedback mechanisms that
enable you to detect any problems occurring during the project and take action to
bring your ship back on course.
We can use different types of mechanisms during the stay to adjust methods. We can
do it at the end of each activity, at the end of each day or week, or on an ongoing
basis (for example, via project websites or social media). We can do it individually,
in couples, or in smaller or bigger groups. We can do it with the responsible tutor/
mentor in the project, with the team members, or without these. We can designate
recurrent time slots for feedback or we can do it at irregular intervals. It all depends
on your situation – the methods you use, the time you have, the resources you put
into it. The main thing is that it is done.
Typical issues to be addressed during these feedback sessions are: How are things
progressing? Are we reaching the planned objectives or others we did not even
think about? Are the methods helping the learning process? Are they really suited
to the needs, capacities and skills of the participants? Is there anything we need to
improve? What aspects work and which do not? What relevant information do we
need to take into consideration for the next step or activity? Is the distribution of
tasks among team members the most adequate to achieving the objectives?
Giving and receiving feedback can be a delicate process, which should be carried
out at an appropriate time and in an appropriate manner. It is important to create
a safe and confidential atmosphere, where participants feel free to say what they
think and come up with suggestions for improvement without being intimidated.
It is a skill that you can train, and below you will find some resources that may help
you to do this.
Feedback sessions are, incidentally, important not only to improve and possibly
replace methods that do not function quite as planned. They also give participants
a feeling of being involved and taken seriously, and by this stimulate their sense of
ownership of the project.
Feedback sandwich: https://open.buffer.com/how-to-give-receive-feedback-work/
Giving productive feedback: www.entrepreneur.com/article/219437

Indicator 11
Are all team members (co-ordinators, trainers, facilitators) familiar with the methods
used, or is preparatory training required?
When you choose a method, you always think it is the best one to achieve the objectives with your group and working context because you want to make the most of
its learning potential and use it in the best way. For this reason, it is essential that the
members of the team have experienced it or, at least, they have a previous knowledge on its educative use in order to prevent unexpected or unpleasant effects on
the team as well as on the participants.
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These ideal situations are not always possible and you should consider two possibilities for team members: attending a training course (SALTO-YOUTH, Council of
Europe, etc.) or organising a training course before your project is done.
Both possibilities foresee that all the members of the team have the opportunity
of getting to know the method proposed. This possibility enriches the project,
guarantees better quality results and helps to achieve a positive group atmosphere.
For instance, if we are going to create an activity by means of the “Human Library”
method and not all the team members know about this method, it is helpful to organise a prior training activity. At the same time, you can elaborate didactic material
to easily describe how the method is carried out; make a dossier with information
on previous experiences with young people and recommend them some videos;
hold a practical session in which they can be the main characters and, later, evaluate the possibilities and risks this method has. Besides, it will give you clues on the
distribution of tasks according to their capacities or interest in the method and on
the strategy for debriefing and feedback.
In case none of the team members know how to apply the method it is essential
to invite an expert to share his/her knowledge in a training course for your team
before the mobility project is carried out, and even assist you during the mobility
project, if needed. The important thing is that the team members feel convinced
and comfortable with the method, and confident in their capability to work it out.
T-Kit 6: Training essentials: http://bit.ly/T-Kit6-TE
T-Kit 11 Mosaic: The training kit for Euro-Mediterranean youth work: http://bit.
ly/T-Kit11-Mo
40 non-formal methods for children and youth: www.icye.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/06/NFE-Handbook-May-2017.pdf
The European Training Calendar: www.salto-youth.net/tools/european-training-calendar/

Indicator 12
Do methods require preparatory activities for participants aimed at the development
of knowledge, skills and competences necessary in order to benefit from participation?
An effective engagement of your participants in the mobility activity before the
departure increases the quality and guarantees an adequate development of methods
using their whole potential. For this reason, make sure that the preparatory activities
help to develop specific knowledge, skills and attitudes needed for an adequate
development of the methods.
When you are in the preparation phase of a mobility project or activity, you need
to think of a strategic way about “how you can create the best conditions so that
participants can benefit from their participation, as well as learn and enjoy”.
Creating the best conditions implies organising some preparatory activities with the
participants to ensure optimal learning process and outcomes. For this reason, this
preparatory work, which is possible to do online or physically, should be attractive
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and creative in order to enrich the project and increase the participants’ motivation
to take part in it.
You can plan the preparatory activities in different ways: You can ask participants to
do individual previous work in couples or in groups; or to do it at local or national
level, bilateral (for example: hosting and sending) or at international level. You can
plan short and easy activities related to some aspects of the content of the project
or to skills or attitudes they will need.
Discuss with the participants the preparations that should be made before the
activity and agree with them which concrete activities and in which way they will
be done. It is important for quality that you encourage participants to be creative
and that those preparatory works are shared and valued during the development
of the mobility programme, because they are an important learning source.
Below, you will find some examples of preparatory activities you can organise for the
development of knowledge, skills and competences of your participants:
►► See a film related to the topic of the project.
►► Read a book or article about the culture where the project will be held.
►► Do an easy research on some aspect related to the topic.
►► Write an easy text, blog, newsletter article or Facebook post.
►► Listen to music typical of the country.
►► Invite a person who has known and/or worked in the place where the project

is going to be held.
►► Organise a short course on the local language.
►► Make a video to work on previous knowledge to be compared to the final results.
►► Do

a creative work on specific activities your participants will develop and
share during the project.

SALTO Educational Tools Portal: https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/toolbox/

Indicator 13
Do methods enable young people to develop their problem-solving skills?
Quality mobility experiences need to be responsive to the fast changes we are living
with and to the wider world. That means it is important to work with young people
in the development of their problem-solving skills. Not just as a matter of solving a
particular problem in an effective and timely manner but also as a matter of learning to learn how to identify and overcome different types of problems, obstacles or
situations they will experience throughout their lives, in the process of generating
and implementing alternative solutions and gaining the self-confidence to do it.
Non-formal education methods provide young people with new opportunities for
active, critical and participative learning and to enable them to overcome different
types of barriers: language barriers, mental barriers as prejudices or stereotypes,
problematic or uncertain situations and leaving their own comfort zone. Probably
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you have experienced the power of non-formal methods to change lives, attitudes
and ways of seeing the world or understand relationships.
All non-formal methods to develop problem-solving skills should focus on involving
participants in a variety of situations where they have the possibility of identifying,
analysing, evaluating and reflecting around problems and their solutions that they
have tested in action.
This could be done by different methods adapted to the learning needs of the
person and/or the group, their motivations and expectations, the way they prefer
to learn (learning style), the objectives of the project and your experience with the
method. You can work with “real life” learning environments and situations, real-world
problems and solutions or real personal situations through theatre, role-playing,
drawing, creative writing and storytelling, music, photography, games, gardening,
nature exploration, sports, and with one person or 200.
You can work for a short or extended period of time researching and giving answers to
an authentic, engaging and complex problem or challenge, or an easy one, combining
creative problem-solving with reflection in action. You can choose certain actions,
experiencing their consequences throughout the activity, in order to achieve the goal.
You can increase motivation and engagement of participants and their sense of
responsibility when you have, in these methods or activities, clearly defined the
tasks for them and they feel they are “real actors” in the learning process and learning
outcomes. Motivation and engagement can also increase when they are required
to draw on a broad range of knowledge, skills and attitudes and are involved in
collective decision making, organisation, critical reflection and creative adaptation
with the input of other participants involved.
When you choose, adapt or create a learning method to develop problem-solving
skills it is important that you think of three dimensions: personal, social and learning.
►► Personal dimension: the method should be oriented to develop self-awareness
and regulation, physical, emotional and mental well-being, etc.
►► Social dimension: covering interpersonal interactions, communication, negotiation, working with the others, co-operation and teamwork, empathy,
creativity, etc.
►► Learning dimension: developing lifelong learning strategies as a process of
continuous learning for responsible decision making, dealing with uncertainty
and complexity, gaining critical thinking and resilience, etc.
Council Recommendation on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning: http://bit.ly/2NyTgrl
Learning mobility, social inclusion and non-formal education. Access, processes and
outcomes: https://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/youth-partnership/learning-mobility-2
Learning to Learn: What is it and can it be measured?: http://bit.ly/2IG01ZF
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Indicator 14
Do methods involve exposure to – and familiarisation with – people from different
backgrounds?
In quality mobility experiences, you need to prepare young people for intercultural
meetings in order to promote respect for cultural otherness, beliefs and practices,
to improve different understandings of cultures and world views, and to encourage curiosity and critical effort to understand the complexity of the world, diversity
and human rights values, in order to prevent cultural shock and promote cultural
adaptation.
Mobility provides opportunities for young people to interact with different social
contexts, with international peers, families and local groups. It is a way to learn about
society, from others, and to learn about other cultures. Research tell us that one of the
most powerful benefits of mobility experiences for young people is the development
and increase of communication skills, sensitivity to different cultures, flexibility and
resilience, and the acquisition of the ability to adjust to new situations and people.
When you use a non-formal method to promote exposure and familiarisation with
people from different backgrounds you are working in this sense and promoting an
inclusive society. You are making it possible to learn, explore, experience and create
with people of different geographical origins, gender, generation, religion, class,
other capacities or disabilities, employed or unemployed, and so on.
When you choose, adapt and create non-formal methods for active learning you need
to think carefully about the characteristics of your participants in order to have real
information available about how to deal with diversity in the group and promote
intercultural communication. You cannot cut and paste non-formal methods from
one target group to another. You need to reflect on the diversity of your target group,
including vulnerable and excluded young people, and decide the most effective
strategy to expose and familiarise them with different situations and realities with
open-minded attitudes and promoting positive relationships.
Remember that you, as practitioner, create the conditions for the learning process
and spaces for sharing experiences; help participants to understand the experiences
that people from other backgrounds are living with using an inclusion and diversity
approach; and try to transform established relationships between people in society.
Manual LOOP - Learning Outcomes for YFU Orientation Programs: http://bit.ly/2T4ma8F
Guidelines for intercultural dialogue in non-formal learning/education activities: https://
pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/youth-partnership/icd-guidelines
Inclusion and Diversity Strategy for Youth: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/
inclusionstrategy/
T-Kit 4: Intercultural learning: http://bit.ly/T-Kit4-IL
Handbook on Intercultural Citizenship in the Euro-Mediterranean Region: www.annalindhfoundation.org/citizenship-handbook
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Section: target group
The nature (and the needs) of the target group is one of the factors that decides
on the type of learning objectives and the choice of methods. You should therefore
have a very clear idea, as organiser, of whom you are involving as participants in
the project, and establishing a clear profile of participants should be your very first
concern in the conception phase. In some projects, the participant profile is given
from the start if the project is initiated by a particular group of young people, like
the members of a youth club or project), but in others, participants are recruited
afterwards on the basis of the profile you have elaborated. No matter what the situation is in your case, the process is the same.
Inclusion is an important issue in relation to participants. You should try to reach
out to all those to whom such an experience would make a real difference and be
careful not to exclude as participants young people with special needs.
There are four indicators for this section.

Indicator 15
Is there a clearly defined target group for the activity?
Some learning mobility projects are, so to speak, born with participants, in particular those where the initiative emanates from, or is developed together with, young
people themselves. In these projects, the profile of the target group is clear from
the beginning, and the project can be built up around this. At other times, however,
the project starts off as a brilliant idea that suddenly pops up in your head, or as an
irresistible opportunity presenting itself – a source of funding that appears, or a youth
organisation from abroad that approaches you with a desire to do an exchange. Here,
the project outline is defined first, and participants are recruited and selected later.
In these cases, as one of your first considerations, it is essential that you establish a
clear profile of the type of participants you wish to involve.
This profile serves as a guideline not just in the recruitment process, but for the
entire way in which you build up your project, as there has to be a match between
the needs and wishes of participants and the project’s objectives, resources and
conditions. There are untold permutations of target group profiles depending on
your project set-up, and the following are just aspects or points for reflection that
you can use to start off the process:
►► Age: What age bracket do you want the participants to be in? What age are
their counterparts in the hosting country that they will be interacting with?
Is the project of a nature that makes it necessary for participants to be of age
(over 18)?
►► Gender: Do you aim for an equal distribution of male and female participants?
Or, for example, do hosting conditions impose any specific distribution of
sexes in the project?
►► Skills levels: Do participants need to possess any specific knowledge, skills and
competences to take part in the activities, for example foreign language skills,
proficiency in an activity, a trade or line of sports?
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►► Lifestyles:

Is the hosting environment also geared to catering for the needs
of, for example, vegans and vegetarians? Are there elements in the hosting
environment that may make it difficult for people with special lifestyles to
participate in the project?
►► Independence and self-reliance: Will participants be on their own or will they
be in a group? Are they required to handle day-to-day problems themselves,
or is there extensive monitoring, for example, by accompanying adults?
►► Physical and mental abilities: Do, for example, travel arrangements, planned
activities, conditions in the hosting environment or project funds in any way
exclude people with physical or mental limitations, including allergies?
►► Own resources: Do participants need to contribute financially to the project from
their own funds, or are they in any other ways required to provide resources to
the project (e.g. by offering home-stays for foreign participants on the return
visit in exchange projects)?
Working with specific target groups: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/archive/
archive-resources/inclusiongroups/

Indicator 16
Are the aims, objectives and methods designed in accordance with the profile of the
target group?
Just as there are many reasons for doing a learning mobility project, there are also
many ways in which you can go about organising it. From a quality perspective, it
is not really possible to say that one set of objectives or one way of organising a
learning mobility experience is better than the other – what does constitute a vital
quality criterion, however, is that there is a close match between all the elements in
it: objectives, methods, resources and the profile of the target group. Key here is the
participants, for if they come back without any learning outcomes, then the whole
experience is wasted, even though they may all have returned safe and sound and
even having had a good time.
In the majority of cases, external factors limit the range of choices you can make in
order to fit the profile of the target group with objectives and methods. Mobility
programmes may dictate specific types of learning outcomes, and the funding available may place restrictions on how long you can be away as well as on your options
for travel, accommodation and activities. Also, the hosting environment may have
limited capacities, which narrow the range of possibilities you have when organising
the stay. As a rule, however, you will be able to choose or at least influence important
parameters of your project, and here it is vital that you base your decisions on a clear
perception of whom your target group is – what is realistic to achieve and how this
is done most effectively. It is NOT a case of one-size-fits-all. Methods that may work
superbly with one type of participants may fail miserably with another. Especially
when you are dealing with more fragile target groups (so-called “young people with
fewer opportunities”), you have to think very carefully about what methods you
choose. It is not rocket science, though – in most cases, applying your common sense
is enough. Often, however, you may receive valuable knowledge and inspiration for
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your reflection process from the experiences of others. Here are some factors that
you may want to include in this:
►► Learning objectives: What is realistic to achieve, given the nature of the target

group and the conditions that you work under? And how are activities conducive to reaching the stipulated objectives?
►► Duration: The longer the stay, the bigger the potential impact on participants –

but how long can participants be away from home, before being overwhelmed
by homesickness?
►► Accommodation: Home-stay arguably provides a more intense, cultural experi-

ence, but gathering participants in a hostel makes supervision easier.
►► Individual trajectories vs. group dynamics:

Participants who are on their own
are potentially more open to immersion in the culture and norms of the host
country, but for some this is a cause for anxiety and they need the comfort
of being with a group.

►► Monitoring

vs. accompaniment: Is it necessary to send an accompanying
person (youth worker, teacher, etc.) with the group? Or is it enough to have a
contact person they can call, if they encounter problems they are unable to
tackle on their own?

Coping with fragile target groups: https://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/youth-partnership/
learning-mobility-2

Indicator 17
Are the communication channels used in connection with the activity of a nature
that will reach all those in the target group?
Once you have selected your participants, it is important to establish communication channels so that you can get in contact with them before, during and after the
stay abroad. Given that most young people today possess smartphones that they
check at very frequent intervals, this is usually not really a problem, since they allow
for contact through telephone conversations, e-mails and social media – alone or in
combination. Gathering telephone and e-mailing lists, setting up a group on social
media and/or creating a dedicated website is by now standard procedure in most
projects. The only snag may occur in places where connection is poor (for example, in
remote, rural areas) or where no Wi-Fi is available (which may make communication
through websites and social media expensive). You will therefore need to check this
beforehand (for example, with your partner in the host country), and plan accordingly.
The major challenge with communication channels, however, occurs in the recruitment phase. If you recruit from a closed group – for example, members of a youth
club or an organisation – there will usually be established channels or methods that
you can use, and it may be as simple as putting up a poster on the noticeboard in
your club premises or sending an e-mail. However, if you recruit from a broader circle
and target young people that you do not know yet, the choice of communication
channel(s) becomes crucial if you want to ensure that all those who may benefit from
such an experience also become aware of it and are given the possibility of signing
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up before the deadline. Here, you may want to develop a more sophisticated strategy
for getting the message across – one which ensures that all of those for whom this
is relevant stand a reasonable chance of receiving the information.
Usually, this means adopting not one, but several communication channels. Getting
an article in a local/regional newspaper or magazine is fine, but not all read newspapers; and similarly not all watch local/regional television. You need to reflect on
which media – or which institutions – may be used as multipliers for spreading
information to all potential participants, and what you need to do in order to enrol
them in the efforts. Educational establishments (schools) may offer a great platform
for this, but your target group may be in the age range where many have already left
school. Libraries and youth centres are other possibilities, but it is hard to give more
concrete advice on this at a general level – it is a matter of knowing the profile as
well as haunts and media habits of your target group, and then using your creativity.
The consequences of not doing so may be that you are not able to involve those to
whom this would be most beneficial – or you may ultimately have to cancel your
project because you are not able to find enough participants.
Inspiration for an image-building campaign: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/
inclusionpublications/imagesinaction/

Indicator 18
Do any of the participants have special needs (e.g. in relation to nutrition, physical
mobility)?
You may already have known your participants for a long time and have extensive
information about their personal history and backgrounds, or you may encounter
them for the first time during the selection interviews. Whatever the relationship,
however, you must be sure that you have – or else obtain – information about any
special needs that they may have, which can influence their experience and which
require particular attention by organisers and hosts.
In some cases, this is very straightforward and may be obtained simply by having
participants tick a box in a questionnaire and possibly adding a line or two with
additional information – for example, for dietary requirements, allergies and most
physical and medical conditions. Other areas are more sensitive, and applicants/
participants may not want to talk about them – this goes for mental issues or lifestyles, for example. In the latter case, it is up to you to decide whether it is an issue
of “need to know” or “nice to know”.
This is not necessarily about in or out, about inclusion or exclusion, but also about
showing due diligence and being able to take measures to ensure that these participants may participate and return with a positive outcome. Some types of mobility
projects are simply not suited for people with specific conditions, in others they may
participate with great success if the necessary measures have been implemented
to ensure their well-being.
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During the selection or preparation phase, you may consider the following issues,
always keeping in mind that this may be sensitive information, which should be
restricted exclusively to those directly concerned:
►► Do any participants have special dietary requirements (e.g. vegans, vegetarians, halal, kosher)?
►► Do any participants suffer from allergies (both food and non-food) that require
specific measures in the hosting environment?
►► Do any participants have medical conditions (e.g. a need for regular medication) of a nature that may influence participation?
►► Do any participants have physical conditions (temporary or permanent) that
may impede their mobility or otherwise affect their well-being during the stay?
►► Do any participants have mental issues (e.g. anxiety disorders, depression) of
a nature that may influence participation?
►► Do any participants have a special lifestyle or background that may cause
conflict or tensions in the hosting environment?
►► Including young people with disabilities: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/
inclusionpublications/nobarriers
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DIMENSION – ORGANISATION
Section: hosting organisation
Section: time frame
Section: programme
Section: responsibilities
Section: risk and conflict management
Section: evaluation

Dimension – Organisation

W

ho are your partners abroad? What are your deadlines? What kind of activities
have you planned for the participants? Who is in charge of what? What are
you going to do if things take a wrong turn? How will you find out whether
your project was a success, and how are you going to convey your experiences to
other organisers so that they can benefit from them?

Section: hosting organisation
The indicators under this heading are concerned with the people at the other end
– your partners abroad, whether they are/will be hosting or sending (or both). For
partners you know well from previous activities and with whom you have a proven
track record, you have probably already developed measures to deal with the issues
covered by the indicators here. So these are particularly important when you involve
new organisations in the host country with which you have not worked before.
In most cases, “host” and “partner” are the same – namely the organisation with which
you have agreed to carry out the project with is also the one that will be directly
involved with your participants once they arrive. It need not always be the case,
however, as sometimes you will make the formal arrangements with one organisation
or institution (a so-called “intermediary partner”), whereas the actual hosting will
be done by one or more other entities. What we are concerned with here applies to
either case, but in the latter you need to take measures to ensure that somehow all
those who will be involved in a hosting capacity are properly involved.
There are four indicators for this section.

Indicator 19
Does the hosting organisation have the proven capacity to deal with all aspects of
the activity for which they are in charge?
How well do you know the hosting organisation – or hosting organisations – that
you will be working with in your learning mobility project? Have you done projects
with them before, or paid them a preparatory visit to make all the necessary arrangements on-site? Or is it the first time that you will be working with them, and do you
only know them from telephone conversations and their website?
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Ideally, you will know your partners abroad from previous projects or visits, so that
you have a first-hand impression of their abilities and capacities. In many mobility
schemes, it is possible to apply for funding for preparatory visits for projects with new
partners or new types of activities, and if this also applies in your case, you should
definitely try to exploit this opportunity. You will be able to inspect their facilities and
check whether they live up to your requirements, and you will take back valuable
information and documentation that you can use in the preparation process with
the participants. Before you go, make a list of all the things that you want to check
up on, and make sure that you get to see it all. And if qualifications and experience
of local staff is essential – make sure that you get to talk to them, and, if needed, get
information about their competence profiles.
No matter how careful an inspection you undertake, however, there will always be
issues that somehow elude control. If, for instance, your mobility project involves
placements in enterprises as part of the stay abroad, it is often not possible to identify these before they have the precise profile of individual participants. Also, if the
project involves home-stays, you will in many cases not be able to check out every
single family in advance. Here, you simply have to trust that your partner will do the
job (and do it well). Trust is often a matter of personal relations – which is another
reason why it is beneficial to have an on-site face-to-face meeting.
If you are not able to go on a preparatory visit, and it is a partner you are working
with for the first time, it is a good idea to take references from other organisations
or institutions that they have been involved with previously. These may be able to
give useful supplementary information in addition to what you have already received
from your prospective partner, and crucially they may be able to tell you about any
problems or shortcomings that they experienced in the collaboration. Often you
can find details about these organisations on the website of your partner. In some
cases, your national agency may be able to provide you with information about
other organisations in your country that have worked with this partner in the past.
T-Kit 5: International Voluntary Service: http://bit.ly/T-Kit5-IV (see pp. 42-44)

Indicator 20
Has the hosting organisation been involved in a dialogue about the planning and
design of the activity?
For a number of reasons, it is a good idea to involve people from the hosting organisation or environment in a dialogue about design, planning and implementation
of your learning mobility project, and preferably as early as possible.
Firstly, an early dialogue will give the partner(s) an opportunity to discuss aspects of
the project at a stage where it is still possible to change these. It may be that some
of your ideas are not really practicable due to conditions in the hosting environment
that they know of, or it may be that they simply are able to come up with a better
suggestion. Sometimes, solutions have to be negotiated, for example, for economic
reasons, and this is a process that may take time.
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Secondly, if it is an idea and an initiative that you came up with originally, it is essential
that your partner along the way also somehow takes ownership of this – that the
project comes to be perceived as a joint effort with shared responsibility and not as
something that is imposed on one by the other. If we are talking about a mobility
project that also involves a return visit by young people from the partner organisation to your own country, the partner will have a natural sense of ownership in so
far as you have a mutual interest in providing the best possible conditions for each
other’s participants. However, if it is a one-way project, an open dialogue early on
where your partner’s inputs are taken seriously, is a very effective way of inspiring a
sense of ownership and shared responsibility also at his or her end.
Thirdly, an open and frank dialogue is very conducive to building up the trust
between partners that is necessary for a good quality learning mobility project.
During a dialogue you learn about each other’s weak points and strong points, and
as an organiser you will know what the hosting organisation can handle and what
requires your intervention. In almost all learning mobility projects, there are things
that do not quite go according to your designs, and even though you may have
done your best in terms of contingency planning, you always risk being faced with
problems you never even dreamed of. Once these situations occur, it is a great relief
to have trust in your partner and the capabilities of the hosting organisation, so that
you can focus the intervention accordingly.
Engaging in an early and open dialogue with your partner is thus much more than a
courteous gesture – it is an important element in the constant process of improving
the quality of your project.
Dialogue between sending and hosting organisations: http://bit.ly/2VpFaLC

Indicator 21
Has the hosting organisation received full information about the exact scope and
nature of the activity before consenting to host the participants?
As part of the procedure for applying for funding, hosting organisations of learning
mobility projects must in most cases sign a so-called letter of intent, where they
indicate their willingness to act as partners in the project and receive participants
from the sending organisation, in accordance with the project description (or outline)
accompanying the project application to the funding scheme.
However, organising a learning mobility project is often a matter of juggling a lot of
imponderables. In most cases, you cannot progress and make definite arrangements
before you have secured funding, and this may take time, as many funding schemes
operate with deadlines only once or twice per year. Once you get a positive reply,
you may not get all that you applied for. Only when you know exactly how much
you have to play with can you start committing yourself to participants and other
actors and stakeholders. And then you may encounter all other sorts of challenges
and impediments (for example, in the recruitment process) that modify your original idea. In short, the project you applied for may have been transformed in many
respects from the idea you originally started out with – the one that your partner
consented to in the letter of intent.
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A letter of intent is not necessarily a letter of consent. A hosting organisation also
has commitments and obligations to other sides, and if the premises on which the
original decision to become a partner in the project have changed substantially – for
example if the number of participants has dwindled from 20 to 10 due to diminished funding or problems with recruitment – the hosting organisation may face
serious problems, and consequently go into the project with a lukewarm attitude
and a lower level of commitment. Or they may even decide to withdraw from the
project altogether, in which case your project may crash. In both cases, quality is
affected – in the latter, fatally.
It is therefore imperative that you immediately communicate any changes to the
scope and nature of your project to your partner in order to secure their continued
commitment and consent. If you leave it to the last moment, project quality may
be compromised.
Examples of letter of intent: www.ku.sk/images/dokumenty/mobility/letter_of_intent.
doc; http://bit.ly/2NvOafx

Indicator 22
Has the nature and requirements of the target group been clearly communicated to
the hosting organisation, in particular with regard to participants with special needs?
“Special needs” may cover a wide spectrum of requirements. Often it is used as a
synonym for “disadvantaged”, but it may also refer to religious affiliations or dietary
requirements that necessitate specific facilities or options – in fact, anything that
involves special arrangements.
As soon as you have completed the recruitment procedure, you should inform
the hosting organisation of their profiles and in particular of any specific needs or
requirements they may have. A failure to do so may have logistical consequences – for
example, if one or more of the participants are suffering from food allergies, and the
hosting organisation is in charge of catering during their stay. It is a good idea to let
each individual participant draw up a small presentation of him- or herself according
to a standard template, which can subsequently be forwarded to the partner abroad.
When providing information about target group and participants, you should think
very carefully about the vocabulary you use in your description. For many words
and concepts, there are no standard definitions, and they may be perceived very
differently according to how and where they are used. Terms like “disadvantaged”
or “young people with fewer opportunities” are in themselves meaningless until
one understands the context to which they refer. They may describe positions of
disadvantage in relation to, for example, geography, educational attainment, health,
mental well-being, income levels, family background and a host of other things,
and it can make a huge difference when implementing a project whether it is one
or the other (or a combination of several). Using the overall terms may mean that
the nature and requirements of the target group are not “clearly communicated”.
At times, even relatively “objective” descriptors may cover significant differences. The
term “unemployed”, for instance, can designate very diverse groups of young people,
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depending on where they come from. In countries hit by economic recession and
high levels of youth unemployment, many otherwise well-functioning young people
with, for example, university degrees and proficiency in several foreign languages
find themselves in this category, simply because there are not enough jobs to go
round. On the other hand, in countries where the economy is thriving and employment prospects are good, being jobless may be a consequence of disadvantages
of an entirely different nature. These two groups are not immediately comparable,
and if you plan an encounter on the basis of status equality, it may turn out very
differently than expected.
Working with specific target groups: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/archive/
archive-resources/inclusiongroups/

Section: time frame
When we talk about the time frame of the project, this does not only comprise the
time spent abroad. True, the essence of learning mobility is about going abroad and
staying there for a while, but looking at the activity in terms of learning, there is also
a very important part of the project that unfolds before departure (preparation)
and after homecoming (debriefing). Therefore, we use the term “time frame” as the
headline here, which denotes the full stretch of the activity, including pre-departure
preparation and after-homecoming debriefing, and (in some cases) reintegration –
rather than “duration” which is often used just for the time spent abroad.
Time is often perceived uncritically as a quality parameter in itself, and there is often
a connection between time and impact. But it is not time as such, but what you do
with it that counts. This means that you can also achieve great results with shortterm projects, if these are properly prepared and executed and participants receive
adequate debriefing afterwards.
There are four indicators in this section.

Indicator 23
Is the duration of the activity sufficient for the participants to reach the stipulated
learning objectives?
There is in a sense a direct correlation between duration and learning outcomes. The
longer the stay abroad stretches, the greater the potential impact on participants,
and hence the greater the possibility of achieving impressive learning outcomes.
Therefore, many programmes operate with a minimum duration for stays abroad in
learning mobility projects – for example, two weeks – and will not support projects
with a shorter duration than this. However, it is hard to give any definite rules for the
duration of learning mobility projects. It is possible to achieve valuable outcomes
even with a limited time spent abroad, and, conversely, long-term projects are in
themselves no guarantee of success.
For one thing, it is not the length as such, but also the intensity of the experience
that determines learning outcomes. Badly planned and executed long-term stays
abroad which do not allow participants to engage in activities that stimulate their
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learning processes mean time wasted, and the same – or better – outcomes could
have been achieved with a short stay with more meaningful contents. Also, projects
that put a lot of time and effort into preparation and debriefing before and after the
stay may often achieve astonishing results even if the actual time abroad is limited.
“Duration” in a learning mobility project is more than the time abroad – learning
processes start well before and finish long after the time spent abroad.
Yet the crucial thing is the relationship between the learning objectives you are aiming for and the duration. What is it exactly you want to achieve with your project,
and is it realistic to achieve this in the time you have allocated? If you have precise
and limited learning objectives linked, for example, to specific practical skills, you
may be able to design a project that allows this to take place over a short period of
time. More complex learning outcomes – linked, for example, to the development of
attitudes of tolerance and flexibility – may require that participants are immersed in
the learning environment for a longer time. They may hold prejudices and stereotypes
that prevent them from interacting meaningfully with their counterparts in the host
country at first, and they need time to open up and engage with them on a more
constructive basis. If the time is too short and the immersion too superficial, they
may come home with prejudices confirmed rather than dispelled, and the quality
of your project is seriously compromised.
In most cases, duration is not something that you are entirely free to decide about
yourself. There may be external factors that place certain restrictions on your project,
and which are beyond your control. These restrictions could relate, for example, to
funding, capacities of the hosting environment, nature of the target group and time
available. To the extent that you can influence this, however, you need to reflect on
the duration and the learning objectives of your project and adjust one or the other
so that they stand in a reasonable relationship to one another.
Inclusion by design: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/inclusionpublications/
inclusionbydesign/

Indicator 24
Is the duration of the activity realistic in relation to what participants can handle in
terms of absence from home?
Some learning objectives require that participants spend a longer period of time
abroad in order for them to stand a realistic chance of developing the relevant competences (knowledge, skills and attitudes). However, it is not all types of participants
that are able to be away from home for extended periods. You must therefore also
consider, when you formulate your learning objectives and decide about factors
like duration, whether it is indeed possible for your target group to be abroad for
the time required. There may be very practical reasons that limit their capacity in
this respect – namely that they have obligations at home that prevent them from
being absent for extended periods – but for many it is mainly a psychological issue.
Homesickness is something that we may all suffer from when we are abroad. It can
be very unsettling to leave your usual environment and go somewhere completely
new, where you do not know the rules, where the language is different, and you do
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not have your usual networks of family and friends to support and comfort you. Of
course, there is an important learning potential in doing just that, as it develops your
adaptability and self-reliance, but if the feeling becomes too strong, some participants
may react by breaking off their stay and returning prematurely – in which case the
experience may have done more harm than good. Or they may be so frightened at
the prospect that they decide to stay at home in the first place, in which case you
may end up with a recruitment problem.
People have very different threshold levels for when feelings of homesickness kick
in. Those who have had an international experience before and perhaps are able to
make themselves understood in a foreign language are usually more resilient than
those for whom it is a first. Yet other factors have an influence, too. The nature of
your project is important – will participants be in a group with people they know,
or are they on their own during the stay abroad? There is also something that you
can do as an organiser in this respect – good preparation can remove much of the
anxiety and fear that participants may have and encourage them to embrace a longer
period abroad than they otherwise would.
You will need to have all these factors in mind during your planning phase and
carefully sound the depths of the participants in order to verify whether they are
indeed able to go beyond their comfort zone and live away from home for the time
that your project plans require. If not, you need to adjust your learning objectives
to something that is feasible to acquire in a time perspective that is more realistic
for the target group you are operating with.

Indicator 25
Is there sufficient time available for pre-departure preparation of participants and
involved team members?
It has been amply demonstrated both through research and practical experience
that preparation is crucial to the success of a learning mobility project. Before departure, participants should therefore receive adequate preparation that enables them
to reach the learning objectives of the project. Good preparation is not just about
learning a basic vocabulary of a foreign language and receiving some information
on practical arrangements, but also about working on attitudes and prejudices, and
this takes time.
What “adequate preparation of participants” exactly is differs from project to project,
but it usually encompasses the following aspects:
►► Linguistic preparation:

learning enough of the language of the host country
to achieve the communicative competence required for the level of interaction foreseen;

►► Cultural

preparation: learning about history, cultures and mentalities of the
host country – and how to deal constructively with differences in outlook;

►► Practical preparation: receiving information on practical issues: accommoda-

tion, transportation, insurance, health, money, etc. – what to do and whom
to contact in the event of problems;
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►► Psychological preparation: learning to cope with conflicts, insecurity, loneliness

and homesickness;
►► Pedagogical

preparation: creating an awareness of learning objectives and
how these are achieved.

On the basis of your learning objectives and the possibilities and constraints imposed
by the environment and the conditions in general, you must try to assess what
exactly is required, and how this is best achieved. This also means reflecting on the
time needed and ensuring up front that this is available as an integral part of the
project set-up. There is not necessarily a direct relation between duration and the
time required for adequate preparation – often, short projects require longer and
more intensive pre-departure preparation, since the time available to reach the
learning objectives during the time abroad is limited. Also, certain target groups
require more in terms of preparation than others, even though projects are implemented in identical ways.
Not only participants, but also the members of the team must be adequately prepared for the experience, especially since team members are often instrumental
in the preparation of participants. In principle, this preparation encompasses the
same aspects as the ones listed above, but the main task is often one of ensuring
that everybody in the team are on the same page, so that the issues are tackled in
a consistent way.
Ideas, tools and suggestions for mentoring and pre-departure training in European
Voluntary Service (EVS): http://bit.ly/2IJYBgG

Indicator 26
Is there sufficient time for discussing with participants and involved team members
about the activity after homecoming?
After participants have returned from the stay abroad, there is sometimes a tendency
to see the project as over and done with and limit any further involvement of the
participants to the completion of an evaluation form. Yet research has shown that
the learning process by no means is over when the participants have returned, and
that many of them need help to process the many impressions they have received
in order to transform these into learning that can impact their lives. At the same
time, and especially with longer mobility projects, young people will need this
time to reintegrate into their home community – to find their place on their return.
It is therefore important to offer them opportunities and platforms to discuss their
experiences and try to make sense of them in relation to their future life trajectory.
There are many ways of doing this, and you will need to choose the one that makes
most sense in your context. It is mainly about getting participants to talk about
feelings, impressions and experiences and to try to put these into words so that
they can be further processed; in other words, supported or challenged. Again, it is
a process that takes time, and it is essential that you make allowance for this as part
of your project planning. A failure to do so may mean that important lessons are
lost, and you do not get the long-term effects of the project that you had hoped for.
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Debriefing (as this process is often called) after homecoming serves purposes of
both personal and organisational learning. Just as participants may need further
input to transform their experiences into learning, they may also give you important
information that can help you improve the design and implementation of future
projects. Also, your team colleagues may need debriefing after the project is over
in order to extract important information for future activities.
Manual for EVS sending/hosting/co-ordinating organisations: http://bit.ly/2VpFaLC

Section: programme
“Programme” is what you plan to do with the participants during the activity. It involves
issues that require reflection, research and concrete planning, and key questions are:
What types of activities are most conducive to achieving the learning objectives?
What is actually feasible to do? And does your partner abroad have the resources in
terms of facilities and competences of staff to implement these?
This section is concerned with the time abroad only, as what goes on before and
after (preparation and debriefing) are covered in separate sections (indicators 92-100
and 110-114 respectively).
There are five indicators in this section.

Indicator 27
Has a detailed programme for the activity been developed?
A programme is an organised, coherent and integrated set of activities which are
planned and implemented to achieve the objectives of your project over a stipulated
period of time. A well-prepared programme is a vital precondition for quality results.
Planning a mobility project is like preparing the road map for a journey into foreign
territory, so you need to develop a structured and detailed programme to guide your
participants for the road ahead and to give stability and confidence to the team:
“Structured” because it should show the educative strategy or flow you will develop
throughout the different moments or stages of the programme, and “detailed”,
because it should include all the activities on a day-by-day or week-by-week basis.
The planning of a programme is, above all, a creative process. When you are planning
you need to be open-minded and flexible and take into account all the possibilities
you have and make the best choices on the basis of the project aims, the available
time, the needs and interests of your participants, the context where the programme
will be developed, the human and material resources that you have and you will
need, and so on.
When you create the overall programme, first make a list of the topics to work with
and related activities; discuss and agree on them with your team, participants and
hosting and sending organisations when possible. Then create the flow: choose and
prioritise contents and activities, giving a logical and balanced order which is coherent
with the group dynamic process you want to generate; plan a detailed day-by-day
or week-by-week programme and design the different sessions to be developed.
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A well-prepared and detailed programme should show what you want participants
to learn, what topics you want to work on with them, when you are doing what and
how (methods). The programme should reflect the learning adventure in a logical
sequence and in a precise manner. In this process, you should:
►► make sure that you are covering a realistic amount of topics for the available

time and that the programme fits the learning needs for the participants;
►► make sure that every activity has a clear purpose in the programme and that

they will help people learn and experience actively;
►► look at the variety of the activities and methods and make sure they fit each

other coherently as a whole and that they facilitate to achieve the proposed
aims;
►► make sure there is a balanced time distribution for the whole programme of

activities;
►► make sure you have the human and material resources to do it;
►► make sure there is enough “down time” and space for informal learning.

Youth mobility timetable template: https://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/file/
youth-mobility-timetable-templatexlsx

Indicator 28
Has the programme been developed in a dialogue with the hosting organisation
and participants?
Developing the programme all on your own will in most cases not work. A quality
mobility project is a collaborative effort, where results depend on the active involvement of actors and stakeholders – and above all on the buy-in of participants as well
as those at the other end, the hosting organisation (and the hosting community).
Collaborative planning can be a time-consuming process, because it is more than
just getting people to agree on a day-to-day schedule of a visit – it is fundamentally
about creating shared ownership and commitment across age barriers, geographical
distances and cultures. It will, in the short run at least, make the whole process more
complicated, because you need to listen to, discuss, take into account and respect
viewpoints and suggestions that may not match your ideas 100%, and sometimes
it takes a lot of flexibility and creativity to find solutions that can be shared and
agreed to by everyone.
There is no template for how this dialogue is organised, as it depends on the kind of
learning mobility project you work with and the resources that are available to you. In
essence, it is about developing a draft programme in consultation with participants
and getting comments and approval from your partner abroad. This can be done
face-to-face and/or via telephone, e-mail and collaborative software.
This dialogue is an essential part of the quality-assurance process because it ensures
that the programme is realistic, meets the needs of actors and stakeholders, and that
it has the acceptance of all those involved in the implementation. Having contributed to this phase of the project also means that a sense of ownership is created,
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where participants and partners take responsibility for the programme and actively
contribute to its execution, rather than just leaning back and blaming the organiser
when things do not happen quite according to plan.
T-Kit 6: Training essentials: http://bit.ly/T-Kit6-TE
Manual for EVS sending/hosting/co-ordinating organisations: http://bit.ly/2VpFaLC

Indicator 29
Are the programme activities conducive to reaching the stipulated objectives?
A quality programme should reflect how the learning objectives will be reached
over a concrete period of time, and there should be coherence between these and
the activities and methods proposed. This means that – in principle – the objectives
should guide the selection of all the activities and methods for the programme, and
all the activities and methods in the programme should clearly reflect one or all of
the objectives.
Activities and methods may contribute to achieving the learning objectives in both
direct and indirect ways. Coherence and conduciveness do not mean that every
single item on the programme’s agenda must be accounted for in terms of learning
– “an evening at the cinema” may be a necessary recreation after a hard day’s work,
even though the film itself has no connection with the objectives of the project as
such. But no activity or method should be chosen just because it is attractive, new,
or joyful for the participants.
You should, however, be careful of being too ambitious or purposeful when you
design the programme. It is a mistake to pack every single waking hour of the day
with an activity – it is necessary to leave time and space for the participants to digest
and reflect on their experiences, as well as to explore the new environment on their
own, and do things which they consider meaningful, even though they may not
seem in alignment with the objectives. Often this will lead to valuable new discoveries and learning outcomes that could not have been foreseen from the beginning.
Just as activities may be conducive to achieving the learning objectives, however,
there may also be times when activities have an adverse effect. If one or more of your
learning objectives go in the direction of developing the intercultural competence
of the participants, research has shown us that this is often best achieved through
interaction with peer groups abroad – in other words, hanging out with other
young people from the host country of roughly the same age and social status. If
participants isolate themselves, being in constant contact with friends and family
at home via telephone and social media, this is obviously not productive. Similarly,
if participants stick together as a group too much, speaking in their own language
and not engaging with the host environment, a valuable learning opportunity is
being lost. In these cases, you must try to break up this pattern of behaviour and
introduce activities and methods that provide an interface with the locals.
Even though you have selected activities and methods that seem perfectly suited
to achieving your objectives, they may not function in this way when they are being
implemented in practice. Therefore, you should constantly monitor their progression,
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and be ready to scrap some and introduce others in their place if they do not seem to
work. In fact, it is the exception rather than the rule that everything runs according to
plan, and it is one of the hallmarks of a quality project that organisers are able to be
flexible and adapt the programme if things are not shaping up the way they should.
T-Kit 3: Project management: http://bit.ly/T-Kit3-PM
T-Kit 6: Training essentials: http://bit.ly/T-Kit6-TE

Indicator 30
Does the programme allow for maximum interaction with the hosting environment?
By far the majority of learning mobility projects depend for their success on a close
interaction with the hosting environment. It is through the contact (and the contrast)
with people with other values, languages and ways of doing things that learning
objectives like intercultural competence, conflict management, communicative
skills, tolerance, respect, solidarity and so on are achieved.
Interaction is more than superficial, fleeting encounters, however. Learning processes leading to intercultural competence, for example, demand that the contact
be focused around meaningful, joint activities that allow participants to explore the
culture and character of their counterparts in depth. This also involves exposure to
potentially delicate issues – merely “having a good time” together is not enough.
How this interaction is practically organised depends on the nature of your project,
the precise learning objectives, and your target group. It is always more difficult
when participants go out in a group, since they may tend to stick together rather
than socialising with their counterparts abroad. Organising accommodation individually in host families can be a good way of ensuring that they are exposed to
people from the host country.
Just bringing two groups of young people together does not necessarily mean that
they develop relationships and start exploring similarities and differences. The psychologist Yehuda Amir has formulated some ground rules – known as “the contact
hypothesis” – that identify factors which facilitate interaction between youth groups:
►► Equality

in terms of status - that both parties in the encounter must share a
roughly similar socio-economic status to allow them to identify with one
another;

►► Convergence of aims - that both parties must have at least a degree of shared

aims and interests to ensure that contacts between them develop;
►► Appropriate attitudes prior to implementation - that there are no overly negative

attitudes towards people from the other culture beforehand;
►► Appropriate contact intensity and length

– that the contacts should last for a
certain period and must not be superficial in nature;

►► Low cultural barriers

– that cultural barriers are not so high at the beginning
of the actual encounter that interaction is made impossible;

►► Social and institutional backup – that the encounter is organised in the framework

of an integrative institutional framework and a climate of mutual backup exists;
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►► Appropriate preparation - that participants are given adequate linguistic and

cultural preparation before the encounter.

Intercultural learning: http://bit.ly/2ECkqe5
Amir, Y.: “The contact hypothesis in intergroup relations”: http://bit.ly/2SwosrV

Indicator 31
Is there an adequate balance between programme activities and free time for the
participants?
There is sometimes a tendency – especially in short-term projects – to try to make
the most of the time available and pack the programme with activities almost round
the clock. This is done in a well-meaning effort to reach the learning objectives of the
project, but ironically enough this may prove counterproductive in the end, actually
reducing rather than enhancing learning, and hence the quality of the project. There
are no less than three reasons for this.
Firstly, the type of learning that is targeted in mobility projects is most often the
type that we can call reflective learning, where the participants learn through trying
to make sense of their experiences (this is opposed to imitative learning, where the
learner merely reproduces something that he/she has heard, read or seen). As well as
providing opportunities for the experiences that this learning feeds on, it is therefore
also important that there are spaces where the participants can think about them
and try to extract meaning from them – that is, convert them into learning – before
one experience is superseded by the next.
Secondly, learning experiences in mobility projects are often predicated on experiences of cultural differences, where participants are confronted by other ways
of perceiving and doing things – in the host family, in the company where they
are doing a placement, when they are together with young people from the host
country. Some of these differences are merely amusing, where participants may be
well within their comfort zone, but they can also be stressful (cultural clashes), and
an overload of stress is not conducive to learning. It is therefore necessary to have
periods where it is possible for the participants to recuperate and build up new
energy to tackle the world around them.
Finally, free time is also an opportunity for participants to seek out new experiences
on their own and create learning spaces that were not originally foreseen in the
programme. They may join a sports club, frequent cultural events or organise sightseeing that allow them to explore other aspects of the host country and its culture.
It is not possible to give any hard-and-fast rules on what the ratio between programme
activities and free time should be, as it depends on the time and resources you have
and on the nature of your target group. “Adequate balance” is a term that must be
defined for every project, but it is an aspect which should be essential when planning the programme for a learning mobility project.
T-Kit 1: Organisational Management: http://bit.ly/T-Kit1-OM
T-Kit 6: Training essentials: http://bit.ly/T-Kit6-TE
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Section: responsibilities
Even if all aspects of planning and organisation are covered, it may still all come to
nothing if the responsibilities for ensuring that everything happens (and at the right
time) are not clearly indicated, and that those in charge have the proper competences and resources to carry out their tasks. It may seem a fairly simple thing to do
but lapses often happen because everybody thinks someone else is doing the job.
It is therefore necessary to approach the various aspects of this issue in a systematic
manner, and to ensure that not only the person in charge, but also all others involved
know who is doing what, and when.
There are three indicators in this section.

Indicator 32
Are responsibilities for all aspects of the programme clearly allocated to named
persons?
A quality mobility project is always a team work, where each member is important
and needed to reach the stipulated aims. For this reason, it is essential that tasks and
responsibilities are divided and clearly allocated to named persons.
As an organiser, you must know who does what, and when, and you must ensure that
all members of the team know the responsibilities of the others to achieve efficient
collaboration and avoid duplication of efforts. Also, participants must know who in
the team is responsible for which aspects of the project so that they know who to
turn to when they have questions or when problems occur.
As part of your planning process, you must therefore make a “battle plan” where all
functions in the project are identified and the names of the person(s) responsible
for this are given for each. These functions may change from project to project, so
the list below is just meant as a starting point for such an exercise, which you should
undertake as early as possible in your project’s life cycle:
►► Who is in charge of the recruitment process?
►► Who is in charge of selecting participants?
►► Who manages visas and talks to the embassies (if necessary)?
►► Who runs preparation activities?
►► Who co-ordinates travel and buys the tickets?
►► Who is the formal representative of the hosting organisation?
►► Who is in charge of accommodation arrangements?
►► Who is in charge of health and well-being of the participants?
►► Who looks after insurance arrangements?
►► Who is in charge of monitoring the participants when they are abroad?
►► Who is in charge of contacts with the press?
►► Who controls the budget?
►► Who runs the debriefing process with participants?
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►► Who conducts the evaluation of the project?
►► Who will write the final report?
►► Who is in charge of dissemination of the project results?
►► Etc.?

Make sure that this list of functions and responsibilities is updated and available at all
times. In addition to names, also the contact details of each person should be given.

Indicator 33
Are these names and responsibilities clearly communicated to all involved, including participants?
Once you have the specific tasks and responsibilities divided, agreed and clearly
allocated to all named persons, this information must be communicated to team
members, partners and participants involved in the project in order to facilitate an
efficient organisation, communication and co-operation. It will be ironic if you create
a perfect model of co-ordination, but nobody knows it. Even worse – it may create
confusion, delay and frustration, which in turn may have serious consequences for
the quality of your project.
The list of responsibilities and names may be very short for small self-organised
projects, and much longer for bigger projects carried out by larger organisations.
In both cases, however, you should think in terms of “need to know/nice to know”
when you plan your communication to the involved target groups. In each case, you
must consider what information they need to have in order to be able to play their
role in the project, and what information is superfluous.
Your partner(s) abroad would in most cases want to have the full list of names and
responsibilities, as they are often involved (or may become involved) in all phases
and activities of the programme. If your partner in turn delegates responsibilities to
others in the host environment, you should make sure that these people have the
relevant information. Do not just assume that this happens automatically.
Members of your team need, as a minimum, to know the names of the persons that
are responsible for the aspects of the project that are (or may become) relevant for
the functions they carry out. Who, for example, should they turn to if they want to
change the programme and introduce other training activities and methods? And
who is the person who can authorise changes in the budget, if something unforeseen occurs?
Participants will definitely need a list of persons to be contacted in the event of
homesickness, health problems, accidents as well as theft and other crimes, but not
necessarily much else. In accompanied projects, it may be one of the accompanying
team members, but in unaccompanied projects it may be one or more persons from
the partner organisation abroad.
How you want to get this information across is up to you and the project situation.
The easiest thing is, of course, to upload it onto the project website, but this requires
that all persons concerned have internet access at all times. A very simple solution
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– especially for use in emergency situations – is small, laminated plastic cards that
can be carried in a wallet.
A final but crucial thing that you must consider is the accessibility and availability
of contact persons. Is it necessary to be on call 24/7, or is it OK just to respond
within office hours? Also, contact persons may fall ill or for other reasons be unable
to respond, so it may also be relevant with a named backup person, who can be
contacted if the primary person of responsibility is not available.
T-Kit 1: Organisational Management: http://bit.ly/T-Kit1-OM

Indicator 34
Do the responsible persons have the necessary capacity (knowledge, authority, availability, means) to deal with issues occurring within their sphere of responsibility?
A quality strategy is based on clear definition of the needed roles and responsibilities
within the project; ensuring that each responsible person has the necessary knowledge, authority, availability as well as means to carry out his/her role effectively.
Sometimes you have the possibility of selecting your team and other people involved
in your project, whereas on other occasions, those persons are already appointed
by their organisation. The important thing is that all the people involved feel comfortable with their responsibilities and confident in their capability to work it out.
This requires two things from you:
►► Firstly, an appreciation of what is required for each particular function in the
project in terms of knowledge, authority, availability and means; and
►► Secondly, an appreciation of the persons involved in the execution of the
project (team members, partners abroad, contractors, etc.) and what they
already have in relation to the four parameters mentioned above in relation
to the function that they are designated for.
When you match these two insights, you will obtain two vital pieces of information – namely whether you have appointed the right persons for the tasks and the
extent to which you need to top up already existing resources or privileges so that
the persons appointed can carry out their duties in a satisfactory way.
In some cases, you may decide that you need to replace a person or swap roles
within the team in order to reach the optimal solution under the circumstances. In
other cases, you must provide extra resources (in terms of knowledge, authority,
availability and means) to the persons to empower them to do their job. Within each
parameter, this could for instance mean:
►► Knowledge: If the person in charge of health and well-being for the participants
has insufficient knowledge about how the health system works in the host
country, he or she must be updated on this;
►► Authority: If the person in charge of the budget only has limited right to
approve extra costs that were not foreseen from the start, his or her authority
must be extended so that it is realistic in comparison with the nature of the
possible incidents;
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►► Availability: If the person in charge of dealing with emergency situations only

has a limited availability in certain periods, a backup or replacement must be
found to cover these;
►► Means: If the project also involves participants with special needs (e.g. physical
disabilities or learning difficulties) the budgets available for trainers and tutors
must be made to reflect this.
T-Kit 3: Project management: http://bit.ly/T-Kit3-PM
Defining roles, responsibilities and skills in project staffing plan: https://mymanagementguide.com/defining-roles-responsibilities-skills-project-staffing-plan/

Section: risk and conflict management
A frequently heard saying – called Murphy’s Law – states that in a project context
“everything that can go wrong, will go wrong”. It need not be as bad as that, but it is
nevertheless necessary that you are prepared for all eventualities and have thought
about what to do and who is doing it if accident should strike. Of course, you cannot
prepare for the unexpected, but the point is that many potential problems can be
foreseen, and you can develop procedures for dealing with them, if they should occur.
Knowing the potential risks and conflicts in a given context also means that you can
take measures to prevent them before they happen. However, this does not mean
that you should strive to eliminate all possible situations that may contain an element of risk or a potential conflict. Risks and conflicts are unavoidable facts of life,
and training participants to cope with them is often a better strategy than trying to
avoid them being exposed to even a modicum of discomfort and conflict. In fact,
conflict often has a huge learning potential, which – if tackled constructively – can
lead to valuable learning outcomes.
There are four indicators in this section.

Indicator 35
Have you analysed beforehand the types of problems and conflicts that may possibly occur?
Most mobility projects experience small hiccups on the way – unforeseen occurrences that require some kind of intervention or a change of plans. This is quite usual,
and these situations may, in fact, contain important learning opportunities that can
actually end up enriching the outcomes of the project. In a few cases, however, these
occurrences are of such a serious nature that they threaten to destabilise or even
ruin the experience for one or all of the participants.
There is no way you can foresee everything that may possibly happen to participants
or the project as such, but there are some types of occurrences – or risks – which will
always be present, and for which you need to be prepared. Other risks may be specific
to the type of project or the activities you are engaged in – for example participation
in so-called “dangerous sports” (like rock climbing). It is part of the preparation phase
of a quality project that potential risk factors are identified, analysed and assessed,
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and the necessary contingency planning made, so that you can limit their effects
as much as possible – even though they may never materialise.
Many of these risk factors are connected with the health and well-being of participants
(and team members, too). People may fall ill, they may have an accident, or they may
become victims of a crime (theft or violence). Conversely, they may also cause an
accident or commit a crime themselves. Mental problems – like depression – may
also occur, and in the context of youth mobility the most prevalent of these is called
homesickness. It is a very normal occurrence, and most participants (especially in
long-term projects) experience this at one time or another; but for some, the feeling may get so overwhelming that they break off their stay prematurely and return
home, which rarely produces any positive learning outcomes.
Conflicts are always a possibility, especially those that arise out of so-called cultural
clashes, where people of different cultural backgrounds and value systems disagree
over issues in their interaction. These clashes are unavoidable and are part of the
learning process, but for this to happen they need to be recognised at the earliest
signs, tackled constructively and not allowed to spin out of control. Other types of
conflicts may happen within the group of participants, especially if they spend a
lot of time together. Conflicts may also pop up at organisational level – for example
over financial issues, if arrangements and contracts are not crystal clear, but open
to interpretation. And while the conflicts will happen anyway, “conflict escalation
curve” shows that the sooner you recognise a conflict, the more chances you have
to prevent it from escalating and for using it for transforming the relationship and
learning from it.
When making that list of potential problems and conflicts, it is highly recommended
that, whenever you can, you do it with the young person(s), because they:
►► can be aware of the problems that you are not aware of, since they are stem-

ming from their reality, not yours;
►► will develop an awareness of things that might happen and will start mentally

and emotionally preparing for them;
►► will

have time to digest and perhaps even think of alternative solutions for
potential problems and conflicts.

Five stages of conflict escalation: http://legalpronegotiator.com/the-five-stages
-of-conflict-escalation/
Risk Assessment – the framework: http://bit.ly/2IHIhx2
Child Safety and Youth Exchange Programmes: Guidelines for good practice: http://
bit.ly/2Ehufga
Guidelines for good practice young person safety and youth exchange programmes
(Leargas): http://bit.ly/2BZg3rQ
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Indicator 36
Have you developed adequate procedures for dealing with various types of conflicts
and other problems, including who to address?
Once you have identified the different types of conflicts and problems that may affect
your project, you need to check your level of preparedness for dealing with them. This
means first and foremost establishing procedures for what you do if calamity should
strike, and secondly making an inventory of the resources and availabilities that you
have – both within the team and in the surroundings – and distributing roles and
responsibilities accordingly, so that everybody knows what to do in an emergency.
Some of these problems and conflicts you will be able to deal with on your own,
using the resources within the team and the group of participants. This could, for
example, be disciplinary problems, interpersonal conflicts, problems with host
families, lighter injuries, mild cases of homesickness. In other cases, you may need
outside intervention, and you and your team members should therefore have the
addresses and telephone numbers of doctors, hospitals and police at hand, just in
case. You should also have the contact details of parents and next-of-kin, so that they
can be contacted – for example in the event of more serious cases of homesickness.
Of course, you can never anticipate all possible types of problems and conflicts that
may occur, but the kinds of difficulties that mobility projects experience are often
surprisingly familiar. Homesickness and premature return are two quite common
occurrences. Having procedures prepared and responsibilities assigned means that
you avoid impulsive and ad hoc reactions that may aggravate rather than help, and
problems and conflicts that escalate because everybody thought somebody else was
going to do something. Furthermore, the fact that these have been highlighted and
discussed raises awareness and may lead to earlier detection before they develop.
Youth Wiki: Laws and regulations for youth volunteering in the EU countries: http://bit.
ly/2GPlzBi

Indicator 37
Are participants prepared so that they can act appropriately in the event of problems?
From a learning perspective, “problems” is something of a double-edged sword. On
the one hand, they represent a source of disruption: they are disturbing elements
that must be avoided, or the consequences of which must be reduced as much as
possible. However, on the other hand, they also represent a source of empowerment:
it is part of the learning objectives of many mobility projects that participants should
develop their problem-solving skills along with their independence and self-reliance.
This they can only do if they are not placed in a protected glass bubble but allowed
to be exposed to adversity and to try to get to grips with this on their own.
You have to take both these dimensions into account when you are preparing
participants to deal with problems. Essentially, you can divide problems into two
groups, each requiring a different approach in the preparation process:
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Some problems occurring in a mobility project are of an urgent nature and have to
be dealt with on the spot. You – or one of your team members – may not be there
when they strike, and participants will have to cope on their own. Problems in this
category are often connected to accidents and crime – things that happen suddenly
and unexpectedly, and where it is essential that people do not panic, but that they
keep cool and respond in a logical and constructive manner. Preparation for this is
usually done in the form of drills – that is, a set of rules or steps for behaviour that
are developed and agreed on by all, so that everybody knows how to react appropriately if, for example, there is a fire in the building.
Other problems are of an interpersonal nature and appear as conflicts between
individuals or groups. They often develop over time, and though they start as minor
disagreements, may develop into something that can put the whole project at risk
if they are not stopped at an early stage. In a youth mobility project, the most common cause of such tension and conflicts is the clash between people with different
mentalities and sets of values. Since it is often a lack of understanding that lies at the
bottom of these, preparation is a matter of training participants’ intercultural competence, namely their ability to see things from other perspectives than their own.
Whereas a fire drill may be done on the spot and in five minutes, this is a process that
takes time and has to be introduced at an early stage and well before the departure
date. This also means laying the foundation for a learning process that hopefully is
continued and developed during the time abroad, leading to an increased ability
to interact constructively with people from another background than their own.
For more insight into this (and preparation in general), you should also consult
indicators 92-100 about the preparation of participants.
T-Kit 11 Mosaic: The training kit for Euro-Mediterranean youth work: http://bit.
ly/T-Kit11-Mo

Indicator 38
Do your financial resources allow you to deal with unforeseen costs?
Sound financial planning is an important ingredient in the recipe for a successful
project. A realistic appraisal of the costs involved means that you are able to carry
out the activities and reach your objectives as originally stipulated. However, it is the
rule more than the exception that something happens after the budgeting phase
that adds extra expenses, incurring so-called “unforeseen costs”. If your budget is too
tight with no buffer to absorb these, it may have as a consequence that you must
cancel activities to save money, thus diminishing the overall quality of your project.
We use the term “unforeseen costs” here to cover both extra expenditure and loss of
expected income. A typical example of the latter occurs when you have last-minute
cancellations from participants, so that the size of the group you send abroad is
smaller than originally envisaged. As financial support in most mobility schemes is
calculated as a flat rate per participant, it means that your overall budget is reduced,
whereas many of the expenses (for example, rental of premises and equipment) remain
the same. “Extra expenditure” could, for example, be that prices for transportation
(flights) have taken a hike since you made you initial calculations, meaning that you
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have a lot less at your disposal than originally foreseen. Or that some participants
have to change accommodation during the stay, switching to something which is
more expensive. Many of the additional expenses may be trivial on their own, but
if several occur at the same time, they may add up. A realistic budget for a learning
mobility project will thus always contain provisions for “unforeseen costs”.
The size of the buffer for unforeseen costs depends on the nature of your project.
They are by nature impossible to anticipate and may occur when you least expect
them, but there is no reason to expect that anything that can go wrong, will go wrong.
The main thing is that the learning-conducive activities are not in danger of cancellation in the event of even smaller extra expenditures, so that the envisaged learning
objectives cannot be achieved. If your budget is so scraped that there is no room
for any extra expenses, you must therefore try to create this space; either by raising
additional funds (increasing income) or by looking for items on the budget where
money can be saved.
Once the project is on the way and the chances of unforeseen costs occurring is
diminishing, you can diminish the buffer accordingly by ploughing the money back
into the project again.

Section: evaluation
Evaluation is about summing up what worked and what did not work in a project
and is an integral part of quality assurance – if not for this project, then for the next
one. Evaluation is first and foremost concerned with the outcomes (did we actually
reach our objectives?) but also with the organisation of the activity (what did we do
wrong that we could do better next time?). Even though evaluation is usually carried out after the activity (so-called summative evaluation), it needs to be planned
beforehand. Much of the information you will need can often only be gathered in
a specific window of time during the activity, and if you have not made provisions
for this, the opportunity will be lost.
Even if it is a stand-alone activity that you are not planning to repeat, an evaluation
of what you did and how you did it (and what came out of it) can be very helpful for
others who are about to do something similar. It may mean that they avoid making
the same mistakes as you did. Evaluations should therefore be read not only by those
who were involved in the project, but also by “relevant others” who can benefit from
your experiences.
There are eight indicators in this section.

Indicator 39
Have you developed a detailed plan for evaluating the activity and the learning experience of the participants, so that it can tell you whether you have reached your objectives?
An evaluation is the systematic process of collecting and analysing information
about your project in order to find out what was achieved – whether you reached
your objectives or not, and what functioned well and what functioned less well. It is
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thus an integral part of the quality-assurance process, for it allows you to constantly
improve your practice; if not in this project, then in the next.
In some funding schemes, evaluation is a formal requirement, and they come equipped
with methods and tools that you must use. In others, it is up to you to design your
own evaluation plan. To do so, you need to ask yourself five basic questions:
►► Why:

It is very rare that you have the possibility of making a 360-degree
evaluation of all aspects of a project. You will therefore in most cases need to
establish a clear focus for the evaluation: what is it precisely that you would
like to know? And for whom are you doing the evaluation?

►► What: “What” follows from “why”: In order to find out about the aspects that

you want the evaluation to throw light upon, what kind of information is it
that you need to collect? And are you able to measure outcomes directly,
or do you need to identify so-called indicators (i.e. phenomena that can say
something about factors that are not directly observable)?
►► Who: You

need to designate who will do the evaluation, which will collect
the data, and identify from whom you are going to get the information that
you need.

►► When: Most evaluations are carried out after the project is finished, but some

of the data you need may have to be collected when the project is still running. You therefore need to stipulate when information needs to be gathered
to ensure that this happens before it is too late.
►► How: There is a huge variety of methods you can use: observation of project

activities, questionnaires or surveys, interviews with participants and other
actors, document analysis (e.g. of participants’ reports or log books) and so
on. Evaluations rarely rely on one method alone but use a combination of
methods. Which ones are suitable for your purpose?
Evaluations can be more or less sophisticated, depending on the resources you have
dedicated to this activity. Most evaluations are carried out immediately after the
project is finished, but it can be difficult to get more than participants’ immediate
reactions to the experience. If you have the possibility of following the participants
for a longer period of time after homecoming, you may be able to get a better picture
of the true impact of the activity – whether they have actually developed knowledge,
skills and attitudes that make a real difference in their lives.
Most evaluations are carried out after the project is finished, at which stage it is too
late to change anything that did not function well (in this project, at least). Some
projects therefore carry out so-called formative evaluations where evaluation work
is done while the project is ongoing, and where results are used to improve practices
on the way. This is a special type of evaluation, where the focus is more on process
than outcome.
T-Kit 10: Educational evaluation in youth work: http://bit.ly/T-Kit10-EE
Assessing the impact of youth projects: http://bit.ly/2ElMUXU
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Indicator 40
Does the evaluation consider not only learning outcomes of participants, but also
things like the project’s impact on hosting and sending communities and on your
own organisation?
There is often a tendency for evaluations of mobility projects to focus exclusively on
the learning outcomes of participants. Yet it is not only the participants that learn
– organisations and communities at both ends (sending and hosting) may learn,
too, and this may in fact be a very significant outcome of the project. It is therefore
important that you at least consider this aspect when you are trying to assess the
footprint that the project has left behind.
“Organisational learning” happens when an organisation (for example, a youth club
or a school) or a community (for example, a neighbourhood) changes attitudes or
develops new practices as a result of being involved in an activity like a learning
mobility project, where it is confronted with new elements and aspects that challenge its usual routines. Examples of organisational learning occur for example when:
►► an

organisation that has only operated at local or regional level also starts
incorporating an international dimension in their activities;

►► a

community changes its attitudes to “foreigners” and “strangers” as a result
of having hosted young people from abroad;

►► a

community develops a consciousness vis-à-vis specific issues that were
addressed in the project (e.g. the environment);

►► an organisation introduces new work forms (e.g. volunteering).

Such impacts may not be easy to detect immediately after the project has ended,
as many organisations require a certain amount of time to change practices and
attitudes. Many evaluations therefore fail to capture these impacts, because the
signs are still so small that they do not catch your attention unless you are specifically
looking for them. It is therefore a good idea to write them into your evaluation plan
from the beginning, so that attention is drawn to them from the start.
Evaluations that seek to identify such learning may actually play a significant role in
accelerating these processes by making this learning visible and a topic for discussion among actors and stakeholders.
Monitoring and participative evaluation: www.salto-youth.net/tools/evaluation/; www.
participatorymethods.org/resources/themes/monitoring-and-evaluation-37

Indicator 41
Does your evaluation plan also include the possibility for identifying non-intended
outcomes?
When you formulated your project idea, you had specific learning outcomes in mind
that you would like to achieve. Of course, it is extremely important that you follow
up on these in your evaluation of the project to try to assess whether you were
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successful or not with regard to these. However, besides the intended outcomes,
there are usually also others that occur, even though they were not part of the
rationale of the project from the start – the so-called unintended learning outcomes.
Unintended learning outcomes may occur as a result of project activities that did
not go quite as you had planned or of things that happened in the participants’ free
time. They may be positive or negative, but irrespective of their nature you should
try to capture and describe them in your evaluation, for besides their significance
for the individual participant, they may also hold important messages to you as
an organiser about what to do – or not to do – next time you organise a learning
mobility project.
Unintended learning outcomes can be identified if you make sure that at least some
of your evaluation questions are not narrow and focused around the intended outcomes but are open-ended and have a broader focus, allowing participants (or other
actors) to bring in additional aspects of the learning process. You will also need to
be alert and listen for any statement that indicates learning that somehow was not
foreseen from the beginning.
Unintended learning outcomes are often detected during the debriefing process after
the participants have completed the stay abroad. In the case where these learning
outcomes are of a negative nature – for example when some participants seem to
return with prejudices confirmed rather than dispelled – you still have the time to
discuss them and possibly turn them into something more constructive.
Identifying potential unintended outcomes: http://bit.ly/2IQBiSC

Indicator 42
Has the evaluation plan been agreed by all parties?
There are two reasons why it is helpful to have all involved parties agreeing to the
evaluation plan. The first is that they are all likely to be implicated in the evaluation
process as informants and by agreeing to the plan; they are also pledging themselves
to delivering the required input needed for this. This will produce a qualitatively better
evaluation and more learning that can help improve outcomes of future activities.
The second is that by agreeing to the plan, they also take ownership of it and are
more likely to absorb the results.
Ideally, relevant parties should be involved already in the design phase of the evaluation exercise, helping to identify questions of consequence (based on expected
programme outcomes) and to select evaluation strategies that will produce usable
evaluation findings. In many projects, however, the evaluation issue is only brought
up at the end of the project, where people’s energies may be used up and where
they may be already heading for other horizons. If it has been interwoven with the
planning phase of the project, it is much easier to get their active commitment to this.
The list of relevant parties is potentially a long one, and may include: participants (as
learners and target group of the activity); team members and other facilitators (as
responsible persons to guide the process); your organisation (as organisers); partners’
organisations and institutions/companies (as promoters); funders (as supporters);
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stakeholders/policy makers (as responsible for further decision making); local communities at both ends, and others (like host families, other youth organisations and
volunteers, involved enterprises, schools, universities, etc.).
Before involving them in this exercise, you should think carefully about who you are
involving, why you are involving them, and the extent to which you are prepared
to take their viewpoints into account. There may be potentially delicate issues, for
example about the focus of the evaluation and the use of project funds for evaluation, which may not be relevant to discuss with all. If you bring them up, only to
overrule critical inputs later, it may create a negative atmosphere, where people feel
that you are wasting their time.
Evaluations that actively and systematically involve partners and participants in the
process are sometimes known as “participatory evaluations”. This is not a specific
kind of evaluation that prescribes specific methods, but a general approach that is
predicated on the commitment of all those involved to produce results of a better
quality and with better chances of actually making a difference.
Participatory
evaluation:
participatory_evaluation

www.betterevaluation.org/en/plan/approach/

Indicator 43
Have you agreed on who does the evaluation?
Who is doing the evaluation will potentially have a big impact on what comes out of
it in the end. The key question here is whether you are going to hire in an external
evaluator or conduct an internal evaluation, and both of these solutions come with
built-in advantages and disadvantages.
An external evaluator may be expensive and may sometimes have difficulties in
getting access to all information, since he or she has not been a part of the project.
On the plus side, an external evaluator will be in a better position to provide an
objective appraisal of outcomes and will (or should) come with professional evaluation tools and insights. An internal evaluator is someone from within the project
and will consequently have an extensive knowledge about it and open access to all
informants. An internal evaluation will also as a rule be significantly cheaper (freeing project funds for other purposes) but those conducting the evaluation are as
a rule not professionals and may not have an in-depth knowledge of methods of
data-gathering and analysis. More seriously, however: internal evaluators may be
biased, since they themselves have been a part of what they are evaluating. They
may thus have a problem with credibility, since they may come with preconceived
ideas about what should come out of the evaluation.
In some cases, it will not be up to you to decide whether you go for one or the other,
as some funding mechanisms demand an external evaluator as a guarantee of
objectivity. In these situations, your main concern is to find a professional, external
evaluator and decide on how much you are going to pay for having the evaluation
done. It is not possible to give any rules for this other than that, usually, price and
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quality go hand in hand. Those who have not had such an experience before are
usually shocked at how much it costs.
When you are opting for an internal evaluation, your main concern is how to ensure
that this becomes as objective as possible and that any possibility of bias is reduced
as much as possible. This means that you must develop a methodologically strong
evaluation plan, considering things like the representativity of informants (who is
being asked to provide inputs?), the validity of questions (are we asking the right
questions?) and the reliability of answers (can we be sure that the answers we get
represent an accurate picture of what really happened?). Also, you should try to
identify any sources of bias in the evaluator beforehand and discuss these with
them – bias is in most cases not a conscious misrepresentation of facts, but the
result of a subconscious selection due to a specific cultural background. Once these
risks of bias have been identified and openly discussed, they become visible to the
evaluator and can be avoided.
Educational evaluation in youth work: http://bit.ly/2EDOmGO

Indicator 44
Have you identified what kind of information you need to collect for the evaluation?
Quality evaluations are designed and planned in advance of the project’s implementation, so that it is quite clear from the outset what kind of information you need to
collect to feed into the evaluation process. It is therefore a very useful exercise to
sit down in the planning phase and try to formulate the questions you would like
to have answers to after the project is finished. These will then determine the kind
of information you need. Such questions could be:
►► Needs and context: Did participants and partners take part in the needs’ analysis? Were the needs identified adequate and pertinent? What kind of learning
was needed in order to reach the objectives? What was the baseline situation
for the stipulated objectives?
►► Programme design and planning: Did information about the project go out to
all those in the target group? Were the right participants selected? Were the
objectives clear enough and understood by all? Was the programme planned
with hosting/sending communities and organisations? Did all activities contribute to achieving the objectives? Was the programme realistic regarding
time and resources? Were the methods the best ones to achieve the objectives? Did the team members have the necessary competences to carry out
the activities successfully?
►► Programme process and development: How well was the programme managed?
Were all relevant issues explored? To what extent were planned activities and
methods completed? How was the programme’s flow? How were conflicts
resolved in the group? What additional resources were needed? How well
did logistics function?
►► Outcomes and impact: Were the objectives reached? Was what has been
achieved through the project expected or not, positive and negative? What
did the participants learn? Did the participants change their behaviour based
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on what they learned? What are the effects on the participants’ organisations?
And on hosting/sending communities?
For many of these questions, it is not really possible to measure the results directly,
and you need to formulate indicators for which you can gather information that
can help you reach a verdict. Indicators can be both quantitative (for example, how
many participants showed up for a specific activity?) and qualitative (what was
their opinion about the activity?). Indicators do not furnish you with the objective
truth, but they indicate – alone or in combination – how you should assess specific
aspects of your project.
Formulating indicators for youth work: http://intercityyouth.eu/iq-youth-work/
Youth work quality systems and frameworks in the European Union: https://ec.europa.
eu/youth/news/2017/improving-youth-work-your-guide-quality-development_es

Indicator 45
Have you established when – and by what means – this information is to be collected?
In order to carry out a quality evaluation, you must identify not only what kind of
data you need, but also when this is going to be collected, and by what methods.
As for the timing, there are certain types of information that can only be gathered
at specific phases of the project, and if you leave it too late, you may find out that
you have missed the opportunity for good. This goes especially for so-called baseline information, where you gather information on the situation before the project
is implemented, so that you can compare it with the situation afterwards in order
to assess progress. Also, much important information can only be collected during
the implementation phase when participants are abroad, for example how certain
learning processes function.
In some projects, participants are recruited from a large geographical area (for
example, national or regional level) and split up as a group afterwards and each go
their way. If you are, for example, requiring the participants to write a report of their
experiences, it may be very hard to get everybody to do so, once they are back in
their own environments and occupied with all sorts of other things. It may save you a
lot of trouble if you gather them together on the last day of the stay and make them
sit down and write the report. In this way, you are sure to get the information from
everybody, and you (or a team member) may be present to guide them through the
process and ensure they provide answers to all of the points required.
There are many methods you can use to collect the information you need for the
evaluation. The most common ones are:
►► interviews (with participants, team members and actors);
►► questionnaires;
►► document analysis (e.g. of participants’ final reports, or of logbooks written
during the stay);
►► observations on-site of project activities;
►► presentations and discussions in plenary.
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There is, in principle, no difference between the kind of methods you use for a large
research project and a small youth mobility project, but their use can be more or
less sophisticated depending on the competences and resources available to those
carrying out the evaluation. Anyway – there are plenty of sources where you can
find help and advice as well as practical examples for your evaluation.
Depending on which aspects you want to evaluate, some methods are more suited
than others, but most projects do not restrict themselves to one method but use
a mixture of methods to ensure a higher degree of validity and reliability of the
evaluation.
Effects of mobility and how to measure them: https://pjp-eu.coe.int/documents/42128013/
47262316/The-value-of-LM.pdf/c3c7cd96-9f81-3f26-4917-e7ff5f9d2640
The SALTO-YOUTH Evaluation Way: www.salto-youth.net/tools/evaluation/thesaltoway/

Indicator 46
Have you identified platforms where your evaluation results can be shared with others?
The evaluation of your project that you have undertaken gives you valuable knowledge
about what came out of it, and what worked and what did not work – knowledge
that you can use to produce even better quality next time you organise a learning
mobility project. However, this knowledge is not only useful for you, but also for
others who are planning (or just thinking about) doing something similar. Therefore,
you should not just keep the evaluation report in your drawer, but make sure that
the results of your work are made available to others, so that they can learn from
your successes (and failures).
Probably you have already circulated the evaluation report among your partners
and associates, and all of those who in some function or other were involved in
the project. To reach a wider audience you should, as a next step, ensure that it is
available on the website of your organisation and those of your project partners. In
an even bigger perspective, there are dedicated European platforms and websites
which you can use to reach a much larger circle of potential beneficiaries. This may
require that you translate the report – in which case it may be more cost-effective
to translate the main conclusions and give your contact information, so that anyone
interested can get in touch for further details. You can find some relevant web-based
platforms below, but if you deal with special target groups or subjects, there may
be others, more specialised ones, that are equally suitable. Incidentally, when you
visit these platforms you may also find much useful knowledge and material that
you can exploit in your next project.
Before you share your evaluation with people from outside the project context,
however, you should check whether it contains any sensitive information about
named persons or organisations that should not be shared with a wider public. If it
does, make sure to delete it. If you are in doubt about what “sensitive information”
may be, you can always check with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Sharing the outcomes of your project means that the potential impact may reach
well beyond the participants and organisations involved, spreading like ripples in the
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water. It also means that, in a European perspective, the overall quality of learning
mobility is heightened, because energy is freed to develop practices further, rather
than reinventing what has already been developed by others.
Making Waves: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/inclusionpublications/makingwaves/
Platforms and networks to share your evaluation results: https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources/platforms-networks_en and https://eacea.
ec.europa.eu/homepage_en and www.salto-youth.net/
General Data Protection Regulation: https://eugdpr.org/
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DIMENSION –
FORMAL FRAMEWORK
Section: agreements
Section: insurance
Section: visa

Dimension – Formal
framework

A

re the necessary agreements with all the actors in the project in place and
properly documented? Are participants covered in the event of accident and
illness? Is everybody formally entitled to participate?

Section: agreements
As part of the planning and implementation of a project, you will need to make a
number of agreements with participants, partners, and others involved: about things
that need to be done, timetables that need to be respected, rules of behaviour that
should be adhered to, resources to be provided, funding that must be forthcoming,
responsibilities assumed and so on. There are always two parties to an agreement, and
both must be 100% conscious about what they are agreeing to and what it implies.
You may have complete trust in the person or the organisation you make an agreement with, but even then agreements need to be specified and precise, and they
should be in writing. Memories may play tricks on people, words may be understood
differently, and the person you originally made the agreement with may have left
the organisation, and another has taken his or her place.
There are four indicators in this section.

Indicator 47
Do you have a clear, written agreement with your main partner(s), setting out the
timetable, deliverables, workload, financial arrangements and responsibilities?
Trust is an essential feature of any learning mobility project. No matter how well you
have planned and agreed on everything, there will as a rule always be the unforeseen happenings which force you to deviate from the original scheme of things, and
where you must rely on your partners’ willingness and ability to improvise and find
the best solution under the circumstances. But even so, clear, written agreements
on all important aspects of the implementation constitute a vital ingredient in the
quality assurance of your project.
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There are a number of good reasons for drawing up written agreements on all major
issues in connection with timing, deliverables, distribution of workload, financial
arrangements and responsibilities. First of all, it makes it crystal clear who is doing
what and when, and on the basis of what budget. Relying on the spoken word alone
is not enough, as memories may be faulty, and words may mean different things to
different people. Secondly, the ones you are making the arrangements with may not
be the ones who are actually doing the job; or organisational changes or illness may
mean that the person with whom you originally did the deal is no longer around,
when the project starts. A detailed list outlining timetable, tasks and responsibilities
will ensure that there are no misunderstandings.
It is up to you how formal you want to be in this respect. If you want to be absolutely on the safe side, you draw up a proper contract (or something similar), which
is printed out and signed by both you and your partner(s). With smaller projects or
with partners you know very well, you can just draw up a list after your negotiations
and send it by e-mail with the request that your partner acknowledges receipt and
states his/her agreement with the contents.
The most common reasons for arguments between partners are of a financial nature,
and often arise when things do not go as planned. One quite frequent complication happens because many funding schemes allocate money on the basis of the
number of participants, which means that your budget is cut accordingly if one or
more participants suddenly decide in the last moment to stay at home or they cannot go for any other reason. If your funding is predicated on this condition, it will
be very helpful to include in your agreement with your partner what effects this has
on your financial arrangements – for example, whether sums are fixed or liable to
change with the number of participants actually involved. Also, you should agree
on whether the money is paid up front, in instalments, or after the project is over.
Erasmus+ partnership agreement examples:
http://ec.europa.eu/education/opportunities/higher-education/doc/iia_en.pdf
https://mobilitycompetences.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Partnershipagreement.pdf
http://bit.ly/2GQ4zLm

Indicator 48
Do you have clear, written agreements with all other actors involved (e.g. providers
of funding, subcontractors, host families, accommodation providers, placement
enterprises)?
What is valid with your main partners is also valid with all other actors involved in
your project. While some cultures are prone to work on the basis of oral contracts,
in the framework of European or international projects it is strongly recommended
to work solely with written contracts and agreements.
Your funders will usually provide you with their own contract explaining the detailed
rule of financing for your project: the eligible costs, the eligibility period, the deliverables
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and outcomes they expect, the reporting and administrative rules, the details of the
grant instalments. If they do not offer such a contract at the beginning, you might
want to look for templates, for example the Erasmus+ contract between the European
Commission and beneficiaries, and offer them to establish such a contract.
Contracts with all service providers, such as accommodation provider, catering or
rental for rooms or equipment, should clearly indicate precise terms for the service
to be provided. They should indicate the nature of the service, the date of the
service, the conditions for payment and for cancellation. If some elements seem
unclear to you, never hesitate to ask clarifications and offer to add precisions in the
contract. Respecting these basics rules of contracting will greatly reduce the risk of
bad surprises with your service provides and will allow you to plan a more accurate
budget before your activity.
Agreements with host families or with placement organisations are particularly
important as the participants are at the core of these agreements. They should carefully list the responsibilities of each party regarding both the logistical dimension
and the learning dimension of the activity. From the minimum quality standards
for accommodation and catering, to the support given to the learning process of
the participants, these agreements should be clearly understood and signed by the
organising partner, the hosting organisation or family, and the participant.
Model grant agreement: http://bit.ly/2VmlVCA

Indicator 49
Do you have clear, written agreements with all participants concerning rights and
responsibilities, rules of conduct, possible contributions, etc.?
The participants’ commitment to the development of the mobility activity should be
established through clear and written agreement in order to avoid misunderstandings or arguments regarding their rights and responsibilities, to promote better
recognition and facilitation, and ensure that all the rules of appropriate behaviour
and possible contributions are known and agreed by all.
A useful practice to guarantee quality in mobility projects is to create the agreements together with the participants or go through them together, depending on
the mobility activity. The most important is to agree on them to ensure they are
fully known and understood. This process allows for a stronger sense of shared and
individual rights and responsibilities regarding the activity and clarifies the participation conditions and the quality standards to be ensured.
There is a standard volunteering and active citizenship agreement in the framework
of the Erasmus+ programme that provides a good example of the information that
should be included in your main agreement with the participants regarding rights and
responsibilities. It contains clear information about technical, logistical and financial
support from the organisations to the participant, detailed information about the
duration of the activity, insurance, other forms of support such as linguistic support
and preparation and, of course, information about the role, tasks and duties of the
participant regarding the project itself and also its administration.
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At the same time, some organisations have developed different types of “Code of
conduct” or “Social contract” for their learning mobility activities and you can find good
examples online. It usually lists the basic rights and responsibilities for participants
such as attending all the sessions and being respectful of each other, for example,
and any other information regarding possible contributions of the participants.
The collaborative creation of this social contract with your participant(s), before
starting the activity or during a session on the first day of the programme where all
participants can sign at the end of the session, can be a relevant way to create this
shared sense of responsibility.
Volunteering agreement example: http://bit.ly/2Nz3bgy
European Charter on the Rights and Responsibilities of Volunteers: http://ec.europa.
eu/citizenship/pdf/volunteering_charter_en.pdf

Indicator 50
Do all minors participating in the project have signed permissions from their parents/
guardians to participate in the activity?
In some countries, it is a legal requirement that minors (underage participants) have
a signed document from their parents/guardians that they are allowed to participate
in transnational activities. In other countries, presenting a valid identity document
(ID card, passport) of a minor is accepted as sufficient proof that the parents are
aware of the activity abroad. If in doubt, always check up on the legal requirements
of both sending and hosting country before departure.
No matter what the legal requirements are, requesting a signed permission from
the parents or guardians of minors participating in your activity is strongly recommended for three reasons. Firstly, it will clear away all doubt and uncertainties which
may arise during the activity – for example, if the participant has to be hospitalised,
or in contacts with the police. Secondly, should any dispute between parents and
your organisation arise because of something that has happened during the activity, this will clearly allocate responsibility. Thirdly, drawing up and signing such a
document could be a good opportunity to engage with the parents and make them
partners in the project.
In most projects involving minors the organisers elaborate a standard consent form
that is signed by parents and/or guardians. The signed permission should contain as
a minimum the full name of the participant, his/her relevant ID details (for example,
passport number), the dates and place(s) and nature of the activity. It should also
include the name of the youth leader(s) who are in charge of looking after the participant during the activity. It should be signed by at least one of the parents/guardians
and should be accompanied with a copy of the participant’s ID and the parents’ IDs.
You could also use this consent form to ask additional information about dietary
requirements or allergies, any medication/counselling that the young person is taking,
name and contact details of the family doctor, agreement with the ground rules and
sanctions if breached, understanding of the extent and limitations of the insurance.
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It is recommended to collect all documents before the activity and to digitalise them
in order to be able to present at least a digital copy when needed.
EU information on travel documents for minors: https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/
travel/entry-exit/travel-documents-minors/index_en.htm
Risk assessment, safety and youth exchange programmes: http://bit.ly/2T3ww91

Section: insurance
It is not immediately obvious why the Quality Framework contains indicators on
insurance, for what has this subject got to do with learning? The answer to this
question is: directly, nothing at all – indirectly, perhaps quite a lot.
In its essence, learning mobility is basically about cutting oneself adrift and leaving
the comfort zone for something new, something unknown. Being out of the comfort
zone must, however, never develop into a basic feeling of insecurity, for high levels
of stress and worries are not conducive to learning. To learn, people must have a
feeling that, even though they are out of their depth, the situation is still manageable. For this reason, it is important to know that in the event of something really
serious happening, there is a safety net to catch you before you hit the ground. Then
you need not engage in energy-consuming worries, but you can concentrate on
other things. The necessary insurance – both for health and accident/liability – must
therefore be in place, and the participants must know that.
There are four indicators in this section.

Indicator 51
Is additional health insurance needed beyond what is conferred by national schemes
(e.g. for repatriation)?
Before going abroad with your mobility project, you need to make sure that all
participants are adequately covered for medical treatment in the event of illness
or accidents. Key issues here are where you live (place of residence) and where you
are going to.
Citizens of Europe (EU 28 plus Norway, Iceland, Switzerland and Liechtenstein) are
covered by national health insurance schemes in their home countries. It is not your
nationality as such, but your country of residence that guarantees you coverage – so
if you have a residence permit you will be fine, even though you come from a third
country.
When travelling abroad within other countries in the above group, you need a
European Health Insurance Card, which is issued free of charge by the national health
authorities. With this card, you are covered under the same conditions and at the
same cost as people insured in that country. Since the coverage of national health
insurance differs between European countries, however, you may have to pay for
treatment in the host country that is free in your own country. It does not guarantee
free services – if the nationals of that country need to pay, so do you.
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The European Health Insurance Card covers both participants and accompanying
persons (youth workers, teachers).
There are certain types of services that are not covered by the European Health
Insurance Card, the most important of which is repatriation (the price of transporting you home if you have to return prematurely because of illness or accident). Also,
it does not cover private healthcare. It is possible to take out extra insurance that
covers these eventualities, and you need to decide whether you will go to this extra
expense to get the additional coverage.
If you are travelling outside of the above-mentioned countries, the European Health
Insurance Card provides no coverage, and health insurance is absolutely mandatory. If somebody from your project falls seriously ill or an accident occurs, the costs
incurred by this may be astronomical.
Additional health insurance need not be very costly, and some participants may
already be covered by their own insurance arrangements.
The information given above is liable to change, and you should always check up
on the current situation. You can use the following links for this:
Guide to national social security systems in Europe: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.
jsp?catId=858&langId=en
The European Health Insurance Card: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=559

Indicator 52
Are all participants and team members adequately covered by insurance for accidents and liability, both when involved in project activities and in their spare time?
In addition to health insurance, there are also other types of insurance that are
relevant in connection with participation in mobility projects:
Accident insurance covers costs that arise if you suffer an accident. Often medical
treatment is covered by health insurance, and the accident insurance covers extra
expenses – it may, for instance, give you compensation in the event of lasting injuries or cover participation in what is considered “dangerous sports” (like mountain
climbing if, for example, you need to be evacuated by helicopter from a mountain
top). Accident insurance often comes in a full-time version covering 24/7, and a
free-time version that only covers leisure-time activities (that is, outside of work).
Liability insurance covers costs for damage that you may inflict on a third party – for
instance if you happen to set fire to somebody’s house and it burns down to the
ground. Needless to say, this is an extremely important insurance, as even a small
act like building a campfire can have enormous economic consequences that may
haunt you for the rest of your life, if you are considered responsible for the damages
caused by a fire spreading. Like accident insurance, liability insurance often comes
in a full-time and a free-time version. Note that if the activity involves placements
in enterprises, the participants may (in some, but not all cases) be covered by the
enterprise’s insurance.
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There may be differences in the situation depending on your status – whether you
are a participant or an accompanying team member. Accompanying team members
are – if they are employed in the organisation organising the project – often covered
by their employer’s insurance for accident and liability, also when abroad. Anyway,
remember that all need to be adequately covered.
Costs for accident and liability insurance vary considerably depending on the type
of activity you are engaged in. Also, there may be significant differences in coverage
between insurance schemes. If this is the first time you are organising a mobility project,
you may find the insurance question extremely complicated to deal with. Fortunately,
there is advice and guidance available, often from funding bodies (like National Agencies
for the Erasmus+ programme). You may also contact other, more experienced project
organisers to hear what they are doing in similar situations to yours.

Indicator 53
Are details about the insurance – coverage and claims procedures, etc. – known to
relevant team members, so that they can take appropriate action, if needed?
Having the right kind of insurance coverage is not enough. You also need to ensure
that key team members as well as participants themselves know what to do in the
event of some kind of calamity occurring that involves (or may involve) insurance
claims. These often require that specific action is taken or documentation provided,
and if this is not done on the spot, it may not be possible to catch up on this later,
and the claim may be considered invalid.
The exact details of what is required are in most cases described in the written
material accompanying the insurance policy. You should go through this carefully
together with other accompanying staff (and, if needed, participants) and ensure
that everybody knows the correct procedure, if anything happens. Depending on
the situation, this may, for example, entail getting documentation for costs incurred
in connection with treatment (invoices, etc.), contacting the police and obtain copies
of police reports, alerting the insurance company, filling in claims forms, and so on.
To spell it out in detail, it may be a good idea to do some contingency planning
and draw up a short list of relevant “situations” and go through each of these with
the team to clearly establish what to do, if, for example, someone from the project:
►► needs to go to the doctor or hospital for emergency treatment;
►► needs to be hospitalised;
►► has luggage or personal belongings stolen;
►► falls victim to a violent crime;
►► needs to return prematurely for family reasons;
►► causes damage to an object belonging to the host family or organisation.

As well as establishing what to do, you should also clearly indicate who will be doing
it, so that you avoid a situation where vital actions are not performed or documentation not collected because everybody thinks that somebody else is doing it.
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If you are sending out individuals or groups unaccompanied, you need to do the
same and ensure that both participants and relevant persons from the hosting
environment are aware of correct procedures in connection with insurance matters.

Indicator 54
Are all participants and team members adequately covered in terms of health
insurance?
It is, of course, ultimately up to you and the others in the project to decide what
“adequately covered” actually means. The baseline option is – in most cases – the
European Health Insurance Card, which is free of charge, but which has certain
limitations, both in terms of coverage and in terms of who can obtain it. If you deem
that you are not adequately covered for one reason or another, you need to take
out special (private) insurance. Insurance companies offer several packages which
you can choose from, and where the extent of the coverage differs, or which, for
example, have different ceilings on maximum costs that you can claim.
Residents of EU member states or Norway, Iceland, Switzerland and Liechtenstein
who participate in projects with one of the other countries in this group can obtain
the European Health Insurance Card, which provides them with coverage for medical
treatment along the same lines as the citizens of the host country. However, national
health insurance coverage differs from country to country in Europe – also within the
EU – and what is free in one country may cost money in another. If you want cover
over and above what the host country can offer, or if you want costs for treatment
in private clinics and hospitals, you need to take out additional insurance. The same
goes if you want costs for repatriation on medical grounds covered.
The European Health Insurance Card is conferred on the basis of residence, not on
nationality. You can therefore obtain the card, even though you are not a national
of one of the above countries, as long as this is your place of residence. You need,
however, to be covered by the national health insurance scheme of your country of
residence, and this may not be the case for some groups (for example, asylum seekers). You will therefore need to check if all participants and members of the team are
covered by this and ensure that they get a European Health Insurance Card before
they go abroad. If not, you need to take out full-coverage insurance for these.
In mobility projects that go outside of the group of countries covered by the European
Health Insurance Card, you always need to take out full-coverage insurance for
participants and accompanying team members (if these are not already covered
by their employer’s insurance).

Section: visa
The issue about visa is a very practical one. When travelling within Europe, visas
are usually not needed, unless you have a nationality from a country outside of
Europe. The fact that someone lives in a European country may still mean that they
require a visa to travel within Europe – for example if they have status as a refugee or
immigrant from a country where visas are required. Consequently, you must always
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ensure what the situation is concerning the country you are going to and the status
of the participants. Someone who is denied access at the borders of the host country
and has to return back home will experience no learning. The information below is
common guidelines – always check with relevant sources (for example, embassies)
about correct procedures in concrete cases.
There are three indicators in this section.

Indicator 55
Do any participants require a visa to enter the host country?
A visa is a sticker affixed to the travel document (for example, a passport) which gives
your participants the right to enter and remain for a certain period of time in the
host country. There are two types of visa: short-stay visa (less than three months) and
long-stay visa and/or a residence permit (more than three months); and each one
has different requirements and rules. Visas are generally not required for EU nationals
travelling within the EU, but if your participants come from a non-EU country or are
non-EU nationals, a visa may be required.
In order to avoid risks and last-minute unpleasant surprises (at the airport, at the border
or at the police station) you should do the following well in advance of departure:
►► Go through the nationalities of all participants in your project and check the
visa requirements (NB “resident” is not the same as “national” – you may be
a resident in one EU country and still need a visa to travel to another, if you
have a non-EU nationality).
►► Check with the embassy or consulate of the country where participants are
travelling to which kind of authorisations and permits are required in relation
your project (duration, status of your participants as students, volunteers,
trainee, trainers, researchers, etc.).
►► Check if the host country has special agreements for youth mobility activities
with the other countries involved in the project (for example, working holiday
agreements).
►► Check the validity of their travel documents before the departure (sometimes
ID cards or passports must be valid for at least three to six months beyond the
date of departure and issued within the last 10 years).
Bear in mind that each country has specific conditions and that, at the same time,
the EU has established a common visa policy for stays (no more than 90 days in any
180 days’ period) and for transit through the international transit areas of airports of
the Schengen states. In case your participants have a Schengen visa and wish to visit
any of the six EU countries which are outside the Schengen area (Bulgaria, Romania,
Croatia, Cyprus, Ireland and the United Kingdom) you normally need to apply for a
separate national visa for each country except in some cases.
EU Immigration Portal: https://ec.europa.eu/immigration/node_en
Schengen
Area:
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/
borders-and-visas/schengen_en
Global Approach to Migration and Mobility: http://bit.ly/2UgxaMY
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Indicator 56
Is it clear who does what – and when – in relation to obtaining visas?
Getting a visa is not something that should be left to the last possible moment, just
before the participants are about to travel. For one thing, the procedure may take
a long time (several weeks or at times even months), and different countries follow
different procedures. Secondly, the procedure contains several steps, and requires
the involvement of several people – notably the organisations in charge and, of
course, the relevant participant(s). Therefore, it is imperative that the procedure is
co-ordinated and monitored, and that the responsibility for overseeing the different
steps (and taking appropriate action) is clearly allocated.
The first step is invariably to check the requirements for visas in the countries
involved, which can be done either through embassies or consulates or via websites
(your Ministry of Foreign Affairs may have a website which gives information on visa
requirements). This is as a rule the responsibility of the project organiser. Depending
on what the requirements are or how the situation develops, there are several other
steps, where responsibilities must be clearly allocated:
►► Who will prepare the official documents (in some cases, an official invitation
letter is required to document the project purpose and details of the stay, for
example information on context, organisation or institution in charge, aims,
venue and dates, accommodation details in the host country, travel arrangements, security and medical insurance, coverage of other expenses)?
►► Who will sign them as legally responsible for the participants (in case you
have participants under 18 years old, remember that the parent or legal tutor
should sign, too)?
►► Who will support participants in the visa application process in each partner
organisation and who will check to see whether it has been done in a timely
fashion?
►► Who will submit the applications, including booking an appointment at the
embassy or consulate (where this is needed)?
►► Who will pay the visa fee (and/or the offices of a service provider if need be)
and when will it be done; and, in case the fee will be reimbursed, who will
take charge of this and when will it be done?
►► Who will be in charge of contacting embassies or consulates to follow up on
visa applications (or make enquiries in case the visa is refused)?
EU Immigration Portal: https://ec.europa.eu/immigration/general-information/
who-does-what_en
Schengen, Borders and Visas: https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/
borders-and-visas_en
Education and migrants: http://bit.ly/2tFVJHj
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Indicator 57
Is it clear who covers the costs for obtaining visas?
Many countries charge fees for issuing visas, and costs for this are not necessarily
negligible. To some participants, this may constitute a serious outlay, especially if they
are in strained financial circumstances, and it may mean that the money they have
at their disposal during their time abroad is seriously reduced. To avoid unpleasant
surprises, it should therefore be clear from the start what these costs are, and who
will be covering them.
The amount of the visa fee can change depending on the country of origin of your
participants or the country of destination. On top of the visa fee, however, you also
need to take into consideration that applicants may, in some instances, be requested
to pay an additional service fee if they have to submit the application at the offices
of a service provider. Visas can in many cases be obtained electronically, but in some
cases a personal appearance is required, which means that some of your participants
may need to travel to the capital of their own countries, or even to a neighbouring
country, to obtain the visa in the embassy or consulate of the hosting country.
In many (if not most) funding schemes, costs for visas are a justified expenditure,
which means that you can include them in your budget and cover them from the
grant. Make sure that participants keep receipts for any expenses they have had in
connection with obtaining visas, in case these are needed to document any claims later.
Schengen Visa Fees: www.schengenvisainfo.com/schengen-visa-fee/
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Dimension – Resources

D

o you have enough money to do what needs to be done? Are all requirements
concerning physical space, accommodation and transportation met? Does
your team have the necessary competences to support the learning process
of participants and ensure their well-being?

Section: financing
Financing is a crucial framework condition, for a lack of money or insecurity concerning financial issues can ruin your project. You need to secure that the necessary
funding is there and to have a full overview of the situation at all times to ensure
that there are adequate means to cover all costs in relation to the project. There are
many programmes and schemes that offer grants to mobility projects, but they usually only offer co-financing, and you will have to obtain the remaining funds from
elsewhere or from your own sources – for example through participant contributions.
There are six indicators in this section.

Indicator 58
Have you elaborated a detailed and comprehensive budget for the activity?
Once you start applying for funding for your project, your potential financial backers
will usually want a budget from you in order to see that the undertaking is realistic,
namely that there is a balance between expected income and expenditures, and that
the money is earmarked for activities serving the purpose of the project (accountability). At the conclusion of the project, you will usually need to submit – on the
basis of your budget – a so-called statement of accounts that shows how the money
was actually spent.
But it is not just for the sake of the funder that you should elaborate a budget: it is
an absolutely crucial tool for you in the planning and day-to-day management of
your project. Initially, your budget will tell you how much money you have at your
disposal and what the planned costs of the activities are, and by following up on
this on the way, you are able to monitor expenses and react if items of expenditure
start to grow beyond the amounts you had initially allocated. This will allow you to
avoid unpleasant surprises – like bills going unpaid or your project/organisation running up a deficit. Or that you have to scrap certain activities or shorten the project,
because the coffers are empty.
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Budgets do not necessarily require sophisticated accountancy expertise. It is a lot
about common sense, and in most cases, a simple spreadsheet should be enough
to present and monitor your budget, listing project income in one column and
expenditure in another. However, make sure that it is detailed and comprehensive
enough to give you the kind of monitoring information you need. If you require
some inputs on how to structure your budgets, some funding schemes have issued
guidelines (programme guides) that can help you in the process.
Other than this, there are a few technical issues that you need to bear in mind when
you elaborate your budget:
►► Many

funding schemes have rules for “eligibility of costs”, which means that
certain types of expenditure cannot be covered. Check these rules, and ensure
that all your cost items respect these.

►► Some funders may accept so-called “contributions in kind” as co-funding (such

as unpaid work or training facilities you can use for free). It means that you
can assess their value and put this into the budget, but there are often strict
rules for this that you need to know and observe.
►► Very often, your funders will impose an eligibility period, namely the period

of time where you can spend money in relation to the project. Make sure that
you respect these limits. Expenditures that are incurred outside of this period
cannot be taken into account.
►► Also,

as part of the monitoring process, make sure to keep documentation
(invoices, etc.) for all expenditure, so that you can prove where the money
went, if your accounts are audited afterwards.

Erasmus+ programme guide: http://bit.ly/2T3RPqY

Indicator 59
Is the funding available adequate in the light of the objectives of the activity and the
nature of the target group?
The nature of your activities and the target group can have a substantial impact on
your budget and funding. Obviously, you will need to match your ambitions in terms
of outcomes and your budget to ensure the quality of these outcomes.
For example, when young participants might be very happy to share large dorms in a
hostel, older participants, such as experienced youth workers, might require different
accommodation standards. The language level of the participants in your activities
might change a lot from one activity to another, and you might sometimes need to
include translation and interpretation costs. Special needs must be addressed and
sometimes come at a cost; this should be planned for in your funding efforts. If you
are planning to cover a share of the travel costs, make sure to plan how the place of
origin and the destination will affect your budget.
The nature of your activity must also be taken into account. Some mobility activities
are relatively costless in terms of materials: a few flip charts, pens, papers and Post-its
might be sufficient. But if you are organising an activity on digital media making,
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you might need to buy or rent computers, cameras and editing software which will
substantially increase your budget.
In many cases, the available funding is calculated in unit costs (such as for most
Erasmus+ mobility activities) which means the available funding will be fixed depending on the number of days and participants, but not calculated on your real planned
budget. You will need to either ensure your budget remains within the given limit or
find additional funding sources if your activity is costlier than the allocated unit costs.
T-Kit 1: Organisational Management: http://bit.ly/T-Kit1-OM

Indicator 60
Do you have signed agreements with the providers of funding?
While in many countries and cultures oral agreements are perfectly fine, in an international context it is recommended to keep written track of all agreements with the
different providers of funding and services.
A legally binding detailed agreement with your funders will allow you to move
forward in the implementation of your project. It will also allow for establishing a
trustful working relation between you and your funders by stating clearly the rules
and responsibilities associated with the funding.
When working with European funders such at the European Commission (through
the Erasmus+ programme) or the Council of Europe (through the European Youth
Foundation), you will not need to worry as standard agreements and very precise
rules will be given to you by the funder. But in many cases, with your co-funders, no
such agreements or contracts will be initially available. Make sure these contracts
are equally clear and precise.
Make sure you understand all the implications of all the articles in the funding
agreements you are signing: eligible and non-eligible costs, eligibility period, rules
for reporting, necessary documents, rules for settling conflict with the funder, etc.
If problems and conflicts arise, in the absence of a signed agreement between
you and your providers of funding or services, you may find yourself in situations
where your project is put at risk and where the mutual trust between you and your
partners is broken.

Indicator 61
Do you have signed agreements or memoranda of understanding with partners,
teams, hosting organisation clearly stating financial details and a timeline of the
financing and reimbursement process?
While signed agreements are absolutely necessary with your funders and service
providers, you might be tempted to work only with oral agreements with your trusted
partners and teams. In order to ensure the trust remains solid, it is strongly recommended to also sign agreements even with your closest partners. This will avoid misunderstanding of the responsibilities and will avoid a great deal of potential conflict.
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These agreements should detail:
►► the

mutual responsibilities in the preparation, implementation, evaluation
and reporting of the project (which partner is carrying which tasks);

►► the financial details (precise budgets for activities, who is in charge of paying

what, who is in charge of contributing financially or materially to the project);
►► the

timeline of financing and reimbursement process (when is the money
going to be transferred to partners and upon which conditions);

►► the proposed mechanism to handle (legal) conflict resolution and unexpected

events (fewer participants or participants dropping out, activity being cancelled, unforeseen exceptional costs, etc.).
Many examples of partnership agreements can easily be found online. Do not hesitate to find a standard one and adjust it to the reality of the co-operation with your
partners. It can help to increase trust and transparency with your partners if these
agreements are built in co-operation with them, including their feedback on the
agreement that you will sign together.
Example of partnership agreement: http://bit.ly/2GQ4zLm

Indicator 62
Is it clear to participants before departure what financial contributions they need
to make (if any)?
Requiring participants to make a financial contribution to the project may mean that
some young people (and perhaps those that are most in need of the experience) are
unable to participate, but many projects are forced to operate with user payments
as a source of income to make the budget hang together.
Often these are direct and very visible in the shape of a participant fee that is exacted
at the moment of signing up, but they may also be indirect and, so to speak, buried
in the project – for example, if participants are required to pay for local transport
themselves, or if certain activities within the project require some form of payment
from participants.
If it is the case, it is essential that potential participants be fully informed of the
contribution they are expected to make. The information should be clearly stated in
the call for participants, as well as in the first message you will send to the selected
participants. This is also an advantage for you in the long run, as it may dampen
participants’ motivation considerably if they sign up and later find out that there
are hidden costs for them in the project set-up.
If you are working with participants from economically deprived backgrounds, you
may be able to apply for additional funding from some funding schemes, and these
may be used to cover planned participant fees. This does not come just because you
tick the box “disadvantaged” or “fewer opportunities” in your application form – you
will in most cases be required to argue your point, backing it up with concrete data.
Check out the funding possibilities in the schemes you are targeting and see if they
contain such provisions.
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Also, there may be grant opportunities at local and regional level where individual
participants in straitened circumstances can apply for funds to cover their participation. If you know of such grant opportunities, make sure to pass this information on
to relevant participants.

Indicator 63
Are participants required to demonstrate their commitment (e.g. investment in terms
of time, money, efforts) prior to departure?
Financial contributions from participants need not only be dictated by budgetary
motives. Some organisers use these payments as a means of probing their commitment to the project: if participants are prepared to lay out a sum of money in order
to be included, chances are that they are serious about participating, and will not
change their mind at the last moment before departure (with possible disastrous consequences for the budget, if grant support is calculated as a flat rate per participant).
This way of proceeding is perfectly permissible, especially when it is used to cover real
expenses (such as for non-refundable flight tickets) rather than, for example, creating
a profit, but it does run the risk of functioning as an unofficial sorting mechanism,
which may deter participants from less affluent backgrounds from participating. In
the event where it is more about giving signs of commitment rather than making
the budget hang together, it may therefore be replaced by inputs which require the
participants to supply other kinds of resources than money, for example in terms
of their time and effort.
Some examples of this could be:
►► participating in one or more preparation events, possibly over weekends or in

the evening, which requires participants to give up their free time and invest
it in the project;
►► taking

part in fund-raising activities and events which generate income for
the project in lieu of participant contributions;

►► spending

time and energy making presentations or gathering information
that can be used in the preparation process.

Such activities will in many cases not just serve to demonstrate commitment but
may also actively contribute to creating motivation and a positive atmosphere.

Section: logistical requirements
The indicators covering this issue are concerned with factors in the physical environment of the learning venues, whether at home (for example, in connection with
preparation and debriefing activities) and abroad (meeting rooms, classrooms,
placement venues, etc.). It involves the most obvious factors – including equipment
needed for the planned activities – but there will probably be other factors and
issues in connection with the logistical requirements precisely for your project that
are not mentioned. Like all the other indicators in the Quality Framework, these are
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not meant as detailed and exhaustive inventories, but points for reflection that you
need to think about in your context.
There are 10 indicators in this section.

Indicator 64
Is adequate physical space available for the whole duration of the activity – not just
during the stay abroad, but also before (preparation) and after (debriefing)?
As part of the planning process, it is very important to reflect carefully about the
requirements and conditions of the physical space(s) you will need for a quality
development of all the stages of your learning project (before, during and after). For
this reason, you need to be as clear and precise as possible when considering the
project needs, both at your own end (for pre-departure preparation and debriefing
activities) and at the location(s) in the host country. At the same time, and regarding
the kind of activities you are intending to carry out, you will need to communicate
the needed requirements to all partners involved.
Learning environments have a direct impact on the way participants experience
the project and the design of the spaces can help them to engage in active and
participative learning. For the environment to be adequate is a matter of space and
arrangements, accessibility and comfort, sensory awareness and technology, availability and safety, and you need to guarantee all of these.
Each of your project activities will have different requirements. For example, for the
preparation and debriefing activities you may need one consistent meeting space or
more in case you want to change it regularly (to practise different methods of seating in a workshop, interacting with the local community, etc.); or for the debriefing
and follow-up, you may need safe spaces for presentations in the local community.
In some sessions, you will require a room that can fit in a circle of chairs for twice
the number of expected participants in order to give them the necessary flexibility;
in others you will require an auditorium where participants just sit – in which case
it is merely a matter of securing the space with the right dimensions. If you are also
intending to divide the participants into smaller working groups – or just have the
possibility for doing this – you may need to arrange for additional rooms or spaces to
allow these to take place satisfactorily. And probably, for the trainers and facilitators
involved you will need a separate room where they can meet and discuss, prepare
sessions and store material.
Sometimes, the activities may include a lot of physical movement in outdoor space,
so you will need access to outdoor sports facilities or to a lawn or garden where it
is possible for participants to relax between sessions. What is important is that you
check the availability in terms of access to the place and make sure you can use the
needed rooms or places at all times in safe conditions.
Innovative learning environments: http://bit.ly/2C6UMN1
Youthpass Learning Agora Report: http://bit.ly/2Tm4NzB
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Indicator 65
Is the space adequate to the needs of the project regarding size, natural light, equipment and heating/cooling system?
“Size” is one, but not the only factor that you should consider when you reflect and
plan for your requirements in terms of physical space. If you are in a basement room
with no windows and only artificial light, it will affect participants’ well-being and
energy levels, especially if you are confined there for many hours during the day. It
does not mean that basement rooms cannot be used, for example, for preparation
or debriefing activities, but it has an influence on your activities, and it means that
you may need to include more breaks during sessions, where participants can come
up and see the daylight.
In a situation when artificial light is required, you should ensure that this is adequate
for what you are doing; for example, that it is strong enough for participants to be
able to read in the room without straining their eyes.
Depending on your destination, you may also want to formulate specific requirements concerning heating and cooling. If participants are either too cold or too hot,
their ability to concentrate on the tasks they are carrying out will be impaired. It is
difficult to formulate absolute requirements for what is “too hot” or “too cold”, but it
is worth checking out beforehand whether there is, for example, air conditioning or
appropriate sources of heating installed on the premises, so that you can regulate
these according to your needs.
Also, it is extremely important to ensure that any equipment that you need for your
activities is there and readily available, so that you can make the necessary arrangements if it is not. This does not only involve furniture (tables and chairs), but may
also comprise items like:
►► black- and whiteboards
►► flip charts
►► overhead projectors (“beamers”)
►► computers (or do you need to bring your own?)
►► Wi-Fi access
►► pens, pencils and paper
►► printer and loudspeaker.

Last, but certainly not least, you should always make sure that all necessary equipment
and facilities to ensure the safety and security of the participants on the premises – in
the event of fire, natural disasters, etc. – are in place.
Inspirational learning spaces: www.cloreduffield.org.uk/userfiles/documents/SfL/
Space-for-Learning.pdf
Youthpass Learning Agora Report: http://bit.ly/2Tm4NzB
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Indicator 66
Is the physical space and the overall environment suitable for achieving the learning
objectives?
The venue should be at the service of the requirements of your project, and not the
other way round. You may find yourself up against certain restrictions when you
decide about the physical space and the location – for example, in terms of funds,
your partners’ abilities, or the availability of premises and equipment during the time
you are carrying out the activities – but basically the conditions must be conducive
to achieving the learning objectives. If they are not, you will need to rethink your
project and make other choices.
Whether or not this is the case is a matter for you to decide on the basis of the aims
of your project. There are many different reasons – learning objectives – for mobility projects, and hence there are different requirements. Here are some questions
that you may use in connection with your reflections on space and environment in
connection with some particular learning objectives:
Intercultural competence:
►► Do the facilities allow for a genuine interaction with the norms and environment of the host country?
►► Will they have the space and the facilities to meet and interact meaningfully
with peer groups (i.e. other young people of roughly the same status) in the
host country?
Personal competences:
►► Is there space for participants to sit and reflect – alone and in groups and
without being disturbed – about problems and occurrences they encounter
during the stay?
►► Is there a room available for individual talks and discussions between participants and facilitators and trainers?
Vocational skills and competences:
►► Is the relevant technical equipment needed for the learning process there and
is it available for participants?
►► Are the necessary health and safety requirements in place?
Some spaces will be suitable for one type of learning objectives or competence
areas, but might not cater for achieving the others. For example, you might have
a long-term learning mobility project focused on environmental protection in a
natural park, kilometres away from any civilisation. While that might be perfect for
the content of the learning mobility, the fact that young person(s) are completely
detached from any local community might inhibit the development of their intercultural competence. In this case more attention would need to be given for supporting
this particular learning.
How to design a powerful learning environment: www.oecd.org/education/ceri/innovativelearningenvironmentspublication.htm
Youthpass Learning Agora Report: http://bit.ly/2Tm4NzB
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Indicator 67
Does the space and environment allow participants to carry out functions related
to the activity without any obstacles?
The fact that the necessary rooms and equipment are there is not in itself any guarantee that everything is in order. They must also be of a nature that allows participants
to carry out the activities needed to achieve the project’s learning objectives.
Acoustics, noise levels and temperatures constitute a case in point. If a function room
generates an echo, it may be unsuitable for the planned activity. Similarly, a location
close to a very busy street or motorway may produce unacceptable noise levels,
especially on hot days, where windows need to be kept open. Also, rooms with no
air conditioning and windows directly in the sun may become uncomfortably hot
and stuffy on warm summer days. And what about Wi-Fi connections?
The layout of the rooms and various restrictions placed on the use of these may
interfere negatively with your activities. If, for example, there is a large column in the
middle, some participants may not be able to follow what goes on at the whiteboard
or flip chart, and you may not be allowed to hang posters on the walls. If your group
contains participants with physical disabilities, accessibility may become an issue,
for example, in the case of wheelchair users.
If the place where participants live or lodge and the venue of the project activities
are far apart, the proximity to adequate means of public transportation may become
an issue. Also, if the venue does not have a canteen or cooking facilities, this may
affect the way in which you can carry out project activities.
It is possible to think up many other things which may become obstacles, and
therefore a preparatory visit where you inspect the premises with your own eyes
is always recommended, if your budget permits it. If not, it is always possible to
transmit pictures or videos of the location, so that at least some potential obstacles
can be identified beforehand.

Indicator 68
Is the work space physically accessible to everyone?
Accessibility (to buildings, toilets, meeting rooms and work spaces) is an extremely
important issue if you have participants in your group who have physical disabilities
– those who are blind, are wheelchair users, or have some other kind of mobility
impairment. Accessibility may also be an issue for people with hearing problems,
in the event that there is an echo in the rooms that you are using. If you have not
checked out the conditions beforehand, it may mean that these persons cannot
participate in activities, or that their participation is limited.
What your standards of accessibility are depend of course on the nature of the impairments that participants suffer. Once you know the profile of your participants, you
can decide whether access is an issue, and draw up a checklist of things to consider.
In the case of wheelchair users, for instance, you may check up on things like:
►► ramps for getting in and out of doors;
►► the availability of lifts capable of taking wheelchairs;
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►► adequate toilet facilities;
►► seating

arrangements that allow wheelchair users to participate in group
meetings, conferences and seminars, etc.;

►► aisles and corridors with sufficient width to allow wheelchairs to pass without

blocking the way, etc.
These are just examples; very detailed checklists are available from various sources
that you can use when you look into the issue from the perspective of your project’s
requirements (see below).
The best is if you are able to make a physical inspection of the venue(s) and see the
conditions for yourself. If you are not able to do this, it can be done by your partner
according to your specifications, or you can ask the venue to provide information –
for example, in the form of photos of the rooms and facilities in question.
Getting people in is one problem – getting them out again may be another. You
should, in your inspection of the premises or in your conversations with your partner,
also look into the emergency evacuation procedures and facilities to make sure that
this aspect is covered, too, for your participants.
Accessibility checklists: http://bit.ly/2XqQ3yw

Indicator 69
Has a list of equipment and materials necessary for the implementation of the activity been drawn up beforehand?
The equipment and materials necessary for the implementation of mobility can
differ greatly from one activity to another: from a few Post-its and pens to more
advanced equipment for sport or digital-learning activities. However, if they are not
there on the day when you need them, it may mean that activities are postponed or
in some cases even cancelled, which may in turn have consequences for the learning
processes of participants.
Drawing up a checklist of the nature of the material and equipment needed, the
required amounts and specifications, is the simplest tool to ensure that nothing goes
missing at the beginning of your activity. Once you have an overview of your activities,
it is usually a fairly simple task to make such a list, but to ensure it is comprehensive,
you can ask all the persons involved in the organisation of the activity such as trainers
and facilitators to write down their needs in a shared spreadsheet. This should also
include what we can call immaterial equipment (for example, Wi-Fi access).
This spreadsheet should also provide information on who is responsible for providing the equipment, and how: Is it already provided on-site or do you need to bring
it yourself? Do you have to rent it or buy it? In the event of having to go out and
buy it, you may want to indicate the size of the budget for this. Finally: What will be
done with the remaining material at the end of the activity?
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Checklists for equipment and material should be drawn up well in advance of the
activities they refer to. Precisely how far in advance depends on the nature of the
activity – whereas a flip chart and a couple of speed markers can be conjured up at
short notice, it may be more complicated with IT equipment like laptops, printers,
scanners, etc. In the case of expensive equipment, you should already know your
exact requirements at the time you make your application for funding, as this may
have implications for your budget.

Indicator 70
Is all the equipment necessary for the activity available at the appropriate moments?
In addition to ensuring that the necessary equipment and material is there, you also
need to ensure that it is available at the right moments in time. This has implications
for the way in which you co-ordinate activities and how you organise storing.
For the very basic equipment and material (pens, markers, flip charts, Post-its, for
example), you need to ensure that enough stock is easily available for all trainers
and facilitators. Many facility rooms already come with basic equipment – if not, you
need to bring it. If you are using the same premises over a period of time, you may
consider leaving it in the room, unless it is used frequently by others. More expensive
equipment and material needs to be safely stored in a room that can be locked. Access
to a dedicated storage room is easily overlooked as a logistical requirement when
looking for a venue, but it can prove very useful during your activity, for example if
you need to provide your own computers.
When the material and equipment have to be used by several trainers and facilitators,
you need to ensure that storage is done in a systematic way, so that everybody can
find what they need. This means making rules for what is done with the equipment
after each session (and by whom) and how it is stored (for example, neatly stacked
on shelves rather than in one big pile on the floor).
For a large and complex activity, you can appoint one person in charge of the
management of equipment and material. Doing it that way, trainers and facilitators
will know who to turn to in case they have any problems finding it or have specific
needs and requests.

Indicator 71
Is adequate accommodation made available to participants in line with needs and
objectives?
The choice of accommodation does have an influence on how you achieve the
objectives of your project. If you just need somewhere for participants to sleep,
a youth hostel may be an excellent option. However, if you want to ensure that
participants have maximum exposure to the culture of the host country and the
character of its inhabitants, individual home-stays (such as lodging with a family) is
a more appropriate choice.
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While the choice of accommodation is often driven primarily by availability and
price, there are other elements you can take into account when selecting between
different options.
►► Accessibility: you should be able to match the needs of all participants, in particular participants with disabilities, and the accessibility of accommodation.
And what about bathrooms and other amenities?
►► Number of participants per room: younger participants, for example in a youth
exchange, might enjoy and benefit from sharing dorms, while more experienced professional youth workers taking part in a mobility of youth worker
activity might need a more private space.
►► Availability of working space and common space: mobility activities might require
participants to gather and work after the day sessions to prepare for the next
day or to socialise. In that case, you might want to ensure the accommodation
venue also offers common working and get-together spaces.
In the specific case of outdoor and travelling activities which can involve sleeping
at a camp site, you should check more precisely the services offered and the level
of comfort and privacy the participants can expect. Once all the details are known,
inform all the participants of the accommodation standards they can expect.
In general, a discrepancy between the expectation and the reality regarding the
standards of accommodation runs a high risk of negative attitudes, which can result
in a sub-optimal learning experience. In this case, early and accurate information
is the key.
At all stages of the preparation process, you should of course keep in mind the wellbeing of the participants and ensure, first and foremost, that the selected accommodation allows for a restful sleep that will ensure participants are fully engaged
in the activities during the day.

Indicator 72
Are the accommodation and working venue within an appropriate distance of each
other?
The constraints inherent to the logistic organisation of mobility activities, such as
the budget or availability of venues, sometimes limit the choice of accommodation
and working venues. When it is possible, you should take into account the distance
between both venues as a factor in selecting venues.
Venues that offer a working space and accommodation at the same place can be
ideal in terms of time management. However, they do not allow for a transition time
between the sessions and other key stages in the activity.
Venues separated by a reasonable walking distance (maximum 20 minutes’ walk)
allow for a break between the sessions and the more social moments and can offer
an informal time for debriefing or socialising.
If venues are separated by a greater distance, you might want to consider using
public transportation instead.
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You should take other elements into account:
►► Accessibility and participants with special needs: ensure that the walking distance

is also easily travelled with a wheelchair.
►► Weather: 20 minutes on a warm summer evening is much more bearable as a

walking distance than 5 minutes on a cold winter morning.
►► Group walking speed: while GPS software and apps can provide quite an accu-

rate estimated walking time between venues for one individual, you should
always plan buffer time, taking into account the time needed to gather the
group and the fact that a group always moves much slower.
Once again, giving precise information to the participants is the key. Make sure
participants are aware well in advance of the distances they will have to walk and
of the alternative options they have.

Indicator 73
Are adequate means of transportation available when and where needed?
As part of the preparation and planning for your activity, you should list the transportation needed to reach the point of activity and local transportation during the activity.
The next step is to decide and inform participants which transportation is their own
responsibility and which one is organised within the framework of the activity. You
should decide if participants will be picked up at the airport/train station or will be
requested to find their own way to the venue of the activity.
For the journey under the responsibility of the participants, you are strongly encouraged to inform them of the different available options in the info-kit.
For the local transportation you are responsible for, you should take into account
different elements:
►► Accessibility of the different transportation means in relation to the different

needs of participants;
►► Reliability of the transportation means (frequency of buses for example);
►► Cost per participant. You should check the cost of public transport and compare

it to the option of booking private means of transportation;
►► Environmental-friendliness. You might want to favour walking or public trans-

port over renting a van or bus when possible;
►► Practical arrangements. Booking private transportation sufficiently in advance,

buying group tickets for public transport to save costs and time, etc.;
►► Security arrangements. If bikes are foreseen, plan to have helmets and reflec-

tive vests, or if you must walk with a large group in crowded cities ensure you
have group leaders to keep the group secure.
The info-kit of your activity should also include the different local transportation
options as a backup solution for participants running late or getting lost in the area.
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Section: team
You are in all likelihood not carrying out the project all on your own – you have a
team in place around you that can help you carry out the intended activities and
look after the participants both at home and abroad. Whether you know each other
or not, or have worked together before, we will still refer to all those involved in
organising and carrying out the activities as “the team”. The team is a key factor in
the set-up, as they will be facilitating learning processes of participants either by
being directly involved or by providing the necessary framework conditions, and
therefore their knowledge, skills and competences have a direct influence on their
outcomes, and hence the quality of your project.
The indicators under this heading are therefore concerned with the team’s competence profile in relation to your aims and the dynamics between team members.
There are seven indicators in this section.

Indicator 74
Is the team selected on the basis of a clear perception of the competences and experience necessary to achieve the objectives?
Learning mobility projects are complex endeavours, which require teamwork to
succeed. Even in the case of mobility projects where only one person goes abroad,
the support needs for support are often so complex that they have to be covered
by a group of people. Relevant knowledge, skills and competences may include
such things as:
►► foreign language skills
►► knowledge of culture and norms of the host country
►► intercultural competence
►► experience of living and working abroad
►► knowledge of insurance and social security in the host country
►► guidance and counselling
►► –mentoring
►► accountancy
►► evaluation
►► etc.
Precisely what configuration is required in the context of your project depends on
the host country, the kind of mobility you are organising, and the nature of the target group. If it is the first time you are organising a project, or if you are trying out
a new concept for learning mobility, it is a useful exercise to try first to list the tasks
that the project implies and on the basis of an analysis of these to try to map the
competences you think that the tasks may require. Here, you should consider “nice
to know” and “need to know” – which ones are absolutely essential, and which ones
are merely convenient? Then, try to map the competences you actually have in the
team to see if there are any significant gaps that you need to cover.
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You should not only look at your own organisation when you are trying to assess
what is available. Maybe your partner abroad has staff with competence profiles
that may complement the ones that you have in your organisation.
If it is the first time you are organising a project, you may get some information on
the kind of competences needed to run international activities in a youth context
from some of the publications below.
T-Kit 6: Training essentials: http://bit.ly/T-Kit6-TE
ETS Competence Model for Youth Workers to Work Internationally: http://bit.ly/2IHn6Lw
Council of Europe Youth Work Portfolio: www.coe.int/en/web/youth-portfolio

Indicator 75
Does the team have the knowledge, skills and competences needed to achieve the
outcomes of the activity, or is additional training required?
If you find one or more important areas of knowledge or experience that is not
covered in your team, you have two options. One of them is cover the gap through
recruitment. This does not necessarily mean hiring a new employee – you could also
try to see if there is anyone in your context possessing the required competences
who is able and willing to step in as a volunteer, or you may get a volunteer from
abroad to come and work in your organisation for a while; for example through the
European Solidarity Corps. The latter implies a long-term, full-time commitment,
however, which may not be compatible with a small, short-term project (unless, of
course, you have other tasks which the volunteer could work on).
The other option is to train one or more of your present team members so that they
acquire the knowledge, skills or competences of which you are in need. Maybe you
are lucky enough that relevant courses are offered at local level by evening schools
or other types of education and training providers, but there are also other possibilities. If it concerns relatively simple, technical and skill-based training (like a first-aid
course), you can check for online tutorials on the internet. For the simplest and
quickest solution, you can just turn to platforms with online videos for help. A second option in this line is consulting some of the dedicated platforms offering online
courses and webinars and see if they have something that responds to your needs.
Regularly, European-level courses are organised which address issues of international
youth work (like learning mobility projects), and this may be an exciting possibility.
You can find information about courses offered in the European Training Calendar
online (see below). The main (but not only!) focus of the European Training Calendar is
the Erasmus+: Youth in Action programme, but mobility projects financed under this
are, as a rule, similar to those financed under other schemes. All training activities in
the Calendar are not-for-profit and are directed to youth workers wishing to develop
their competences to further work with and for young people, to share experiences
and, on occasion, to make contacts for common future projects.
The European Training Calendar: www.salto-youth.net/tools/european-training-calendar/
European Solidarity Corps: https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity_en
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Indicator 76
Is there a clear division of workload and responsibilities within the team?
“Workload” and “responsibilities” are in principle two different things, even though
they often overlap. The former concerns the concrete tasks to be carried out, the
latter is about making them happen. If you are responsible for something, you may
not be the one who is actually doing it, as you may delegate this to others. However,
if both of these functions are not allocated to named persons, you risk confusion
and frustration that may be damaging to your project.
The decision about workload and responsibilities is taken against the background of
the actual tasks to be performed, the profile of individual team members (in terms
of education/training, experience and attitude), and their availability.
In most smaller projects, there is often one team leader with the responsibility for
the entire planning, implementation and follow-up process, but in bigger projects
this may be split up and delegated to several persons. For example, somebody may
be in charge ensuring that the required material and equipment is there for the
planned training sessions. This means that he or she makes the necessary arrangements to ensure that it is available on the day, but the actual workload of bringing
it to the seminar room and removing it afterwards for storage may be delegated
to others – for example, to the trainers or facilitators working with the participants.
The allocation of workload and responsibilities should be done with a view to ensuring
a seamless co-ordination and implementation of the activities. Some activities require
that the person responsible is there on the spot and is able to take action immediately
when things do not go as planned. Other activities can be handled from a distance,
and you need to take this into consideration when allocating responsibilities. If, for
instance, a team member who is taking the group on an excursion does not show
up in the morning, it is imperative that the person in charge is quickly able to find a
replacement or plan an alternative activity. This is difficult to do if you are home in
the sending country (and possibly in a different time zone), whereas somebody local
may phone a cousin and get him or her to step in immediately and carry out the task.
Beware of so-called “grey zones” when you allocate workload and responsibilities,
describing them in such broad terms that they overlap, and it can be hard to tell
whether a concrete task or responsibility is the duty of one team member or another.
This may lead to situations where something does not get done, because everybody
thought somebody else was doing it.
Finally, it must be ensured that clear and precise information on the division of
workload and responsibilities, including names of persons in charge and contact
details, are distributed to all relevant actors, including participants.

Indicator 77
Is everybody in the team aware of other team members’ competences, experience
and preferred working styles?
The more you know about each other’s profiles and personalities in the team, the
more efficient the functioning of the project will be. Teams with a long track record
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of working together will often produce better results than teams which have only
recently been put together and are collaborating for the first time. This is simply
because their knowledge of each other’s competences, preferred ways of working
and reaction patterns makes processes go smoother and reduces the risk of conflicts
and misunderstandings. Also, because of this knowledge and the shared experiences,
a capital of mutual trust has been built up.
If it is the first time the team is working together on a project, or if an existing team
is supplemented by newcomers, you may, if circumstances (finances and availability)
permit, gather the team members for a team-building activity to bring about mutual
knowledge and trust.
If this is not possible, for example because some team members are based in the
host country, you can achieve some kind of connectivity by putting members in
contact with each other beforehand, either via e-mail or by phone/video conference,
to discuss and plan the tasks and responsibilities they are involved in. In connection
to this, you can also ask them to create small presentations of themselves – using
text or video – where they explain a bit about themselves and their background,
possibly also saying a word or two about issues like:
►► the way they (prefer to) communicate;
►► the way they approach conflicts and disagreements in the team;
►► the roles they prefer (or not prefer) to take;
►► what their strengths are when working with young people.
Working together with people from another country is not always easy, because
cultural differences may cause misunderstandings and sometimes conflicts. When
working with the dynamics of the team, you should therefore keep this aspect in mind.

Indicator 78
Is it possible for team members to meet before the activity starts to get to know each
other and to prepare details?
Maybe you already have a team that has worked together before – but it may also
be that this is the first time you are gathered around a common task. If the latter is
the case, rather than starting on the work straightaway, it may be a good investment
to engage in some team- building activities first. Creating a team out of a group of
individuals is one of the essential prerequisites for a healthy and constructive collaboration. This requires time and effort, but the returns on the investment can often
be measured in terms of increased project quality.
A theory of group dynamics (developed by Bruce Tuckman) involves four stages of
group development: forming, storming, norming and performing, identifying what
can be expected at each stage and how the process can be supported. According to
Tuckman, every group should reach the stage of performing, when group members
are really working as a team, are able to resolve internal conflicts, and make the most
of their combined resources. When the group is at the stage of performing, they
can focus on the quality of a learning mobility and not just on surviving through
different stages of the project.
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The core of the matter in group dynamics is that members should get to know each
other as much as possible before they start on the task for which they were gathered. This includes learning about each other’s professional background, previous
experience and passions in work; learning about working habits and preferences;
gaining insights about each team member’s behaviour in different situations and
about their strengths and weak points. This “getting to know each other” process
could be done through different situations, tasks and activities.
There are plenty of resources suggesting different activities that can help you along
in the process of building a team. It is important to bear in mind not to do one activity after another for the sake of being active and facing a challenging task. Even one
carefully planned, chosen and well-implemented activity is better than a collection
of random activities. At the same time, the activities need to be processed, insights
extracted and then implemented in order to have a positive impact on the work
together. In addition, one common misconception is that team building happens
at the beginning of the project and then it is done. On the contrary – team building
continues throughout the work and through all the stages of group development,
albeit with different intensity and attention.
Bruce Tuckman’s Team Development Model: http://bit.ly/2SxghvJ
Outdoor Academy – Guidebook: http://bit.ly/2T4LgEr

Indicator 79
Does the team have knowledge of, and experience with, participative methodologies?
The inclusion of participants in planning, implementation and follow-up of learning mobility projects has two dimensions, both of which are important in a quality
context: First of all, having a voice in all aspects of the project ensures that objectives are set according to their real needs, that methods are conducive to learning
in line with the objectives, and that evaluations convey the right messages about
the actual outcomes of the project. Secondly – and arguably more important in a
greater perspective – is the fact that active involvement in all project phases in itself
represents an important arena for learning, where young people develop their capacity to take responsibility and become engaged in, and contribute to, wider issues
in civic society. For these reasons, it is essential that the team adopts participative
practices and actively encourages young people’s involvement at all levels in the
project, including decision making.
Encouraging participation and empowering participants is not always easy, however,
and it requires both a specific cultural background and a good knowledge of relevant
methods, as well as how these can be adapted to the profiles of the young people in
the project. If this is not present, the issue of youth participation risks being reduced
to what has been called “tokenism”, where young people ostensibly are being consulted, but in fact it does not really matter what they say, since decisions have already
been taken by others anyway. Barriers are found not only in the team, however, but
also sometimes in young people themselves, if this is the first time they are being
asked to assume responsibility and speak up (and expose themselves to criticism).
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Methodologies for involving young people are often focused around the following
vectors:
►► Information – must be clear and easy for everyone to understand;
►► Choices – must be real, i.e. have consequences in the project;
►► Respect – everybody must be heard, and their opinions treated with respect;
►► Benefits – it must be clearly visible to participants that they achieve something

by getting involved;
►► Feedback – on what difference participants’ contributions have made and how

ideas have been used, or why not.
Youth participation is, incidentally, not merely a nice thing to do, and neither is
it restricted to learning mobility projects. It is a fundamental principle of youth
work in Europe and beyond and is enshrined in international treaties of the United
Nations and in laws, policy documents and resolutions of the European Union and
its member states.
Charter on young people’s participation: http://bit.ly/2EhpwuS
Participative methods and resources: www.cwvys.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/
HB-Enabling-Participation.pdf
Participative methods and tools: www.salto-youth.net/tools/toolbox/search/

Indicator 80
Are team members aware of the need to minimise the impact of the activities on the
environment, and familiar with methods of ensuring this?
As concerns about human-made climate changes (global warming) increase, it
becomes essential that all activities are assessed on the basis of the environmental
footprint they leave, and the necessary steps made to ensure that the impact is
reduced as much as possible. Learning mobility – involving the physical relocation
of people from one country to another and back again – is a concern in this respect,
since travelling, and especially long-distance travelling by plane, has a very big
impact on the environment. In fact, flying is probably the most damaging thing that
an individual can do to the environment.
In addition to transportation, however, mobility projects can also negatively impact
the environment in many other ways: wasting unnecessary paper for the activities,
using disposable cups and utensils, using large amounts of bottled water, food waste
(especially for group mobility projects), etc.
The first instance where the awareness of this impact needs to exist is in the team.
Team members need to be aware of the dangers of overconsumption and unnecessary waste, the impact this has on the environment and the ways of reducing it.
As with any other aspect of learning mobility, reducing impact on the environment
requires investment in time and effort to get familiar with the ways to minimise the
impact: reading, watching, attending workshops and training on global education
or environmental protection.
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Once the team is committed to consuming responsibly and minimising the impact
on the environment (by travelling, whenever possible, by train or bus; by reducing,
reusing and recycling; by avoiding plastic and disposable things; by saving water and
electricity, etc.), they can encourage and support the development of a responsible
attitude in young people as well.
Manual for Facilitators in Global Education: http://bit.ly/2H7BkCM
Global Education Manual: http://bit.ly/2H5XTba
Global Footprint Network: Advancing the science of sustainability: www.footprintnetwork.org/our-work/ecological-footprint/
Ecological Footprint calculator: www.footprintcalculator.org/
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DIMENSION – PARTICIPANTS
Section: dissemination of information
Section: selection
Section: preparation
Section: accompaniment and support
Section: the learning process
Section: debriefing
Section: outcomes

Dimension – Participants

H

ow will you reach those in your target group? How will you select the right
participants? What should your preparation activities include and how should
they be carried out? What kind of support is needed during the different phases
of the project? How are you going to facilitate the reflection processes of participants?
What support will you provide to the participants after they have returned from
abroad? How are you going to capitalise on the outcomes of the project?

Section: dissemination of information
When and how you advertise your project has an immense influence on the kind
of participants you get. The information has to be out well in advance of the event
to allow young people, in the target group, time to make a decision, and you have
to use channels of communication that ensure that you reach all of them, and not
just a small proportion. Also, the information has to be formulated in a clear and
concise manner, using words and expressions that they can understand and relate to.
The very first step in this process is that you have a clear definition of what kind of
people your project is designed for. This section therefore overlaps with the section
on “Target group”, which is covered by indicators 15-18.
There are four indicators in this section.

Indicator 81
Is information about the activity – including conditions for participation – disseminated
to the target group in due time and through adequate channels?
Going away for three weeks – or whatever the duration of your project – is not
something that everybody can do at short notice. It may require planning well in
advance (for example, with regard to work, school or family obligations), and it may
also be necessary to save up money over a period of time or obtain permission
from authorities (for example, for unemployed persons). Moreover, for some, the
idea of going abroad may simply be such a challenging proposal that they need a
long time to think about it before they are able to take a decision. There are plenty
of good reasons for announcing the event as early as possible to the target group.
Another advantage of sending out early notifications, for instance, is that it allows
potential participants to ask questions and maybe to propose changes that will
improve the project.
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What this precisely implies may vary from project to project, but as a rule of thumb
you should be announcing the event and the conditions for participating to all in
the target group at least six months before the proposed time of departure.
Disseminating information about the activity does not only imply announcing that
it is going to take place, but also involves giving details about the conditions for
participating, so that everybody knows what this implies, and can decide early on
whether this is feasible for them. What are the requirements vis-à-vis the preparation process? Do participants need to contribute to the costs? Are visas required? Is
it mandatory to speak the language of the host country? And so on …
The target group for your information is, of course, first and foremost the potential
participants. You may consider, however, whether other parties need to be in the
loop as well. If you are dealing with underage participants, it may be a good idea
to include parents and/or legal tutors also, if parental consent is a requirement for
participation.
“Adequate channels” means that the information is made available to the target group
by means of methods that ensure that everybody concerned has the chance to read
them, and nobody is excluded for lack of knowledge of the event. There are many
ways of doing this, but it may not be enough to rely on one method only. Posting
them on the website of your club or organisation, for instance, will only work if you
can be 100% sure that everybody regularly visits the site and reads whatever news
has appeared since the last time they were there. Social media may be more effective, since the recipient will receive a notification that new material is available. If
you have the e-mail addresses of everybody in the target group, you can mail them
directly, and there is still the old time-honoured snail mail (paper information sent
through the post office), if you have their physical address.

Indicator 82
Is there enough time to promote the activity to all potential participants and motivate
them for participation?
For some young people, the idea of going abroad and spending a period of time there
is wildly exciting and reeks of fun and adventure. They are often the ones that have
been abroad before, who speak foreign languages, and possess both self-confidence
and social competences. They will sign up as soon as they get the offer. Others, who
have perhaps never been out of their community before, feel insecure about going
abroad and encountering strangers with whom they cannot communicate. They will
be the ones that hold back and do not jump to the opportunity once it presents itself.
If you only allow a short time between passing the information around and the deadline for signing up, you will probably only get participants of the first category. If this
was your intention anyway, this is fine. However, if you have an ambition to also reach
out to more hesitant people or so-called “young people with fewer opportunities”,
you will need to give them space to think about the proposal and come to terms
with their fears and worries. Also, you may in most cases need to work actively to
build up their motivation – and all of this takes time.
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Motivation-building concerns two things: convincing prospective participants that
going abroad on a learning mobility project is a worthwhile activity that they can
benefit from and working with their fear of the unknown. “Fear of the unknown” can
be countered firstly by feeding them detailed information about the hosting environment, and secondly by providing them with tools that can help them cope with
any situations they may encounter – for example, a certain amount of proficiency
in the language of the host country, and/or methods and techniques for dealing
with cultural differences. Creating awareness about the benefits of participation is
about trying to make visible to them the potential learning outcomes, how these
are acquired and what good they can do.
How long this takes depends on the participants that you are intending to involve. As
it is essentially about attitudes, it may take a long time to change these in the right
direction, if their point of departure is a very negative one. Others may just need a
slight push. But if you do not take the time and make the effort, learning mobility
will inevitably become a privilege for those who are already gifted, and participation will effectively be debarred for the groups that are perhaps most in need of
the knowledge, skills and competences that can be acquired through participation.

Indicator 83
Is the terminology used appropriate to the target groups?
One thing is getting the message out; another thing is getting it across. In other
words – you may have a plan for ensuring that the information is disseminated to
the target groups (and in a timely fashion), but you will also need to ensure that it
is understood in the right way.
Obviously, this is more relevant for some types of information than others. Practical
information – about when, where, how to get there, where to sleep, etc. – is fairly
straightforward and hard to misunderstand. Other types of information leave more
room for interpretation, in particular about issues related to the rationale of the activity – why we are doing it. When we discuss this among organisers and experts, we
tend to use concepts and expressions that make eminent sense to us, but which may
not necessarily do so to those directly concerned – the participants. It is important
that they understand what it is all about, but it can be very hard to decipher exactly
what kind of learning outcomes we are aiming for, when we explain it in terms like,
for example, “combating ethnocentrism” and “developing intercultural competence”.
What exactly do we mean by this, and can we translate these terms into everyday
language that makes more sense to the target group?
Understandable language is not only a matter of what words we use, but also about
the framework of reference we apply. In the European Qualification Framework (EQF),
learning outcomes are described in terms of “knowledge, skills and competences”, and
this set of descriptors is sometimes also used for learning objectives and outcomes
in mobility projects – especially in a vocational context. But whereas it may make
excellent sense to education professionals, it often results in descriptions that are
very abstract and analytical, and consequently hard to understand for lay people.
Learning objectives need to be formulated in a way that is easily understandable,
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operational (so that participants and hosts understand what they need to do in
order to achieve them), meaningful and motivating. Remember: there is not one
correct way of doing this – methods of descriptions always need to be matched to
the persons for whom they are intended.
Especially for this type of information, you should keep in mind that it is not only
the participants that have this requirement – it also goes for your partner (or the
hosting environments) abroad, where linguistic issues may add an extra layer of
complications. In particular for projects where participants are not gathered in one
place but spread over multiple locations – for example, when they are on placement
in different organisations or enterprises. Here, you need to ensure that all are on the
same page and understand exactly what the intended outcomes are and what is
required to achieve them.
Finally, in the context of information requirements of the hosting environment(s),
these will also need information on the background of the participants, so that
they can make the necessary arrangements for the stay and the learning trajectory.
Again, you should be aware that not everything translates directly, and that terms
that are seemingly identical may, in fact, be understood differently (for one thing,
not even the concept of “youth” is defined in exactly the same way across Europe).
Guidelines for describing learning outcomes for mobility in vocational education and
training (ECVET): www.ecvet-toolkit.eu/introduction/ecvet-and-learning-outcomes

Indicator 84
Has the process of advertising the call been monitored with a plan for changing the
strategy if needed?
There are two aspects of this indicator. One is fairly straightforward – once you have
launched your call for participation, you need to monitor the process constantly
and be ready to try other channels of information if it does meet with the response
you had expected or hoped for. If you leave it too late, you may have to cancel your
project for lack of participants. The other is a bit trickier and is less about changes
in information than changes in the project – but with implications for your information strategy.
Ideally, the idea for the project comes from – or has been developed together with
– the target group of the activity, so that it closely reflects their own perceptions of
needs and requirements. However, organising a transnational mobility project is a
complex affair, and it may be that one or several of the elements later turn out to
be impracticable. It may also be that the project is the idea of an organiser or has
developed out of a proposal from a partner abroad, and that recruitment starts on
the basis of this. However, it turns out to be difficult to arouse an interest in participation, as the target group does not quite perceive it as relevant or interesting
enough to sign up to.
In both cases, it is necessary either to abandon the project altogether or change
the set-up of the activity so that it can be implemented. This is not an uncommon
occurrence – in fact, it is probably exceptional that projects are carried out precisely
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in the way they were originally conceived – and you need to take that into account
both in your planning and your information strategy.
Introducing such an element of uncertainty – or, as it may be perceived by some:
insecurity – into your information material may be a tricky thing to do, as many participants will expect the project deliverable to be exactly what they signed up for;
especially for those to whom a stay abroad sounds like a daunting prospect in the
first place, and it may induce them to forego the experience. On the other hand, if
you do not, it may have even worse consequences, if participants arrive to find that
things are not what they feel they had been led to expect.
Learning to live with a certain element of uncertainty, it may be argued, is in fact
a central outcome of the experience, and one of the key reasons for going abroad
rather than staying at home. You should therefore consider whether to include some
kind of “waiver” in your information material to the effect that you cannot expect
everything to be known in advance, so that participants are prepared for this from
the moment they sign up. Precisely how this is formulated will, of course, depend
on your target group and the nature of the project.

Section: selection
If you have done your dissemination well, you probably have a larger number of young
people interested in participating than you can actually involve in the project. This
means that you have to select the ones that you deem most suited for participation.
Saying “no” to people who are very enthusiastic about the prospect of participating
can be stressful, but you only have room for a limited number, so it has to be done.
Having defined and communicated some clear selection criteria in accordance with
the aims of the project and having conducted a transparent selection process will
make this easier, as people will understand why they are not among the chosen ones.
It is quite common that some of the selected participants drop out prior to the
project-start, so you may want to operate with a “reserve list” of potential participants
who can be contacted in the event of cancellations. Many funding schemes provide
funding on the basis of the numbers actually participating, and reduced numbers
may mean reduced budgets. This may force you to cut out activities, which may
reduce the quality of your project.
There are seven indicators in this section.

Indicator 85
Is the selection process open and fair?
Some types of projects are more suited to some types of participants than others,
and by including people in a project for which they do not have the right kind of
background or personal competences, you are not doing them any good. On the
contrary, they may experience their participation as a personal defeat and return in a
worse state than when they left, in which case you have achieved exactly the opposite
of what you aimed for. It is therefore OK to be selective when you decide whether
people can participate or not, rather than operate on a “first-come-first-served” basis.
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A selection process helps ensure that you get the right kind of participants for your
project. However, to ensure that this happens it must, at the same time, be open
and fair. Openness and fairness are related, but in principle they refer to two different things, and a selection process may be open without being fair, and fair without
being open.
Openness implies that:
►► the call for participants is widely disseminated so that it reaches the knowledge

of all those who are eligible and may benefit from the experience;
►► the information is clear and transparent, and formulated in a way so that pro-

spective participants get a precise picture of what relevance this has for them;
►► the criteria for participation are clearly spelled out, including the desired profile

of participants as well as contributions that are required for participation (e.g.
in terms of own payments, obligations to host participants on return visit,
participation in preparation activities);
►► he call is made in good time, so that there is time for prospective participants

to reflect on the possibility and decide whether they will go for this.
►► Fairness, on the other hand, implies that:
►► the

selection is real, and not just a formal exercise, where you have more or
less decided in advance who you want to participate;

►► the selection is done according to the criteria and conditions you have outlined

in the information material;
►► you avoid any personal bias in the selection, for example by having a selection

committee which also reflects perspectives other than your own.
Selection is always difficult, for there may be many issues to take into consideration.
But since your success criteria are formulated in terms of learning, you should keep
in mind that it is not a matter of selecting the strongest personalities with the highest levels of personal and vocational competences, but of identifying those persons
who stand to benefit most from the experience.

Indicator 86
Are selection criteria clear and transparent, and set in accordance with the objectives
of the activity and the profile of participants?
Studies have shown that the participants of learning mobility projects are often
selected among those who are perhaps least in need of the knowledge, skills and
competences that may be acquired during a stay abroad – rather than among those
to whom this opportunity represents a real potential in terms of learning. In other
words: to those that already have, more is given, and to those that are in need,
opportunities are denied. Some people have all the fun.
This state of affairs is in most cases not the result of any conscious decision to reserve
learning mobility for well-functioning young people only, but quite the reverse. It
happens because there has been no reflection prior to selection about the profile
of participants in relation to the objectives of the activity, and that no clear and
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transparent criteria have been formulated to guide the selection process. Therefore,
this happens more or less spontaneously on the day, and it means that selectors
often get a random selection of candidates and go for the “obvious choices” – which
are not necessarily the right ones. The result: the total impact of the project is diminished, because participants already possess many of the learning outcomes that the
project was intended to reach.
To get suitable participants, and to ensure that the sum total of learning outcomes
is as high as possible, it is therefore essential that very early on you reflected on the
desired profile of participants in relation to the activity, and formulated this in terms
of clear and transparent criteria that are understandable to the target group and
which can guide your selection process.
“Clear and transparent” means that you are able to present a precise image of what
kind of participant you are looking for in a way that anyone belonging to this target
group is instantly able to recognise themselves in the description. Also, that you can
convey the conditions for participating in a way that enable potential participants
in the target group to decide whether it is possible for them to participate or not.
These criteria must, of course, make sense in relation to the contents of the activity.
If you are, for example, sending out participants on placements in organisations or
enterprises which require a specific background (in terms of experience or training),
this must be reflected in your selection criteria.
If you only provide vague and very general criteria – or none at all – you risk that many
young people who might otherwise have been interested will tend to think that this
is perhaps nothing for them, and they will not apply. Only the most adventurous or
those with previous experience of going abroad will consider it a relevant opportunity, and you fail to reach other young people who may not have tried it before
or who may be a little timid, but who might otherwise have benefited even more.
Youth Knowledge Book 22: Learning mobility, social inclusion and non-formal education:
https://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/youth-partnership/learning-mobility-2

Indicator 87
Do the selection criteria reflect the full diversity of the target group?
“Diversity” and “inclusion” are key issues in the rationale of many mobility programmes
and schemes, and consequently also in their assessment of applications. Whereas
this insistence is mainly value-based, there is also a weighty quality-assurance
perspective in promoting diversity: many of those who stand to benefit most from
participation often do not come from what one might call mainstream youth, and by
carrying out an inclusive recruitment procedure, you increase the overall impact of
the project. Therefore, your recruitment efforts should reach out as far as the nature
of your project permits, and your selection criteria be broad enough to attract those
to whom participation might not necessarily be a self-evident option.
Young people with fewer opportunities (without education, with a criminal record,
coming from poor economic backgrounds or being marginalised for some other
reason) are often deselected for participation because criteria are formulated in a
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way that aims to pick “the best”. Hence, there might be a need to introduce some
additional criteria to ensure that those young people are being reached out to. This
is sometimes referred to as “affirmative action” or “positive discrimination” and it
does not come without its controversies. Nonetheless, if implemented in order to
empower young people who are not the usual beneficiaries of learning mobility
projects, it can be justified.
One quite common argument for selecting only the best is that participants, when
abroad, act as “ambassadors for their country”. If your main objective is to present a
glorified image of your nation, this would be a valid argument, but then we are not
talking about learning mobility.
Inclusion and Diversity Strategy: http://ec.europa.eu/assets/eac/youth/library/reports/
inclusion-diversity-strategy_en.pdf
Inclusion A to Z: www.salto-youth.net/rc/inclusion/inclusionpublications/inclusionatoz/

Indicator 88
Is the selection done by more than one person?
The selection of participants is an important element of the overall project organisation as it directly affects the effectiveness and impact of the activity. For this reason,
when developing a quality mobility activity you should define clearly the expected
profile of the participants and how the selection process will be done to guarantee
equal opportunities and transparency for the candidates.
For the sake of objectiveness and transparency, it is advisable to engage more than
one person in the process. It can be useful to have at least two persons from your
organisation to evaluate the applications independently to avoid bias – conscious
or subconscious – in the selection process and take their final decision jointly after a
first evaluation. A third person can review and approve the final decision proposed
by this first selection committee, if the process requires a tough selection. It can be
useful too, depending on the type of activity, to involve someone from the hosting
organisation in the process.
Participants should always be selected using the criteria defined in the expected
profile that should comprise their motivations and learning needs, their prior experience and competences (knowledge, skills and attitudes/behaviour), commitment for
further development during the follow-up of the activity, and other characteristics
such as age, gender, country of origin, etc.
Making the selection of participants can be a stressful experience, especially if there
are more competent participants than there is room for in the project. Furthermore,
some unsuccessful applicants may be resentful of the fact that they were not selected
and take this out on the selector. Also for these reasons it is better to involve several
selectors.
T-Kit 3: Project management: http://bit.ly/T-Kit3-PM
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Indicator 89
Are the selection criteria formulated in a way that they are inclusive and reflect the
diversity of the target group?
Explanations for this indicator can be found under Indicator 87: while it is important
to keep the two indicators separated for ensuring clarity of use, we preferred not to
duplicate an elaboration of their meaning.

Indicator 90
Is the selection process carried out in time for the selected participants to take part
in preparation activities?
There are no fixed rules for how long beforehand you should select your participants.
However, you should plan with enough time for when the selection process should
be done and when to inform the selected candidates to ensure smooth logistic and
content preparation from them.
There are different reasons why this selection process should be carried out in time to
facilitate participants to organise their preparation. For example, in the cases where
they have to book their own flights or even their own accommodation, you must
ensure they are informed long enough in advance for the availability of options to
be sufficient and for the costs to be reduced.
As far as the content preparation is concerned, a useful way to ensure an adequate
time frame is to design a “reverse planning”. This means that you start with your
end goal and then work your way backwards to develop your plan. You will need to
include all the tasks you expect the participants to perform before the activity itself
and establish the real duration and deadline for each task (for example, receiving
and signing the agreement, introducing oneself in the social media group, carrying
out a preparatory research on the topic). This will allow you to fix a date at which all
participants must be informed of their selection.
Do not forget that there is always a possibility that the selected candidates will cancel
their participation for different reasons and, in those cases, you will need extra time
for new ones to be found and to integrate them into the preparatory work.
Reverse planning method: http://bit.ly/2T69mPd

Indicator 91
Are unsuccessful candidates informed about the reasons for their rejection?
In many cases, when advertising the possibility of participating in a learning mobility
project, you will have more applicants than there are places for in your project (and
budget). You will therefore have to turn down some candidates and inform them
that they have not been selected for participation. Giving them an explanation
with reasons why they were not selected is more than just a courteous gesture, it
is also a sign of a quality project. For some, who perhaps have never tried applying
for something before, this is in itself a mini-learning process, and by giving them
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constructive feedback you are – as well as showing them respect – pointing out how
they can improve and enhance their chances next time round.
Giving this kind of feedback is immensely easier if you have operated with clear
selection criteria that have been communicated to all potential candidates, in which
case the arguments are immediately at hand. However, at times selection happens
on the basis of minimal differences between candidates who all nominally fulfil these
selection criteria, and it is down to decisions that may be based on slightly irrational
reasons – for example, that some are better able to express themselves than others
(which may not necessarily make them more deserving of selection). Therefore, this
aspect of the selection procedure is not always easy to deal with, even with clear
and transparent criteria.
The initial reactions of people who have not been selected is sometimes one of
dejection or anger, which sometimes (initially, at least) can be stressful to handle.
The obligation of giving unsuccessful applicants a reasoned answer is often less of a
burden if selection has been done by a committee rather than one person, since you
are sharing it between you. You are two or more persons formulating the grounds
for non-selection, and you are not to the same extent held personally responsible.

Section: preparation
The indicators under this heading are not concerned with project preparation in general, but specifically with the preparation of participants, so that they are equipped
to cope with the challenges of a stay abroad and exploit the possibilities for learning
and personal development to the maximum extent.
Preparing participants is an exercise that holds many dimensions. There is, of course,
a very practical dimension to it, but there are also dimensions of a more complex
nature, like training their abilities to interact constructively with people from another
culture and helping them develop coping strategies for dealing with the psychological effects of being away from home for an extended period of time.
Since preparation of participants is an aspect that permeates many different spheres
of a learning mobility project, there will almost inevitably be at least a partial overlap
with indicators listed under other headings. Also, in some cases there are indicators
that appear under other headings, which are crucial also in a preparation context,
but which are only mentioned once to avoid identical indicators under different
headings. This is particularly the case for preparation that is linked to the learning
objectives of the project. You will find indicators covering educational preparation
below under the heading “The learning process” (indicators 105-109).
There are nine indicators in this section.

Indicator 92
Are participants fully aware of the objectives and methods of the activity?
This indicator is not concerned with activities where young people have been involved
from the very beginning and have formulated – or contributed to formulating
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– learning objectives and identified methods for acquiring them. There are, however,
projects and frameworks for activities which have been set up beforehand, and to
which participants are recruited later. Often, these are not advertised in the first
place as educational set-ups but make their appeal more on the basis of feelings of
adventure and exotic destinations. Here, it is an important quality criterion to ensure
that participants are aware of the stipulated objectives so that they can be actively
and consciously involved in the process of reaching them.
In order to qualify as learning mobility there must be learning objectives, and this
should already have been highlighted during the recruitment process in order to
ensure that the right kind of participants apply. Contrary to holidays – where the
aims are excitement and recreation – learning mobility is about acquiring specific
sets of knowledge, skills and competences, and this demands participants that are
implicit and displaying attitudes that are conducive to this. This means that information about the learning objectives should be an integral and visible part of the
recruitment material.
Similarly, in the preparation process, the issue of learning objectives and methods for
achieving them should feature prominently and guide the selection of contents for
this, as all the activities here should serve to optimise the outcomes of the project.
During this phase, you need to not only make participants aware of the objectives
and methods, but also – if necessary – assist them to connect with and buy into these.

Indicator 93
Is practical information about the activity (programme, logistical details) communicated in due time to participants?
The very thought of going abroad and living there for a while, away from family
and friends and in unknown surroundings where people speak another language,
is frightening for many, especially for those who have never been away from home
before. Worries and anxieties about this may steal a lot of energy from the learning
process, and therefore it is important to send a signal in due time (which means as
early as possible) that things are under control and the necessary arrangements
are in place.
Things to include in your practical preparation process:
►► Travel: itinerary, means of transportation, time and place of departure, docu-

mentation to bring (passport, visa, tickets, etc.), name of accompanying
person (if any);
►► Programme:

timetable, venues, nature and purpose of activities, names of
trainers and facilitators;

►► Accommodation: address, type of accommodation (youth hostel, hotel, family,

shared flat, etc.), conditions of lodging (single, double rooms, bathroom, etc.),
how to get there, accessibility, Wi-Fi access;
►► Local transportation: how to get to/from accommodation to venue for activi-

ties (e.g. placement enterprise, youth club);
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►► Meals:

what is included, what do participants need to provide themselves,
how are dietary requirements covered;

►► Health

and safety: emergency procedures and numbers, documentation to
bring (e.g. European Health Insurance Card, details about insurance coverage);

►► Money: what is covered, what do you need to bring (e.g. suggested amount

for pocket money), indications of price levels in the host country (e.g. for
public transportation).
Many projects develop info-packs (either written material or a website) with all the
necessary information so that participants can access it at all times.
T-Kit 3: Project management: http://bit.ly/T-Kit3-PM

Indicator 94
Are participants aware of their responsibilities and obligations?
The participants must – as early as possible and before they decide on participating – be fully aware of what is expected from them in terms of responsibilities and
obligations before, during and after the stay abroad. In some programmes and
activities organised in multi-annual frameworks, these responsibilities and obligations are largely given up front beforehand, whereas in projects that are conceived
and run by or with young people themselves, they are formulated jointly between
participants and those in charge of them as part of the preparation process.
The two terms (“responsibilities” and “obligations”) are often used interchangeably,
but in some contexts they denote different things. No matter how they are used,
however, they usually cover four distinct aspects:
►► Formal requirements (e.g. in relation to travel documentation, health insurance,

required vaccinations, financial arrangements, parental consent for minors)
which the participants are formally required to comply with. Often, this can
be a very simple checklist, which participants (or their parents/guardian) are
required to fill in and sign before departure.
►► Required

input by the participants before, during and after the project. This
could, for example, be attendance (and active involvement) in preparatory
meetings or debriefing sessions, tasks to be accomplished and participation
in activities organised during the stay abroad.

►► Code of conduct is a list with rules of behaviour that participants are expected

to adhere to during the stay. These could in principle cover a multitude of
things, for example smoking or the consumption of alcohol during the stay,
attitude to host families, driving motor vehicles, and interaction with peer
groups abroad.
►► Handling crises: Especially projects which concern individuals and where there

are no accompanying leaders, it may be useful to agree beforehand what the
procedures are in critical situations to ensure that the participant acts appropriately. Crisis situations could, for example, be illness, stress overload, acute
homesickness, sexual harassment and need for premature return.
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Involving the participants in drawing up the list of responsibilities and obligations is
a good way of ensuring that they are known to all and that they have the necessary
degree of acceptance and ownership.
Rotary guide for participants in youth exchanges: http://bit.ly/2U7szwl
Crisis management: http://bit.ly/2Tb85GM

Indicator 95
Are the participants trained in problem-solving and conflict management?
Bringing together young people from different cultural backgrounds and making
them interact will always give rise to misunderstandings, problems and conflicts –
but this is not necessarily a bad thing. If tackled correctly, they may hold valuable
learning potential.
Especially among many first-time organisers of youth exchanges, there is a widespread conviction that if you bring young people from different countries together
and ensure that they all have a good time, they will almost automatically develop a
mutual understanding, tolerance and acceptance. Therefore, it is almost an instinctive
reaction to try to eliminate all possible causes for conflicts and problems from the
encounter, and when (not if ) they occur, to quickly sweep them under the carpet.
However, we know from evaluations that “having a good time” is not the same as
developing your intercultural competences, even if it happens together with people
from another country. In order to do that, you need to come to terms with not just
the aspects of the other culture that are most like your own, but also those which
are very different. This process can often cause friction and frustration, but this is
where the learning potential truly resides. This is not the same as saying that you
should actively seek out problems and conflicts, but it means that you should accept
that they are a natural part of the learning process, and that participants and any
accompanying staff or leaders should be equipped to tackle these in a constructive
and de-escalating manner.
As part of the preparation process, it therefore also makes sense to equip individuals with some basic tools and techniques that better enable them to come to grips
with these aspects of the experience. A vital part of this is the ability to engage in
an open and respectful exchange of views with people from other backgrounds
without immediately activating prejudices and the fear of the unknown – a so-called
intercultural dialogue.
This does not require a degree in psychology, as much work has been done in this
field already that you can capitalise on. A number of resources exist, both at national
and European level, that can give you important knowledge as well as practical
instructions on how to go about this. Also, courses on problem-solving and conflict
management for leaders of international encounters are regularly being held at both
national and European level.
It is an important point that participation in youth exchanges can be used to develop
the ability of young people to interact constructively with others from a different
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background not just in international settings, but also as a transversal competence
in their civic and working lives. Including this aspect in the preparation is thus not
just about providing a “survival kit”, but also about laying the right foundation for
a learning process that is not merely restricted to the preparation process, but will
also continue during the stay and beyond.
T-Kit 12 – Youth transforming conflict: http://bit.ly/T-Kit12-YT
SALTO-YOUTH training courses on problem-solving and conflict management: www.
salto-youth.net/tools/toolbox/tool/conflict-styles.1590/
Intercultural dialogue: http://bit.ly/2VtfFJt

Indicator 96
Are the expectations of the participants in alignment with the aims and means of
the project as well as conditions in the hosting environment?
Ensuring that the expectations of the participants are in alignment with the aims
and means of the project, as well as the conditions in the hosting environment, will
lead not only to a positive experience but an optimal learning experience according
to the needs and interests of all the people involved.
The expectations of the participants should be explored in the preparation phase
but also at the beginning of your activity because they are dynamic and can change
in the course of the project. Every interaction with participants allows you to explore
their expectations and their evolution and should be used to encourage them to
develop new expectations that fit the framework of the project. In order to facilitate
this communication process it is important to ensure participants know they can
contact you to answer their questions and fears during the preparation phase.
Participants in learning mobility projects always ask themselves “what am I getting
into?”, in particular first-time participants. As a learning mobility project organiser,
you should try to make sure they can have a full picture of the answers, and preventing too high or too low expectations may be unfavourable to the project. For
this reason, you should ask participants about their expectations and motivations
as early as possible, so that there is time to realign these with the real and actual
conditions in the hosting environment too.
When communicating about your project and selecting participants, you should seek
to provide clear information about all the dimensions of your project that can be understood by non-experts on the topic and in particular by your target group. You should
communicate clearly about the methodology used and the expected involvement of
participants. This is particularly important for first-time participants in learning mobility projects and non-formal education because, in some cases, active methods can be
unsettling for young people who are accustomed to formal and traditional education.
Seek to provide information about the hosting environment at the earliest stage
and ensure that participants do not discover the conditions on the spot. You may
be helped in this by the Youth Information Centres (ERYICA) or by Eurodesk.
Backpack of needs and expectations: www.salto-youth.net/tools/toolbox/tool/
backpack-of-needs-and-expectations.1340/
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Expectations: http://competendo.net/en/Expectations
ERYICA: www.eryica.org/ and Eurodesk: https://eurodesk.eu/about/today/

Indicator 97
Have participants been informed in due time about any preparatory work they need
to do?
Like with other aspects of learning mobility projects, it is important that applicants
and participants are well informed about what is required of them before they sign
up. Preparation is a crucial element in the learning process, and it is not something
that can be skipped or done half-heartedly. This should already have been signalled
clearly in the recruitment material, so that they come with the right attitude from
the start and are also prepared to put in the necessary effort in this phase.
These efforts consist of more than just showing up, for preparation is not just about
passively receiving information – it also requires that participants are active in the
process and contribute to it. This may happen, for example, by being ready to openly
express their motivation, expectations and fears so that these can be addressed; by
researching relevant content-related topics further and sharing this information with
other participants in presentations and discussions; and by producing material which
can be used to introduce themselves to other participants and partners in the host
country. Many projects also require from participants that they use self-study to learn
as much of the language as possible, for example through online tools, or that they
take a test to assess their level of proficiency in the language of the host country.
There are many advantages to be gained by involving participants as co-creators
in the preparation process, notably that you are able to make it more targeted and
responsive to individual concerns and that you can reach further out than you would
otherwise be able to. Also at a meta-level it brings benefits, in so far as it requires
participants to demonstrate their commitment beforehand by investing of their
energy and resources in the project, helping you to spot people low in motivation
prior to departure (see also Indicator 63).
Self-evaluate your language skills: http://bit.ly/2UcBVH2

Indicator 98
Have participants received adequate linguistic and cultural preparation to facilitate
their interaction with the hosting environment?
Young people travelling abroad on a learning mobility project do not go as tourists.
As part of the learning process, they will be expected to become immersed in the
everyday life of the hosting environment to as high a degree as possible, no matter
how short the mobility may be. This requires that they are able to communicate
and that they have a positive and constructive attitude to the culture and norms of
the host country from the start. Linguistic and cultural preparation is therefore an
indispensable part of a quality project.
In terms of linguistic preparation, young people will not have enough time to learn
a new language before they leave. Nonetheless, there may be several months of
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preparation, and that is sufficient for learning the basics and becoming familiar with
the sound of the language. Many online tools are available to help them with this,
and some mobility schemes have published small thematic dictionaries of selected
words and phrases for use in mobility projects.
As important as it is, language is just one aspect of the culture, and there is much
more that awaits once a young person arrives in the other country. Depending on
the length, previous experiences abroad and difference between home and host
environment, the experience might come as quite a shock. And the shock can come
at the very beginning, but also much later into the mobility. Knowledge about the
culture(s) that the young person will encounter is one element of the preparation
process, but not enough, for knowledge is mostly on the surface and it does not
imply deeper interactions. Cultural preparation, to be effective, should therefore
also contain elements of:
►► Reflection on one’s identity. If the person is comfortable with who they are,
they are more likely to be open towards others. At the same time, being in a
new environment will challenge their identity in many ways, while interaction with differences will provide opportunities to learn about them. It is,
therefore, important that they are ready for this to happen and open for the
reflection to follow.
►► Awareness of preconceived ideas about “others” and own bias. Stereotypes,
prejudices and assumptions are all part of our coping mechanisms. What
is essential is for a young person to be aware of them in order to be able to
challenge them.
►► Preparation for dealing with ambiguity and change. When they are on a learning
mobility, young people will be faced with a lot of uncertainty and ambiguity. What is right, what is true and what is good will be challenged and the
borders will not always be clear. “Should we kiss when we meet?”“Should we
invite people to our place?” “How late can we be?” “Can we openly talk about
religion?” are just some of them. Hence, young people must be able to cope
with a certain level of ambiguity.
Fortunately, there are plenty of tools to help with these aspects of preparation.
T-Kit 4: Intercultural learning: http://bit.ly/T-Kit4-IL
Education pack: www.eycb.coe.int/edupack/default.htm
Erasmus+ Online Linguistic Support (OLS): https://erasmusplusols.eu/
Glossaries: www.fgyo.org/resources-publications.html

Indicator 99
Have participants been adequately prepared on how to deal with psychological
issues such as homesickness?
It is a regular occurrence – at least it is not uncommon – that a participant in a
mobility project breaks off the stay and returns home prematurely, because he
or she is psychologically unable to cope with the experience of living in a foreign
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environment. This mechanism is often known as “homesickness” (even though it is
often more complex than that), and the results are more often than not disastrous
for the learning process. Dealing with homesickness should therefore constitute an
integral part of preparation.
Regardless of the length and intensity of a mobility project, homesickness is one
of the things that is almost guaranteed to strike at some point as a result of being
disconnected from the known and familiar. The intensity of this feeling varies from
one young person to another, and some might need more support in order to go
through it. And while there is not much to be done to prevent it, there are certain
things that can prepare young people for homesickness and encourage them to
develop coping mechanisms and support networks.
A valuable part of the preparation part consists of simply telling them that homesickness is a natural reaction to being away from home, and that everybody will be
affected by it at some stage. Even if young people are convinced that homesickness is not going to happen to them, it is advisable to talk them through it, so that
they recognise it if/when it happens and understand it as something natural and
something that they should not be ashamed of. Homesickness often comes hand in
hand with frustrations and cultural and other shocks in the new environment. What
can help is comparing their expectations with the reality and identifying possible
sources of frustrations in advance.
The more they understand their host community and perceive it as a “home away
from home”, the better prepared they will be to deal with homesickness. At the
same time, it is equally important to have a support system at home - family, friends,
sending organisation. With the connectivity nowadays, “home” is just one call or chat
away. Nonetheless, young people should be aware that living their life online can
prevent them from truly integrating into the new environment and that does not
help homesickness go away.
Finally, young people should be prepared and encouraged to ask for help, if things
become overwhelming, and if they feel anxious and depressed. There is no shame
in it and it can help them move forward.
9 ways to deal with homesickness: http://bit.ly/2ECbENa

Indicator 100
Are participants instructed on how to minimise the impact of the activity on the
environment?
Regardless of the type and topic of a learning mobility, the issue of the impact of
the activity on the environment concerns them all. Given the relationship between
a safe and healthy environment and the enjoyment of human rights, young people
should be aware of their own impact on the environment and the ways to minimise
it – during their stay abroad and at home.
The first step in this process is to create an awareness of how activities can influence
the environment. One way of raising awareness is by calculating one’s ecological
footprint, which can be done online. Young people preparing to go on a learning
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mobility could do the test, determine their ecological footprint and, based on the
results, begin to reflect on how it can be reduced. They can also track their “progress”
during the activity.
The thing that has the biggest impact on the environment is travel arrangements
(even though these may be determined in advance and not something that they can
influence). Travelling by plane is perhaps the most damaging thing that a person can
do at an individual level, and hence exploring alternative means of transportation is
a good place to start. Researching more environmentally friendly ways to travel can
be a delegated task through which they can develop different competences. And
if a young person will continue travelling during their mobility project, they might
start changing their mindset and opt for cycling, hitchhiking, trains, etc.
Calculating one’s ecological footprint will also point out other aspects of lifestyle,
besides travelling and means of transportation. As a general rule of thumb, young
people should think along the lines of the magical triangle: reduce, reuse, recycle,
the three approaches that save money, energy and natural resources. Reducing consumption is one of the first steps and the most desirable one, since it also reduces
the need for reusing and recycling. This could include: being rational with electricity, refusing unnecessary packaging or thinking twice before buying all the new
outfits for the trip abroad. This kind of reasoning can happen at individual level, but
also when thinking about the activity and the way that it will be implemented. For
example, limiting the use of paper and when using it and making sure it is recycled.
Or buying locally grown or produced goods, rather than those which have travelled
long distances.
Human Rights and the Environment: http://web.unep.org/divisions/delc/
human-rights-and-environment
Global Footprint Network: Advancing the science of sustainability: www.footprintnetwork.org/our-work/ecological-footprint/
Ecological footprint calculator: www.footprintcalculator.org/

Section: accompaniment and support
Target groups differ, and therefore the needs for support during the process – and
especially during the time abroad – will differ, too. Some participants are insecure
and require someone they know and trust from their home environment to accompany them during the stay abroad; others are fine on their own, and it is sufficient
that someone from the hosting environment is available for support in the event
of a problem for which outside help is required. As an organiser, you need to reflect
and decide on what kind of support is needed to create the spaces that are most
conducive to participants’ well-being and learning, and whether this is best done
by sending an accompanying person along or relying on the support provided by
the hosting environment.
“Accompaniment and support”, however, is not about making the stay as hasslefree and pleasant as possible for the participants – it is part of the learning process
that participants should try to tackle problems and resolve conflicts on their own.
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It is about making the right interventions at the right moments in time to help
participants successfully overcome challenges using and developing their own
problem-solving skills.
There are four indicators in this section.

Indicator 101
Is adequate support (monitoring/mentoring) available in the hosting environment?
Learning in a mobility project does not necessarily happen by itself, even though
you have a learning-conducive environment. In most cases, it needs some type
of underpinning to ensure that it happens and that the potential for learning is
adequately exploited. From a learning perspective, it is possible to make a distinction between two different types of support: monitoring and mentoring. They are
not mutually exclusive, and you do not have to choose between them – in many
projects, they are used side by side.
Monitoring means systematically observing and keeping track of the progress of
participants’ learning trajectory towards the achievement of the objectives of the
stay. You can do it at regular time intervals (daily, every week or month), but you can
also have specific monitoring points after each major activity or project stage. By
monitoring participants, you know whether things are going in the right direction,
and you can intervene if you see that they are not. One person can monitor many
participants.
Mentoring goes a step further and is a system of supervision and guidance whereby
one person (the mentor) shares his/her knowledge, skills and experience with others
(mentees) to help them make progress. It is more than giving advice or passing on
experience, it is about motivating and empowering the mentees to identify their
objectives, needs or challenges and helping them to find ways of reaching them. It
implies a much closer relationship and is often done on a one-to-one basis.
The two forms of support are not carried out by the same person. Monitoring is
often done by the project leader or by co-ordinators at the hosting end, and in some
cases also by an evaluator carrying out an accompanying evaluation (also known
as a formative evaluation) of the project. Mentoring, on the other side, is done by
a person in the hosting environment, typically at a workplace or in an organisation
where the participant is doing a placement. It is frequently seen in connection
with long-term volunteering, but is also used in short-term mobility, particularly in
connection with target groups who need closer support and help to cope with the
challenges of a stay abroad.
ME+NTOR The Compendium for youth work: https://actorromania.wordpress.
com/2018/06/23/mentor-the-compendium/
Practical guide for EVS mentors: http://bit.ly/2H67aA6
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Indicator 102
Are the particular requirements of young people with special needs (e.g. young parents, persons with disabilities) also supported during the activity, and are possible
extra costs for this covered in the budget?
Young people with special needs (or “fewer opportunities”) is an elastic concept whose
meaning can vary with the context. Besides obvious issues like the ones mentioned
as examples in the indicator itself, it may also refer to educational difficulties, cultural
differences, economic obstacles, health problems, social issues, geographical location and probably scores of other barriers which may prevent specific young people
from participating in what we may call “mainstream” mobility projects. If you want to
give all those in your target group an equal opportunity for participating, you should
therefore try to identify the factors that may stand in the way of some young people’s
possibilities for joining the project and see what you can do to eliminate these. If you
fail to do so, you may effectively exclude those from participating for whom perhaps
such an experience would mean the most; and you are thereby lessening the potential
impact of your project, both at a personal and a societal level.
Sometimes, you are able to address this issue in the design phase of your project. For
instance, some projects that are reciprocal (which involve a return visit from abroad)
operate with home-stays, where the participants are accommodated with each
other’s families during the time abroad. However, some young people from less affluent backgrounds may not have a spare room in their house or apartment to put up
their counterpart from abroad and this may mean that they are unable to sign up. By
recruiting some extra host families in your area and holding these in reserve, you may
be able to allow these young people to participate even though they cannot be hosts.
Very often, though, inclusion has an economic dimension. It can be quite costly
to arrange for adequate transportation if you have a wheelchair user among your
participants, or you may need to provide childcare facilities if one or more of your
participants is a single parent and does not have the possibility of having the child
looked after while he or she is abroad. Also, some participants – for example with
learning disabilities – may need special support during the stay, such as an accompanying person, which again adds an extra layer of costs. Yet you should be aware of
the fact that inclusion is a concern in many funding schemes, and that it is possible
to ask for additional funding for participants with special needs. This means that you
will need to include this dimension in your project at the time you are sending in
your application and make allowance for it in the accompanying budget.
Youth Knowledge Book 22: Learning mobility, social inclusion and non-formal education:
access, processes and outcomes: http://bit.ly/YKB22-LM
SALTO-YOUTH publication: Growing inclusion and participation: http://bit.ly/2Ek9PTL

Indicator 103
Are minors accompanied by an adult or under adult supervision during the activity?
A “minor” is – in most contexts – defined as someone who has not yet turned 18. In
a legal framework they are also sometimes referred to as “children” or “underage”
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(even though they themselves may prefer to be called otherwise). Minors are not
able to take the decision about going abroad on a project on their own – they will
need formal permission from their parents or guardians.
As a project organiser working with minors/underage participants and children, you
have a special responsibility, as you will be in their parents’ place, so to speak, during
the time abroad. Irrespective of their level of maturity, you can be held responsible
for the consequences of their actions or what happens to them, if you fail to provide
adequate supervision during the time that they are in your care. Therefore, you need
to ensure that this is provided, either by accompanying adults or by adult staff in
your partner organisation abroad.
“Adequate supervision” and “adult supervision” are not necessarily synonyms, however.
Those who are in charge of looking after the minors must be capable of doing so,
which means that they must have the right background (in terms of training and/or
experience). In many organisations, there is a child protection policy in place, which
means that any persons who are in contact with children – no matter whether they
are staff or volunteers – must undergo a background check, before they are allowed to
take up their duties. You should check whether your partner organisation is operating
with such a policy (in some contexts it is a legal requirement), especially if you (or
an accompanying person) cannot be around all of the time. In some organisations,
this also extends to host families.
However, no matter how well they are supervised, you cannot keep complete vigilance 24/7. You therefore also need, as part of your preparation process, to agree on
a code of conduct with the participants, so that they have clear guidelines on what
they can and cannot do during the activity and will know what to do in situations
where they may come in harm’s way.
An example of a child protection policy: http://bit.ly/2TkzzZv

Indicator 104
Are language support and translation services available if and where required?
As well as being an important learning objective in most mobility projects, language (or the inability to communicate) can also constitute a significant barrier to
learning. In the event where foreign language proficiency is indeed a problem for
achieving the objectives, it is therefore an important part of quality assurance to
try to reduce this obstacle as much as possible by offering participants help and
support to overcome it.
Arguably, the most important work in this respect is undertaken in the preparation
phase, where linguistic preparation is an important element. In the time before
departure, participants can work either in groups (language classes) or individually (through online language courses) to build up or improve their proficiency in
the language of the host country (see also Indicator 98 on linguistic and cultural
preparation). However, support may also be needed during the stay itself, where
language training can continue alongside the other activities (or as the key activity
if language proficiency is the main objective of the project).
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In some cases, it may also be relevant to offer translation and interpreting as part of
the support package, but this can be very costly and is usually reserved for emergency
situations, unless there are people in the project team with the competences to do this.
There is also machine translation available on electronic platforms (for example, mobile
phones), but this is not without challenges, and is usually reserved for ad hoc situations.
In some projects, where participants have no prior knowledge of the language of
the hosting communities and vice versa, a third language that both parties know is
used as the preferred vehicle of communication, and linguistic support offered to
participants is therefore focused on improving proficiency in this language. This means
that both parties are speaking in a foreign language when interacting, which may
impoverish communication, but at the same time also have the consequence that
two groups find themselves on a more equal status in terms of language proficiency.
There are also transnational projects which target countries, regions or communities
which speak the same language as the sending country/region/community. The obvious example here is Germany and Austria, but it could also be between, for example,
France and the French-speaking parts of Belgium, or between emigrant communities in different countries. Here, obviously, linguistic support is usually not an issue.
Multilingualism in the European Union (read and listen to 24 official languages): https://
europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/figures/administration_en#languages
European Centre for Modern Languages of the Council of Europe: www.ecml.at/
Language learning in mobility projects: http://bit.ly/2Xun50B

Section: the learning process
Quality is not about whether participants think it was a pleasant experience when
they return home – quality is when they have achieved the learning objectives that
formed the rationale for the project. This is the difference between “holidays abroad”
and “learning mobility”. These learning objectives can be very different from project to project, and the aim in this section is not to enumerate them all, as it would
arguably double the amount of pages in this handbook. Instead, this section draws
attention to two factors that are absolutely crucial for the learning process: firstly,
that there is a clear understanding among both participants and others in the project
environment about what these learning objectives are and how they are reached;
and secondly that spaces for what we may call “assisted reflection” are made available for the participants so that they can transform their experiences (be they good
or bad) into valuable learning.
There are five indicators in this section.

Indicator 105
Is there a clear understanding of desired learning processes among both participants
and team members?
The very fact of living away from home, in another country and immersed in another
culture, presents many exciting informal learning opportunities in itself: interacting
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with people from different backgrounds and origins, discovering new ways of working, living on a limited allowance, washing one’s own clothes and so on. However,
just sending young people abroad and getting them back alive is no guarantee of
learning, and therefore you will have formulated specific learning objectives and
organised learning-conducive activities. However, even this may not be enough to
bring about the intended outcomes, if participants and team members are not aware
of objectives and processes and are actively contributing along the way.
Mere information is not enough. Learning objectives must reflect real needs in the
target group, and participants must understand what they are about and take ownership of them. This is best achieved if they have contributed actively to the process of
formulating the objectives and understand why it is important that they are reached
– especially because much learning in mobility projects happens through facing
challenges and on the border of their comfort zone. If there is no understanding of
this, it can be too tempting to pull out and stop investing the necessary energy: they
may then spend the time on social media with friends and family from home and
hang out with others from the group, rather than engaging in learning processes.
This understanding should not just be concerned with the objectives, but also with
the methods. Why is it necessary that they do this activity, and how does it fit into
the overall process of reaching the objectives? This does not necessarily mean having to explain complex learning theories, but it is part of the overall educational
challenge to ensure that there is a basic understanding of the meaning of what has
been organised. This element should be an integral part of the preparation process
(we may call it “educational preparation”), but it should also happen during the
implementation phase.
This requirement of understanding and awareness is not just an issue for participants, but also for the team. As part of the team-building process (see Indicator 78),
you should ensure that all members have a common and shared understanding of
aims, objectives and methods, so that all messages going out from individual team
members are consistent.
The Youthpass process and Learning to Learn: www.youthpass.eu/downloads/13-62-54/
TheYouthpassProcess_100923_S.pdf
Council of Europe Youth Work Portfolio: www.coe.int/en/web/youth-portfolio
ETS Competence Model for Youth Workers to Work Internationally: http://bit.ly/2IHn6Lw
Handbook for facilitators: learning to learn in practice: https://noored.ee/wp-content/
uploads/2014/12/L2L_handbook.pdf

Indicator 106
Do participants have the time to reflect on their learning process before, during and
after the activity?
Young people will experience a lot of things during their learning mobility, but in
order to transform those experiences into solid learning, they should have time and
space for the reflection. This reflection will enable them to extract conclusions and
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to plan how they will integrate them into their leaning mobility, but also in their
life as a whole.
Once the learning process is structured and planned around a young person’s needs
and corresponds to their interests, and there are some kind of learning objectives in
place, there is already a very solid base for creating a learning magic out of all those
experiences before, during and after the activity. What can elevate the learning process even more is ensuring that there is time for continuous (self )reflection, when
young people assess their learning and competence development, also modifying
and adjusting their learning objectives along the way.
In order to illustrate the need for continuous reflection, we will briefly introduce
Kolb’s model of experiential learning. This model consists of four distinct stages,
which then continue repeating in a spiral shape. It all starts from “experiencing” something within a learning mobility – preparing to leave one’s own home, researching
new cultures and environments, travelling, living in a new environment, trying to
grasp a new language, interacting with other (and diverse) people, organising the
costs of living, joining different free-time activities, engaging in debates about hot
political issues, sharing experiences with people back home, spreading the results
of the learning mobility. In order to really maximise the learning potential of each of
these experiences, as well as learning mobility as a whole, the next step needs to be
ensured and that is: “reflecting”, or thinking about what has happened and what the
person has done in the concrete situation. Although this second step in the model
is called reflection, in the context of a learning mobility, reflection also includes the
next two steps: “conceptualising” and “planning”. “Conceptualising” implies making
generalisations, or making general conclusions based on the experience, which
could be applied in the person’s life. And “planning” is taking things further or making a plan of how to apply the new learning in the situations that will arise – be
that the next day or week in the learning mobility or after the learning mobility has
been completed. Therefore, reflection is really an essential process to capitalise on
the experiences and to ensure development and competence building of young
persons(s) involved in learning mobility projects.
For the reflection to work, there needs to be time allocated for it on a regular basis,
where the intervals will depend on the type of learning mobility and the young
person(s) themselves. In any case, the time will ensure that they are reminded of the
importance of the reflection, and slowly they will integrate this reflection time into
their habits and routines and will make the time for it themselves. This reflection
process will, in most cases, need to be facilitated. It does not necessarily come by
itself, and the role of the team is quite important here. Developing reflection abilities
and habits can and should start before the learning mobility activity and be slowly
developed all the way to the end.
In addition, learning mobilities have unexpected occurrences that can sometimes
be even more instructing than planned learning opportunities. There should be
flexibility that allows learners to respond to the unexpected and make the most of
those opportunities.
David Kolb on experiential learning: http://bit.ly/2UgAPdG
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Indicator 107
Is there a plan for how and where this reflection process will take place?
In order to develop an ability to reflect and reflect effectively (and efficiently as well),
it is helpful to have a plan that will ensure that the reflection happens and that there
will be a time and space allocated for it. Reflection can happen daily, weekly, or it can
be planned to be connected to significant learning mobility milestones.
The plan can be very detailed or contain just the most important points. This will
depend on the young person, type and duration of the learning mobility and on
the team supporting the young person in planning their learning. But regardless
of this, it should be taken seriously in order to make sure that the reflection is happening on a regular basis and that there is also space allocated for it. This planning
and the reflection itself could be done by young person(s) alone, but it would be
even better if mentor support is available, as well as peer support. Working with the
mentor, the plan could be set in the preparation phase of the learning mobility and
some initial reflections could involve the mentor as well. In some learning mobility
projects, the mentor role is continuous and one of the key roles is to support the
reflection process and to ensure its continuity. At the same time, when possible, it is
also very helpful to have peer support, to share with other young people who are in
the same situation and help each other discover the learning insights. Because, while
the learning (or rather the experience part of it) happens out of the comfort zone,
the reflection usually happens in the centre of it. The support and the fact that time
and place is specifically allocated for this will often be vital to ensure that it happens.
When it comes to the ways in which the reflection can take place or even the tools
that can be used to support the reflection, the options are very diverse and they
depend very much on the preferences of each young person. This is why a diversity of
approaches and tools should be taken into consideration when planning the reflection, in order to make it as engaging and smooth as possible. Some of the options are:
►► a learning journal that accompanies the young person through their learning

mobility experience;
►► photo or video blog, which is kept at regular intervals and which can, in the

end, be edited into a holistic learning story;
►► tailored reflection questions, which are designed by the young person them-

selves, by their peers or by the mentor;
►► metaphorical cards and/or images, which can help in expressing the experi-

ences and feelings associated with them;
►► smartphone apps that support this process.

In addition, there are certain instruments that support this process and one of them
is Youthpass. Youthpass is a recognition tool for non-formal and informal learning
in youth projects (within Erasmus+: Youth in Action programme). It is based on
eight key competences for lifelong learning and the process facilitates issuing of a
certificate based on self-assessment. There are a number of tools around Youthpass
that support reflection on learning from the very start of the learning mobility all
the way to the end.
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Finally, when making the plan, it is important to anticipate potential space(s). Once
again, depending on the length of the learning mobility, the space does need to
be the same all the time, but it needs to ensure comfort and freedom for the young
person to indulge their reflection process.
Youthpass: www.youthpass.eu/en/

Indicator 108
Are adequate facilities (e.g. rooms for individual or group sessions) available for this
reflection process?
Learning spaces are an essential element in supporting learning and, in particular,
reflecting in different phases of a learning mobility. This goes for every aspect of a
learning mobility – from experiencing, through reflection, to conceptualisation and
transfer or future planning. Experiencing has its own considerations when it comes
to the learning environment, since it does not always happen when planned and it
can happen in a great variety of different contexts and challenging environments.
On the other hand, reflection does require young person(s) to be comfortable, in
order to be able to settle down to the learning. Planning the facilities in advance, in
particular for group reflection sessions, is an important step in the learning process
and should be given adequate attention.
Being comfortable and feeling safe are important preconditions for the reflection
process. While experiences often have a certain degree of challenge in them, in order
to extract learning from those experiences, young person(s) need to be brought back
to their comfort and safety. Only then they will be able to process what happened
and how to generate learning insights from that. However, comfort and safety are
not the same for each young person. Hence, when thinking about how to arrange
facilities for reflection this needs to be taken into consideration.
There is no exact recipe for arranging the facilities for reflection and this choice can
be approached in a number of different ways. One example of organising reflection
spaces during a short-term mobility included three learning spaces for daily reflections. In one learning space, at the end of each day, there was a “gallery” of the day’s
sessions, with different outcomes and reminders of the activities. Participants would
enter into this room to remind themselves of the day and try to understand what
the day was trying to tell them – what was the message to be taken on board. In
another room, there was a selection of different tools that can stimulate reflection
– papers with questions, colouring-in mandalas, metaphorical cards, cubes, diaries,
etc. Participants would use this room to get extra stimulation for reflection, as well as
to have conversations with their peers and to reflect in smaller groups. Finally, there
was the “silent” room, where those who needed it would go to reflect in silence. They
could have their reflection process there or use it to be with themselves and let the
insights in. All three rooms were used at different times and by different participants.
This is just one example of how the space could be organised to cater for different
reflection needs, and what is important to take away from this is to always try to
provide designated learning spaces that will provide safety and comfort, as well
stimulate reflection and, if possible, be able to cater for different needs. In addition,
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there should be no external disturbance and young people need to be able to take
their time and engage in the process of reflection.
Another thing that should be considered is the potential of different outdoor spaces
in stimulating reflection, since reflection is often stimulated by physical movement.
Either by going for a walk and talk or having a silent reflection in the wilderness or
having a group reflection on the beach, nature has its way in supporting reflection
and stimulating additional insights.
Outward Bound: www.outwardbound.net
Learning Space Design: www.trainers-toolbox.com/learning-space-design-poster
-by-trainers-toolbox/
Youthpass Learning Agora Report: http://bit.ly/2Tm4NzB

Indicator 109
Is this reflection process facilitated and supported by the team before, during and
after the activity?
It is a natural tendency for human beings to try to make sense of things we encounter
that we do not understand. However, it is not always that we manage to find a plausible explanation for the phenomena that we observe or experience when abroad,
and sometimes we are so coloured in our thought processes by preconceived attitudes and perspectives that we jump to the wrong conclusions. At other times, we
simply stop reflecting when we return home and are no longer directly confronted
by the situations that caused them, even though we never managed to make sense
of things at the time. This means that learning opportunities are missed, and for this
reason it is important that the team is facilitating and supporting these reflection
processes until they are concluded.
Supporting reflection processes is about two things: space and input.
Space means making room available – both physically and timewise – for participants to discuss and reflect on their experiences and make meaning out of them.
It is often seen that programmes are as tightly packed with events and activities as
possible to make the most of the time abroad, but there should also be moments
where participants, alone or together, can reflect on what they have experienced,
and the questions this has raised. Physically, the team must ensure that there are
rooms or spaces available where this can happen in an organised fashion (see also
Indicator 108).
Input is about facilitating the process through timely interventions – not by telling
participants what to think, but by asking questions and stimulating discussions,
and at times feeding in bits of factual knowledge that participants lack in order to
be able to process their experiences and questions. This is a delicate task, since it
requires the facilitator to walk a tightrope between his or her personal intentions
and the need to respect young people’s own thought processes.
Reflection is something that should be stimulated and facilitated before, during
and after the stay abroad. In the preparation phase, the participants should reflect
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on their expectations and any possible prejudices that they may have; and during
the stay, they should be encouraged to constantly think about, and try to make
sense of, their observations and experiences. After they come home, they should
be encouraged and supported to continue these reflections and work out how the
outcomes of these can influence the way in which they are going to think and act
in the future. Ideally, it is the same team members that are following this process
throughout the project, or at least are responsible for making the plans and arrangements that allow it to happen.
Helping students reflect: https://teaching.unsw.edu.au/helping-students-reflect
-group-work
REFLECTING.EU: www.reflecting.eu/

Section: debriefing
A learning mobility project consists of three phases in a temporal succession: before,
during and after, corresponding to preparation, the time abroad, and then the
debriefing process. There has been a tendency in the past to focus on the first two
and take the third – debriefing – more lightly, but research has shown that this phase
is an absolutely crucial link in the learning process. During debriefing, experiences
are described and discussed, their implications in terms of learning formulated,
and participants are induced to reflect on them and their possible impact on their
future life trajectory. Without a structured debriefing process, many participants
may simply just go back and resume their old lives from before they went abroad,
and all their experiences and potential learning are figuratively speaking placed in
an old shoebox and stored in some remote corner of their brain.
In connection with debriefing, you should also look at indicators 115-117 in the next
section (“Outcomes”).
There are five indicators in this section.

Indicator 110
Is there a dissemination plan of the results and good practices?
It is not just about the learning of your participants, but also about what those outside
your context – for example, other project organisers – can learn from your project.
Knowledge of your methods and experiences may enable them to exploit these
and achieve better results with fewer investments and avoid some of the problems
and frustrations that you have struggled with. Therefore, it is important that you are
disseminating the outcomes of your project so that the overall quality of learning
mobility activities is raised. But to have maximum effect, this should not be done as
an afterthought, but according to a plan that you have already been thinking about
before the activities begin.
When making a plan for dissemination, the first thing to consider is what you should
disseminate. Of course, the main conclusions are important, but often small details
can also be of value to other actors. If you have an evaluation report (see indicators
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39-46), it may be relevant to share this with others, but if there are specific elements
that you think could be particularly useful, you can write these up in small articles
or descriptions that can be published in written form or online. Of course, you only
know afterwards whether you have something of interest to share or not, but nevertheless you need to reflect on it beforehand, since this will determine what kind
of data you gather on the way, and how you organise your evaluation.
Secondly, you need to reflect on the target group. Are your messages relevant for
a broader public, or do they mainly concern a smaller, more specialised audience?
This means mapping the relevant actors and stakeholders and making decisions
about who should be the focus of your dissemination plan. As part of this process,
you should also try to assess what the information requirements of these target
groups are – do they need (and will they read) the full report, or should you convey
selected messages from your evaluation?
Finally, you should combine the outcomes of these two reflections to decide about
the channels of dissemination. If your organisation has a website, this may be an
easy way of making your project results available to a broader public, but it requires
that they know it is there. You should try to ensure that there are also links to your
report in other websites and on social media, so that it stands a better chance of
attracting attention. Even so, it may be better to use the dedicated platforms made
available by mobility programmes (for example, Erasmus+), since these are used by
people who are explicitly searching for such information.
Do not only share your success stories, but also your frustrations. If you have encountered barriers on the way, it is important also to raise awareness of these – for example,
among politicians, who may be motivated to take it on themselves to work for their
abolishment.
Making Waves – more impact with your projects: www.salto-youth.net/downloads/4-17-1408/MakingWaves.pdf

Indicator 111
Is a structured debriefing process conducted after the activity?
For the participants’ learning process, there is sometimes a tendency to focus on
the preparation phase (before) and the actual stay abroad (during) and disregard
the time after homecoming. Yet research has shown that the after-phase – known
as debriefing – is just as important as the other two. You can, in fact, lose more or
less everything you have achieved with the participants if you do not pay adequate
attention to this part of the learning process.
The debriefing process – like the preparation process – contains several elements:
►► Reflection: Now that the stay is over, participants need to continue the reflection
process and mop up any outstanding issues and make meaning of these. This
can be done individually or in a group, but it is important that it is assisted by
the team with relevant inputs (see Indicator 109).
►► Evaluation: This is also the time to sum up their experiences and assess their
worth in relation to their future life trajectory. Often, this is done in connection
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with the overall evaluation process accompanying the project and can be
done orally (in an interview, possibly a focus group interview) or written (in
a participant report).
►► Recognition: Learning outcomes – knowledge, skills and competences – acquired

or strengthened as a result of participation in the project should be identified
and documented. If possible, they should be formally recognised so that they
can be exploited in connection with education and training.
►► Guidance: Participants should receive information and advice that can help them

put their learning outcomes to good use in their continued life trajectories.
►► Retention: It can be tough to return if you have changed during the stay, but

your home environment is expecting to get back the same person that went
out. It may be tempting to quietly forget about everything that happened
to you and just revert to the role you played before you left (this is known as
the “shoebox-effect”). Participants should therefore be supported in retaining
these learning outcomes as part of the debriefing process.
►► Re-entry:

Some young people – especially those who have been away for a
long time – experience a kind of “reverse culture shock” and have difficulties
in settling back in, sometimes experiencing periods of depression and feelings
of loss, which they need help with to overcome.

The interventions required in relation to these need not be very sophisticated. In
relation to problems with, for example, re-entry, the most effective remedy is often
to find forums where participants can talk about their experiences in a legitimate
way; for example, by giving presentations to other young people about their stay.
Incidentally, this can also be a very valuable input in their motivation and preparation process.
Recognition of non-formal education/learning and of youth work: http://bit.ly/2IRJxgS
Debriefing and re-entry: www.globaled.us/safeti/v1n12000ed_missing_linkage.asp

Indicator 112
Do participants have a chance to meet after the activity and share their experiences
and reflections?
Participants often experience a great need to gather with others in the group, or – for
those that went abroad individually – to meet with others who have had a similar
experience. This is not merely a social phenomenon but is actually an important part
of the debriefing and reintegration phase. Reflection processes are stimulated, and
outcomes easier identified, and by mutually supporting each other, they can help
overcome feelings of dejection after what for many has been a very exciting period
of their life, and which is now over.
In the cases where the participants went abroad as a group, they will also return as
a group, and this is an opportunity to take some time – a day or two – where they
remain together and engage in debriefing activities. It may be difficult to achieve, as
many will be anxious to get back and meet family and friends, but if it is something
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that has been planned in advance and communicated as a condition for participating in the project, frustrations can be avoided.
However, often many of the effects that are addressed in a debriefing phase only
occur a while after homecoming, and it may also be that some participants need
time to digest their experiences before they can begin to deal with them. Reunions,
where participants meet up some time after they have returned from abroad, can
therefore have a significant educational value. In the cases where participants are
recruited through nationwide procedures, this may entail significant travel costs,
which some participants are unable to cover out of their own funds. Also, accommodation and nurture may be areas of financial concern, unless you have a way of
dealing with these within your organisation.
You should, however, be aware of the possibilities of using former participants as
elements in the motivation and preparation process for new projects, in case you are
thinking of repeating your venture. Often, the impact is much bigger if key messages
are communicated by peers rather than an adult person, and they come with fresh
information and new perspectives that may be perceived as much more pertinent
than what you can come up with. This makes it possible for you to kill two birds with
one stone, and you may recover some of your costs for participants’ meetings by
combining them with preparation activities for new recruits.

Indicator 113
Are participants encouraged to think about and understand what has changed as
a result of their participation?
“Change” is sometimes defined as the result of experience transformed into learning,
which in turn has made a person change his or her ways. This can certainly be the
case in mobility projects, where the impact of new experiences and perspectives is
often so strong that family and friends regularly are heard making remarks about
participants “being a totally different person after homecoming”. Yet sometimes
these changes may be almost imperceptible, and only exist as seeds that may – or
may not – blossom and bear fruit. A first step in this process is making them visible
to participants, who often are too busy dealing with everyday challenges to notice
that something is happening with them.
This is all the more important because change may not necessarily always be for the
better. Negative feelings stemming from isolated happenings may get to dominate,
especially in short-term projects, where there may not be enough time to compensate
for a bad first impression. This could for example lead to participants returning with
prejudices confirmed rather than dispelled, which is exactly the opposite of what
many mobility projects try to achieve.
Participants should therefore be stimulated to develop self-awareness in this respect
and they should be helped to identify impacts and what they are doing to them.
Concretely, this is done through a process which we can call “assisted reflection”,
where experiences and impressions are identified, discussed and processed, and
possible implications drawn out; in group sessions and/or individually (for example,
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with a mentor). What these impacts could be, is different from person to person –
what is a life- changing moment for one, would hardly make another bat an eyelid.
This process should be integrated into the project from the start and be pursued
on an ongoing basis throughout its lifetime. As some of these incipient changes
will only be visible after a period of time, the phase after homecoming has a special
importance in this respect (see also Indicator 112).

Indicator 114
Is the debriefing process supported by the team, considering the needs of individual
participants?
Debriefing needs to be supported by the team and to be effective it must also take
into account the experiences and capacities for introspection of individual participants. A failure to do so may mean that important learning outcomes are not acted
on and may never develop any further, or that negative aspects of the entire experience get to dominate and stimulate a kind of learning that is not constructive for
participants in their continued life trajectory.
The individual elements of debriefing (reflection, evaluation, recognition, guidance,
retention and re-entry, see Indicator 111) require different sets of knowledge, skills
and competences. Despite their importance, however, you are not likely to find any
courses exclusively dedicated to this aspect of mobility, even though it does often
feature as an element in general courses about project management in mobility
contexts. Fortunately, debriefing processes do not necessarily require sophisticated
methods and tools, but they do require that team members are aware of their
importance and prepared to make it happen.
Individual requirements in terms of debriefing vary considerably, depending on
personality and the kind of experience they have been through. Despite this focus
on the individual, however, debriefing activities organised with groups often carry
a significant added value, since participants are likely to bring different aspects of
the commonly shared experience to attention. One participant may have noticed
something another has missed, and which may throw a completely different light
on an incident. Also, they will have different interpretations of these, something that
can be highly beneficial to reflection processes.

Section: outcomes
There are at least three levels at which you can discuss outcomes of a learning
mobility project:
at the level of the actual participants (what did they learn, and how relevant is this
to their future life trajectory?);
►► at the level of the organisation (what experiences did you harvest that can be
used to improve future activities?); and
►► at the level of the hosting and sending communities (what potential impact

is there on the environments at either end of the project?).
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This section is thus related to the section on evaluation (indicators 39-46), which
is about identifying outcomes. The emphasis in this section is how they are used.
There are five indicators in this section.

Indicator 115
Are individual participants’ learning outcomes identified and assessed?
Having participated in a learning mobility project may have a great impact on an
individual’s career as well as life trajectory in general. When employers are making a
choice between different candidates for a position, they will in many cases opt for the
one who can provide something extra in terms of learning that others cannot show
– like competences acquired in a mobility project. But it requires that this learning is
visible, namely that it has been identified and assessed, and this should happen as
a matter of course in all quality projects. However, when doing so, we should take
into account both intended and non-intended learning outcomes.
Intended outcomes are the ones that form the rationale for the project in the first
place – the reason why we organised the project. These have been formulated in a
set of learning objectives, which together with the target group form the point of
departure for nearly everything in the project – the form of mobility chosen, the
methods used, and of course the evaluation. In the evaluation, we look at learning
objectives again and try to measure (or estimate) whether they have been reached,
and to what degree.
Non-intended learning outcomes (also called informal learning) is what happens
over and on top of the learning that was targeted from the start. These, too, should
be identified and assessed, but we do not really know what they might be, so it can
be hard to pinpoint them for individual participants. However, they may be equally
important as the intended outcomes (see also Indicator 41). It may be helpful to use
a competence framework in this task, such as, for example the “Key competences for
lifelong learning” (see below), with which you are able to capture most forms of learning.
The process of assessment is significant for the individual, since it leads to some form of
recognition of achievements and can be very empowering and stimulating for further
development. How learning outcomes are assessed depends on the kind of learning
we are talking about. Foreign language proficiency may be assessed in a precise way
by letting the participant take a test at the beginning of the activity and again at the
end, and also vocational skills can be assessed with some precision. Others – “personal
competences” or “soft skills” are fluffier, and there are no official standards by which
they can be measured. Here, it is more a matter of making them visible, and you can
use methods that are themselves based, fully or in part, on self-assessment.
Whichever way it is being done, it could still be a good idea to incorporate an element of self-assessment, because this is an important part of the learning-to-learn
process, where individual participants develop an awareness of their own learning
and learning processes.
Key competences for lifelong learning: http://bit.ly/2EkkLR8
Youthpass: www.youthpass.eu/en/
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Indicator 116
Are participants receiving a certificate which documents their learning path and
competence development?
A certificate should not just be a piece of paper that testifies to the attendance and
completion of the learning mobility. It should contain a description of both the
learning environment (the project) and a detailed listing of all the learning outcomes achieved through this. While it is not the certificate as such, but the actual
competences that count, the certificate can empower young people by giving them
confidence and something to show when, for example, applying for a job or seeking
admittance to education and training.
An important function of a certificate is (or should be) that it “translates” individual
learning outcomes into a language that is also understood by people who are not
familiar with youth work or mobility projects, namely the “language of competence”
that is also used in labour market and education contexts. Identifying and assessing
learning outcomes takes time and effort, and so does articulating them in a way that
makes learning understandable.
One example of this kind of certificate, which is based on “Key competences for lifelong learning” (see Indicator 115) is the Youthpass. Youthpass is both a certificate and
a tool that structures learning, reflection and awareness of learning outcomes into
a process that can be carried out by young person(s) themselves, with the support
of their mentors and/or teams. It also supports the translation of learning outcomes
into the language of competences, making it easier to communicate personal and
professional development and competences acquired to the relevant actors and
stakeholders.
Similarly, if the project has produced learning outcomes of a vocational character,
you can use the methodology of ECVET (the European Credit system for Vocational
Education and Training) which provides a template for documenting – and possibly
recognising – learning outcomes in relation to vocational or occupational standards.
Youthpass: www.youthpass.eu/en/
ECVET: www.ecvet-toolkit.eu/introduction/introduction-ecvet-and-mobility

Indicator 117
Is guidance available to help participants capitalise on their learning outcomes in
their further career trajectory or civic life?
Having identified learning outcomes for – and with – participants, these should
also be equipped to capitalise on them, for it is not always obvious what should be
done with these achievements. They may point in a direction which is radically different from what an individual thought he or she was heading towards, and where
he or she does not know any landmarks. Or they may indicate potential for further
improvement, which should be followed up.
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This is likely to happen with participants, for being abroad and in environments
where nobody knows them or has any expectations beforehand can be a liberating
experience, where they are encouraged to pursue other interests and aspects of
their personality than they have done at home. Once they are back, they need help
to clarify choices and to find information that can take them further down the new
pathways they are pursuing. This is where guidance comes in as a quality indicator.
This guidance need not necessarily be dispensed by a trained guidance counsellor,
even though knowledge of guidance and counselling methods are often an asset
in this situation. It may also be enough to refer the participant to external guidance
services or sources of information.
It can happen that young people have become so fascinated by the hosting country
that they want to go back there to work or study. In these cases, local guidance and
counselling services may not be of much help, but there are specialised guidance
networks and sources of information with a particular focus on mobility, where
help is at hand.
Guiding young people to making the right choices: http://bit.ly/2H5hXdL
Guidance in Europe: www.euroguidance.eu/
Information on living, studying and working abroad: https://eurodesk.eu/ and https://
ec.europa.eu/eures/public/language-selection

Indicator 118
Are outcomes of the activity going to be used for the development of both sending
and hosting organisations?
Just as individuals can learn, so can organisations. Even though it is the fifth time
you are organising the same type of mobility activity, the participants are different
every time, and each of them brings new ideas, dreams, work habits, world views –
and challenges – to the project. Every time you run the project, something will be
different, and these differences hold a great potential for further developing your
organisation and its practices. To become a “learning organisation”, however, requires
that you are open to learning and that you have ways of capturing any relevant
experiences and analysing them to bring out their potential for quality improvement.
Openness to learning means that you have a culture within your organisation where
it is OK to ask questions, to challenge established ways of doing things, and a willingness to embrace new methods. Also, it should be OK to take calculated risks and
make mistakes (unless you make the same mistake twice), and mistakes are seen as
a source for learning rather than as a punishable offence.
Another aspect of being a learning organisation is the constant knowledge sharing
between team members and the documentation of practices. If that knowledge
becomes compartmentalised within the heads of certain individuals, it runs the risk
of disappearing altogether if that person finds another job or goes into retirement.
This means that you have to devote energy to reinventing the wheel – energy, that
otherwise could have been used to further improve and refine practices.
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Organisational learning finds a very practical expression in the way you evaluate
your project. Your evaluation plan should not just focus on participants, but also on
organisational issues (see also Indicator 40). Throughout the project’s lifetime, you
should gather information on its functioning and how it responds to new challenges,
and at the end, this should form a specific section in your evaluation report. Here, it
can be a great advantage to have an external evaluator who does not come from the
organisation and does not have a preconceived idea of how things should be done.
About learning organisations: www.implementingthrive.org/learning-organisations/

Indicator 119
Are outcomes going to be used for further improvements in both sending and hosting communities?
Learning mobility projects are rooted in the needs of communities, and their results
are likely to have an impact on these. This goes both for the sending and the hosting ends. Exactly how big this impact may be depends, of course, on the size of the
community. Projects that are based in a village youth club are potentially much
more likely to leave a footprint in the community than a project where participants
are recruited nationwide.
The impact on sending and hosting communities is in many cases only a by-product
in mobility projects, something that happens on the side while organisers are focusing on the learning processes of the participants. However, if you deem that there is
potential that the project may also benefit communities, you should think this aspect
into your project from the start and reflect on what you can do to promote this.
First of all, you need to reflect on what kind of change you would like your project
to effect or contribute to. Once you have done this, there are a number of actions
that you can take as an organiser in order to ensure that your outcomes are known
and taken up by relevant actors and stakeholders in the community. You could for
instance:
►► make sure that key persons from the community are involved up front in the

project and take ownership of this, e.g. in a steering group;
►► ensure visibility by organising project activities in the community, involving

local actors and using local suppliers;
►► ensure that information about the project and its results are disseminated to

as many as possible in the community;
►► (for incoming mobility) engage in activities that leave a concrete trace in the

community, e.g. by making a product as an outcome of an activity that will
also last after participants have returned.
Whether you succeed in making lasting improvements in the community is, of
course, ultimately not something you can exercise control of, like you can in your
organisation. However, you can do your best to ensure that the conditions for this
happening are as favourable as possible.
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Learning mobility in the youth field is gaining both momentum
and relevance in Europe, and the number of projects and
beneficiaries is increasing every year. For this reason, maintaining
the focus on quality is of the utmost importance. This handbook
was written with the conviction that there is no intrinsic
contradiction between quantity and quality in learning mobility
activities. Rather, it is the authors’ belief that they are two sides
of the same coin, and that more attention to quality can be
conducive to higher numbers of participants and activities,
while increasing satisfaction among participants and organisers,
as well as educational results.
This handbook is intended to support organisers of learning
mobility projects in the youth field. It is the result of a four-year
endeavour, consisting of the work and discussions of experts,
young people, youth workers, researchers, policy makers and
donors. It aims at providing immediate, clear and useful answers
to questions on how to organise learning mobility projects with
and for young people.

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int
youth-partnership@partnership-eu.coe.int
The Council of Europe is the continent’s leading
human rights organisation. It comprises 47 member
states, including all members of the European Union. All
Council of Europe member states have signed up to the
European Convention on Human Rights, a treaty designed
to protect human rights, democracy and the rule of law.
The European Court of Human Rights oversees the
implementation of the Convention in the member states.

The European Union is a unique economic and political partnership
between 28 democratic European countries. Its aims are peace,
prosperity and freedom for its 500 million citizens – in a fairer, safer
world. To make things happen, EU countries set up bodies to run
the EU and adopt its legislation. The main ones are the European
Parliament (representing the people of Europe), the Council of
the European Union (representing national governments) and the
European Commission (representing the common EU interest).

www.coe.int

http://europa.eu
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Intended as a set of tools, it is not meant to be read straight
through from cover to cover, but to be kept within reach during
all phases of a project, from design to evaluation, for quick and
easy consultation. We hope you will find it useful, and that you
will use it for the ultimate benefit of young people, before,
during and after any learning mobility activity.
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